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0.0 ABSTRACT

In this thesis I explore the importance of getting evaluation in early stage concepts from all 

users along the psychiatric bed’s value chain. More specifically I investigate what the embed-

ded users’ and external users’ motives and incentives are for evaluating ideas and what factors 

influence these specific type of users.

The thesis findings show that:

•	 External	users	(patient)	are	concerned	with	“soft”	needs	and	values	in	regards	to	com-

fort, user friendliness, a strong wish for maintaining respect, privacy, self control and feeling 

less institutionalised when hospitalized. In general the external users overestimate their own 

ideas and are more positive towards the sub components, They are not fixed on conformity 

and	 various	 working	 procedures	 like	 the	 embedded	 users.	 External	 users	 are	motivated	 by	

their	(in	many	cases)	chronic	illness.	By	giving	them	the	chance	to	be	understood	and	accept-

ed in the innovation process, they finally see an opportunity to have more influence in relation 

to their treatment and recovery. This has an effect on their idealistic evaluation behaviour. 

•	 The	embedded	users	apply	their	professional	knowledge	when	evaluating	 innovative	

solutions, concerning safety, care, hygiene, maintenance and  service functions. In general they 

are more reluctant towards areas of their own expertise and more often stick to well-known 

ways of doing things than the external users. The embedded users are accustomed with pre-

sent conditions and used to a no-error culture in the healthcare sector. This has an effect on 

their capability to think-outside-of-the-box when evaluating new ideas.
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For many years the area of psychiatry has been somewhat neglected and focus has mainly 

been on the somatic healthcare. However, the last couple of years we have seen a greater po-

litical focus and attention from the media, and coercion in psychiatry is now continuously a hot 

topic on the agenda of mental health policy. 

The Danish Regions has set ambitious goals of reducing the coercive use in psychiatry: 

•	 	The	regions	will	reduce	the	number	of	fixations	and	coercion	by	20	percent	over	3		

 years.

•	 The	regions	will	reduce	the	overall	length	of	fixations	by	20	per	cent	over	3	years.

•		 The	regions	will	improve	the	patient	experience	in	connection	to	coercion.

•	 	The	regions	will	strengthen	psychiatric	research,	focusing	on	coercion.	(Mindre	tvang	i		

	 psykiatrien,	2010).

In addition, the composition of patients at the psychiatric wards will in the future not be the 

same as today. In the hospitals there will be more patients with the most intensive and com-

plex	conditions	requiring	hospitalisation	all	day	and	an	intensive	effort	in	a	short	period	of	

time.	(Psykiatriplanen	2008;	Visonskataloget,	Nyt	Psykiatrisk	hospital	I	Vejle	2012).

	 In	combination	these	two	things	require	alternative	methods	to	improve	non-fixation,	

and with the latest public and political focus there is now more than ever need for new tools 

which can support a recovery-oriented approach through physically and psychologically stimu-

lating surroundings and methods that promote an improved patient process and boost the 

capacity	of	the	patient	to	recover	more	quickly.	

Hence, it has been decided to create and develop a new bed that through physical and psycho-

logical stimuli boosts the capacity of patients to “heal themselves” and to encourage patients 

to	take	ownership	and	focus	on	developing	their	“healthy”	side.	As	a	direct	extension	of	the	
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construction	of	a	significant	number	of	new	psychiatric	hospitals	in	Denmark	over	the	next	year	

there	is	a	nationwide	need	to	buy	approximately	2000	new	psychiatric	beds.	Besides	from	this	

“lump sum”  there is a continuous need for new beds in the old departments.

This	thesis	objective	is	to	examine	what	happens	if	employee	users	(embedded	users)	and	

patient	users	(external	users)	participate	in	developing	a	new	bed	for	psychiatric	care.	What	

will	the	process	result	in,	in	relation	to	the	evaluation	of	ideas	for	this	new	bed	by	the	differ-

ent	user	groups?	How	will	the	different	incentives	for	embedded	users	and	external	users	be	

when	evaluation	on	the	concepts	for	a	new	bed?	These	are	some	of	the	questions	that	will	be	

touched upon.

 Hence, in this thesis I will look at the value of involving users in evaluating in early 

stage	concepts,	and	I	will	explore	the	importance	of	getting	evaluation	from	all	users	along	a	

value	chain.	I	will	look	at	the	different	types	of	users	involved	in	idea	evaluation	processes	and	

what their reasons and incentives are for rating the way they do. Thus this thesis serves to 

answer	the	following	research	question:	“What	are	the	differences	between	embedded	users	

and	external	users	in	their	evaluations	of	ideas?	Which	factors	influence	this?”.	Little	study,	to	

my	knowledge,	so	far	has	investigated	the	consequences	of	involving	different	user	stakehold-

ers in an evaluation process before a production start.

CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION
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Innovation	as	a	concept	enjoys	much	attention	in	a	wide	range	of	literature	and	disciplines.	In	this	

section	I	will	use	key	sources	for	the	identification	of	the	most	significant	aspects	of	the	concept	

of	innovation	and	thereby	present	a	review	of	existing	and	dominant	literature	in	the	field.	This	is	

central	to	the	understanding	of	the	concept	in	relation	to	the	thesis’	problem	area	of	the	differ-

ences	between	embedded	users	and	external	users	in	their	evaluations	of	ideas	and	which	factors	

that	influences	this.

	 What	happens	if	embedded	users	and	external	users	participate	in	developing	new	

products	and	services	for	the	healthcare	sector?	What	will	the	process	result	in,	and	will	such	

collaborations	provide	embedded	users	and	external	users	with	a	better	understanding	of	each	

other’s needs and wants and will this ultimately generate better products, treatment and greater 

employee	and	patient	satisfaction	among	all	parties?	These	are	some	of	the	questions	this	chap-

ter will seek to relate to relevant trends within the academic debate on innovation.   

The	chapter	sets	out	with	an	account	of	existing	major	theories	on	innovation	(2.1).	Subsequently,	

the chapter proceeds to sections engaging with more detailed aspects of the innovation process, 

framed theoretically. This chapter will also touch upon open versus closed innovation and internal 

versus	external	sources	of	innovation.	I	will	also	look	at	users	as	a	source	of	innovation	(2.2),	tra-

ditional	ways	of	involving	users	in	new	product	development	process	(NPD)	(2.1.2)	and	user-driven	

innovation	(2.2.1).	I	will	look	at	users	as	co-creators	(2.2.1),	and	users	as	evaluators	(2.5)	and	I	will	

look	at	the	potential	value	of	integrating	users	in	all	stages	of	the	innovation	process	(2.1.3).	I	will	

also	draw	on	empirical	findings	on	patients	(external	users)	(2.3)	and	employee	users	(embedded	

users)	(2.4)	motives	and	incentives	for	being	involved	in	a	user	innovation	and	evaluation	process.	

Consequently	this	chapter	will	explain	the	research	gap	in	the	literature	in	relation	to	this	thesis’	

research	question	(2.6),	which	will	look	at	the	value	of	involving	different	types	of	users	in	evalu-

ating early stage concepts/ideas before going into production. 

CHAPTER 2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF INNOVATION 

Economist	Joseph	Schumpeter	was	the	first	to	describe	the	concept	of	“entrepreneurial	innova-

tion”	and	the	value	of	“innovating”.	Schumpeter	defined	innovation	as	a	new	way	to	use	the	

productive resources. The result could be a new product, a new production method, opening 

a new market, new sources of raw materials or a new organization of industry structure. He 

spoke	of	the	contractor,	as	the	person	who	innovates	(Rainey,	2005;	Davila	et	al.,	2006;	Goffin	&	

Mitchell,	2010).	

	 Schumpeter	drew	a	distinction	between	innovation	and	invention.	He	believed	that	in-

ventions are often technical ideas, patents, research etc., which however, has no value in itself. 

Schumpeter	explains	that	before	an	innovation	is	successful	it	must	be	commercially	exploited.	

An	innovation	needs,	according	to	Schumpeter,	not	necessarily	to	have	a	technical	grounding	

and	innovation	can	easily	take	place	without	there	has	been	a	genuine	invention	(Ibid.).	Since	

Schumpeter,	professionals	with	different	backgrounds	have	contributed	with	their	views	on	in-

novation and tried to make the concept operational.

	 Peter	Drucker	was	one	of	those	who	were	inspired	by	Schumpeter.	Drucker	has	pre-

sented	(1985)	seven	“sources”	which	he	believes	innovation	can	depart	from	which	inspires	and	

enables	the	innovative	process:	1.	Unexpected	events,	2.	Incongruence	(difference	in	reality	as	it	

is	and	as	it	is	perceived),	3.	Process	needs	(e.g.	need	for	new	methods	of	production),	4.	Indus-

try	and	market	changes,	5.	Demographic	changes,	6.	Changes	in	the	view,	7.	New	knowledge.	

	 Where	the	first	four	are	sources	within	the	company	or	industry,	the	last	three	are	

focused	on	broader	societal	issues.	Here	it	should	be	mentioned	that	there	might	be	significant	

links between the seven sources, i.e. that usually innovation opportunities occurs in one or 

more	fields	at	the	same	time.	Drucker	believes	that	if	an	organization	wishes	to	engage	in	an	

innovative	project	the	importance	of	these	sources	become	clear	through	the	analysis	of	the	in-

novation	potentials	and	opportunities.	In	that	sense,	Drucker	develops	further	on	Schumpeters’	

foundation.	By	using	these	sources	it	is	thus	possible	for	companies	to	work	systematically	and	

strategically	with	their	innovation	processes	(Drucker,	1985).

	 Since	Schumpeter’s	description	of	innovation,	the	focus	has	shifted.	Eric	Von	Hippel	

was	one	of	the	first	to	position	against	the	clear	focus	of	the	entrepreneur	as	the	central	source	

of innovation and suggesting the possibilities of innovation could arrive from other sources, 

thus	suggesting	a	more	open	form	of	innovation	(Von	Hippel,	1979,	2001	&	2006).
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2.1.1	FROM	CLOSED	TO	OPEN	INNOVATION

Open	innovation	is	partly	based	on	von	Hippel’s	ideas	of	user-driven	innovation.		In	his	book	

Democratizing	Innovation	(2006)	Von	Hippel	points	out	that	users	of	products	and	services	are	

increasingly	in	a	position	to	influence	and	adapt	them	to	their	own	needs.	He	states	that	in-

novation will be “democratized” because users - both businesses and consumers - can innovate. 

This replaces the manufacturer-centric model, which was closely linked to the industrial society, 

with	the	user-driven	innovation	model.	Eric	Von	Hippel	(2006)	suggests	that	the	difference	be-

tween putting the ‘user’ or the ‘organization’ in the centre of the innovation process is that the 

value	creation	will	be	different.	The	user	expects	to	get	value	from	using	a	service	or	consume	

a	product,	while	an	organization	or	a	company	expects	to	get	value	of	selling	or	delivering	a	

service or product. 

	 Von	Hippel	(2006)	describes	the	potential	of	innovation	as	a	democratic	process	where	

companies	and	organizations	“open	up”.	Open	up	is	meant	in	the	sense	of	allowing	the	relevant	

external	parties	to	influence	the	development	process	and	product	development.	Today	this	is	

more	the	rule	than	the	exception	and	some	would	argue	that	organizations	that	do	not	make	

use of democratic and “open” innovation processes are already behind in the race for growth 

and	survival	(Chesbroughs,	2003;	Von	Hippel	2006;	Davilia	et	al.,	2006;	Goffin	&	Mitchell,	2010).	

	 Today	there	has	been	laid	new	tracks	out	in	the	innovation	debate.	Numerous	new	in-

novative	concepts	described	in	literature	includeds;	‘user	innovation’,	‘user-driven	innovation’,	

‘user	centered	innovation’,	‘co-creation’,	and	‘participatory	design’.	While	the	field	is	highly	com-

plex	and	at	times	not	very	transparent,	one	can	say	that	these	innovative	concepts	arise	from	

the	same	“democratic”	view	as	described	by	Von	Hippel,	and	in	that	light	there	is	widespread	

agreement	on	the	need	and	necessity	to	use	open	innovation	processes.	One	can	suggest	that

	the	differences	between	the	various	concepts	is	who,	how,	when,	and	how	much	innovation	is	

open for.  

In	Chesbroughs	(2003)	understanding	of	open	innovation,	modern	organizations	should	to	a	

much	greater	extent	than	previously	involve	in	interaction	with	various	actors	and	stakeholders.	

At the same time, the innovative capacity in today’s educated and global society is far more 

dispersed,	including	consumers,	lead	users,	consulting	firms	and	the	political	level.	This	applies	

not	least	to	the	public	sector,	where	educated	citizens,	external	evaluations,	private	providers,	
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international	comparisons	and	the	media	are	all	included.	Open	innovation	is	in	other	words	

closely linked with modern democracies, where criticism and openness are central.

	 According	to	Chesbrough,	open	innovation	works	in	two	ways:	1.	Companies	can	com-

mercialize internal ideas through channels outside their current business in order to generate 

value	for	the	organization.	2.	Ideas	can	originate	outside	the	firms	own	labels	and	be	brought	

inside for commercialization. In both cases boundaries of organizations are more porous than 

they	traditionally	used	to	be	(Ibid.).	Keith	Goffin	and	Rick	Mitchell	(2010)	defines	open	innova-

tion	as	“the	sourcing	of	ideas	and	technology	across	organizational	boundaries”	(p.	3).	

 Chesbrough talks about the transition from the closed paradigm to the open paradigm, 

where	focus	is	on	openness	and	“common	value”	(Chesbrough,	2003,	p.	134).	In	practice	open	

innovation is probably easier understood if it is contrasted with “closed innovation”. Closed 

innovation is an innovation type where all development and innovation processes take place 

behind closed doors in the individual companies and organizations. It is a paradigm where the 

starting	point	is	based	on	the	philosophy	that	“...	successful	innovation	requires	control”	(Ibid.,	

p.	20).	

	 Several	factors	have	played	a	role	in	the	confrontation	with	the	spirit	of	closed	innova-

tion. The predominant factor was the increasing degree of mobility of human resources and 

competences. The problem for companies was that competent employees left the business 

prematurely and thus took many of the accumulated competencies and knowledge generated 

to competing companies. The rationale for the need of control was pushed into the background 

and	the	need	for	a	methodological	paradigm	shift	became	evident.	Open	innovation	a	paradigm	

that	assumes	that	firms	can	and	should	use	external	as	well	as	internal	ideas	in	their	innova-

tion	efforts	(Ibid.,	p.	25).	

User-driven	innovation	is	all	about	maintaining	competitive	advantage	through	better	under-

standing	of	the	users’	expressed	and	latent	needs.	User	needs	are	thus	the	focal	point,	and	

user-driven innovation is a method to analyze these unconscious needs and thus develop better 

and more user-oriented products. 
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2.1.2	CUSTOMER	ORIENTATION	-	TRADITIONAL	USER	INVOLVEMENT

There	is	a	strong	focus	towards	opening	up	innovation	processes	and	various	studies	confirm	

that	this	makes	a	difference	in	the	innovation	outcome	(Hippel,	2006;	Chesbrough,	2003;	

Cooper	&	Edget,	2008;	Cunha	&	Gomes,	2003;	Poetz	&	Prügl,	2010;	Poetz	&	Schreier,	2012).	

	 A	traditional	line	of	literature	in	marketing	and	new	product	development	(NDP)	

research	investigates	the	factors	that	influence	whether	or	not	organizations	are	capable	of	

tapping in to user knowledge, but most of these studies have so far focused on private sector 

firms.	In	the	private	sector	more	and	more	firms	are	using	customer	orientation	in	some	or	all	

of	their	innovation	process.	In	NPD	processes	traditional	ways	of	involving	users	are	a	strong	

market	focus	where	voice-of-customer	(VOC)	work	is	key	to	achieving	product	advantage	

(Gruner	&	Homburg,	2000;	Cooper,	2009;	Cooper	&	Kleinschmidt,	2007;	Copper	&	Edget,	2008).	

2.1.3	SPIRAL	PRODUCT-DEVELOPMENT	INTEGRATING	USERS	

Cooper	and	Edget	(2008)	outline	seven	practices,	which	will	make	NPD	productivity	more	“lean,	

rapid	and	profitable”.	These	principles	include	concepts	such	as	“building	in	the	voice	of	the	

customer,	front	end	loading	projects	and	taking	a	more	holistic	approach	to	product	innovation”	

(p.47)	and	as	importantly	“concept	testing”	(p.52)	with	users	to	gauge	expected	product	ac-

ceptance before development begins. A proposed product is presented to users, and feedback 

is sought. In this way interest and liking intent are established and brought into consideration 

before	production	begins	(Cooper	&	Edget,	2008).	

	 The	Stage-Gate	system	introduced	by	Cooper	back	in	the	1980’s	has	helped	companies	

drive	new	products	to	market.	Cooper	and	Edget	(2008)	and	Cooper	(2009)	have	looked	at	how	

leaders	today	have	adjusted	the	original	model	in	order	to	make	the	model	more	“flexible,	adap-

tive	and	scalable”	(p.	47).	They	suggest	that	“smart	development	teams”	should	practice	“spiral	

development”	in	the	“NexGen	Stage-Gate”	model	(Cooper	&	Edget,	2008,	p.	56)	and	integrate	

multiple planned interfaces with customers and users within each stage in order to lean, rapid 

and	profit.	They	suggest	developing	a	first	version	of	the	product	(a	virtual	prototype)	and	test	

it	with	the	users	seeking	immediate	feedback,	which	they	then	use	to	make	the	next	version	-	a	

working prototype model. This iterative loop starts early and becomes an integral part of the en-

tire	development	stage	and	into	testing	before	production	(Cooper	&	Edget,	2008;	Cooper,	2009).
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Gruner	and	Homburg	(2000)	suggest	that	customer	interaction	intensity	in	idea	generation,	

product	concept	development	and	prototype	testing	is	higher	compared	to	project	definition	

and engineering and states that “Customer interaction in the prototype testing stage displays 

the	largest	significant	effect	of	all	stages”	(p.	11).	

Both	Gruner	and	Homburg	(2000),	Cooper	and	Edgett	(2008)	and	Cooper	(2009)	explains	that	

the iterative prototype testing’s success is because it is still possible at this stage to adapt to 

users	requirements	and	that	users	are	able	to	provide	very	detailed	and	precise	information	

regarding prototypes. Intensity of user interaction in the product development process is posi-

tively	associated	with	new	product	success	(Gruner	&	Homburg,	2000;	Cooper	&	Edgett,	2008;	

Cooper,	2009).	

 I have not come across any research done on how user-driven innovation processes in 

the public healthcare sector can gain from using an iterative “build-test-feedback-and-revise” 

process in order for the products and services developed to succeed when reaching implementa-

tion. In this thesis case an iterative “build-test-feedback-and-revise” process has been used in 

order to better develop, learn, communicate and test user ideas.

 In the above we have mainly seen user involvement as customer orientation, but main-

taining	a	competitive	advantage	through	better	understanding	of	the	users’	expressed	as	well	

as latent needs, one must look to user-driven innovation where user needs are the focal point 

(Von	Hippel,	2006;	Merit	&	Nielsen,	2007).	

2.2 USER INNOVATIONS

User	innovations	are	innovations	realized	by	those	who	intend	to	use	it	(Von	Hippel,	1988).	In	

order	to	become	innovators,	users	first	of	all	have	to	have	a	strong	unfulfilled	need	and	they	need	

to	possess	“local”	information	that	is	valuable	for	the	innovation	(Lettl	et	al.,	2006;	von	Hippel,	

1988;	Luthje	et	al.,	2006;	Habicht	et	al.,	2012).	This	is	the	case	for	both	patients	and	hospital	

employees who both have needs and are the daily users of new innovations in the Danish pub-

lic	healthcare	sector.	When	it	comes	to	most	equipment	and	services	in	the	hospital,	they	are	

two-	or	even	multifunctional	towards	both	end	users	(patients)	and	a	vide	selection	of	healthcare	

professionals	as	well	as	other	hospital	staff	members.	

	 The	focus	in	these	years	is	especially	on	new	methods,	where	users	are	observed	or	que-
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ried in new ways and involved through unconventional process and analysis tools or directly being 

innovators as lead users.

	 Von	Hippel’s	lead	user	approach	means	that	the	lead	users	are	in	the	driver’s	seat.	Lead	

users	are	in	front	of	the	other	users,	because	they	are	the	first	to	use	new	products	and	because	

they	expect	to	get	much	more	value	out	of	products	than	other	users.	In	the	private	sector	there	

are	lots	of	examples	-	from	computer	software	to	windsurfing	equipment	-	where	lead	users	add	

significant	improvements	to	the	products	in	order	for	it	to	increase	commercial	sales.	The	trend	

is, in other words, that while manufacturers often make small, incremental improvements to 

their	products,	it	is	increasingly	the	users	who	come	up	with	radically	new	solutions	(Von	Hippel,	

2006).

 The pitfalls of focusing solely on learning from lead user innovations may be that they 

don’t represent the views of the average user. Also, it can take a long time before the average 

user	will	have	the	same	needs	as	lead	users.	Last	it	can	be	difficult	to	locate	lead	users	(Von	Hip-

pel,	2006).

 A considerable body of literature on organizational behaviour suggests that employees 

who	are	directly	affected	by	the	identified	problems	are	more	likely	to	solve	them	(Van	de	Ven,	

1986;	Farr	&	Ford,	1990).	Embedded	lead	users	in	organizations	are	early	to	perceive	emerging	

problems in the use domain. Thus they are likely to poses information that is new to other em-

ployees	(Bettencourt	et	al.,	2003,	p.	353).	User-producer	innovation	literature,	investigates	how	

users	and	producers	work	together	(Schweisfurth	&	Raasch,	2012).	So	far	collaboration	between	

users and producers relates to this, however new research has shown that there are also innova-

tive	users	within	the	firm	that	has	not	yet	been	investigated.	

	 Marion	Poetz	and	Martin	Schreier	(2012)	argue	that	counterintuitive	from	classic	NPD	

literature, under certain conditions crowdsourcing might constitute a promising method to gather 

user ideas to complement ideas generated by organisations’ marketers, engineers and designers. 

Their	findings	suggest	that	“crowdsourcing”	(p.	2	&	15)	process	generated	ideas	scores	signifi-

cantly	higher	in	terms	of	novelty	and	customer	benefit	but	lower	in	terms	of	feasibility.

2.2.1	USER-DRIVEN	INNOVATION

User-driven	innovation	is	a	systematic	approach	to	understand	and	explore	user	needs	where	
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the process is driven by users, but is not controlled by users. It is an innovation process that 

actively makes use of the users but it is overall the organization that facilitates and manages 

the	process	(Merit	&	Nielsen,	2007).

	 User-driven	or	user-centric	innovation	is	based	on	the	users’	recognized	or	unrecognized	

needs.	For	the	last	10-15	years	user-driven	innovation	has	had	a	significant	role	in	innovation	

theory.	User-driven	innovation	is	known	from	product	design	and	the	software	industry	(Ros-

ted,	2005).

 The challenge is to go beyond the user’s knowledge to gain new insights that can form 

the	basis	for	more	radical	development.	Dorothy	Leonard	explains	that	there	are	two	types	of	

problems	that	can	limit	the	innovative	advantage	of	users’	knowledge:	1.	Functional	fixedness:	

People	tend	to	fixate	on	how	products	or	services	are	usually	used,	making	them	unable	to	

point	to	other	possible	functions.	2.	Conflicting	needs:	People	may	find	it	difficult	to	see	how	a	

new	solution	will	be	able	to	meet	needs	that	appears	to	be	conflicting	(Leonard,	2002).	

	 Anthropological	and	ethnographic	field	studies	as	well	as	a	design	approach	(e.g.	us-

ability	and	user	testing,	conceptualization,	prototyping,	visualization)	can	be	essential	tools	

when	you	want	to	go	behind	the	users’	explicit	needs	and	identify	unrecognized	needs.	

 It is worth emphasizing that user-driven innovation is a subset of a much wider range 

of possible forms of user-centeredness of public innovation processes, ranging from the very 

traditional	use	of	survey	techniques	and	focus	groups	to	workshop	and	decidedly	co-production	

or	just	user-driven	development	of	public	services.	Lars	Fuglsang	(2006)	distinguishes	between	

two	different	dimensions	of	innovation:	1)	Sources	of	Innovation:	External	sources	can	be	

subcontractors, partners, users or competitors and internal sources are the organization’s own 

managers	and	employees	and	2)	Power	for	innovation:	Individual	forces	of	carrying	out	innova-

tion, is the individual or the individual company, while collective forces are groups or alliances of 

actors.

	 There	are	two	very	different	situations	when	talking	about	involving	individual	users	as	

co-developers	in	the	innovation	process:	1)	Situations	where	users	provide	active	input,	but	the	

actual	innovative	solution	is	developed	by	experts.	2)	Situations	where	users	are	the	innovative	

experts,	lead	users,	and	where	the	organization’s	job	is	to	identify	them	and	their	innovations.	

Here the users are initially developers and perhaps later in the process co-developers along with 
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the	organization	who	are	looking	for	their	innovation	(Merit	&	Nielsen,	2007).

 As I will come back to in my case description, this particular thesis user involvement 

activate	user	ideas	in	a	direct	fashion,	but	also	translate	user	input	from	the	field	research	and	

workshops in order to bring out latent needs which can be analyzed and translated into a new 

product	that	potentially	create	a	positive	change	for	the	users	involved.	In	the	next	sections	I	

will	look	more	specifically	to	research	done	on	patients	as	innovators.	

2.3. PATIENTS AS USER INNOVATORS

Habict,	Oliveira	and	Shcherbatiuk	(2012)	investigate	the	motives	and	activities	of	individual	

user	innovators	in	healthcare.	They	focus	on	patients	of	various	diseases;	more	specifically	they	

investigate the role of patients in the development of new treatments, therapies or medical 

devices.	As	they	argue:	“Whereas	producers	typically	benefit	from	commercializing	innovations	

(…)	user	innovations	are,	by	definition,	developed	by	those	who	intend	to	use	them”	(p.	2).	In	

health	care,	patients	are	one	possible	group	of	user	innovators	since	they	expect	to	benefit	

from	using	the	solutions	they	develop	themselves.	Oliveira,	von	Hippel	and	DeMonaco	(2011)	

found that patients and family members display innovative capabilities and have developed a 

significant	number	of	Treatments,	Terapies	and	Medical	Devices	(henceforth	TT&MD)	for	them-

selves.	The	knowledge	of	affected	people	about	the	disease	is	important	potential	resource	

persons for the health care sector. However, key players of health innovation have been hesitant 

to integrate them into their development processes. 

 Habict et al. identify three particular mechanisms, i.e., “rare conditions, strong con-

straints	on	daily	life,	and	dead	end	situations”	(2012,	p.2)	that	systematically	produce	inappro-

priateness in health care provision as perceived by the patient last, they show that by changing 

patients role once – from patient to patient-innovator – patients were able to help themselves, 

and by changing it again – from patient-innovators to producers of medical devices – they suc-

ceeded	in	helping	many	others	and	in	finding	a	way	to	add	their	valuable	contribution	to	the	

existing	health	care	system	(Ibid.)

 Traditionally it was thought that users in the healthcare industry could only come up 

with	incremental	innovations.	This	was	justified	by	their	assumed	incapacity	for	understanding	

complex	technologies	and	simply	absence	of	desire	from	users	to	innovate.	In	contrast,	recent	
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studies	show	that	users	are	able	to	develop	their	own	solutions	for	radical	innovation	(e.g.	

Røtnes	&	Staalesen,	2009).	Still	user	innovation	in	the	health	care	sector	has	to	my	knowledge	

not	been	sufficiently	studied.	It	remains	unclear	what	really	drives	patients	to	innovation	in	

health	care	and	how	they	go	about	it	(Habict	et	al.,	2013).	In	this	thesis	I	am	integrating	people	

who are directly involved in the value chain on the psychiatric bed. 

2.4. SERVICE AND HEALTH CARE EMPLOYEES AS EMBEDDED USER INNOVATORS 

Schweisfurth	and	Raasch	(2012)	investigate	organizational	behaviour	of	”embedded	lead	users”	

and	the	value	of	employing	lead	users	as	a	novel	mode	for	firms	to	absorb	sticky	user	knowl-

edge.	They	find	that	lead-userness,	rather	than	product	involvement	or	general	use	expertise,	

matter	for	innovation.	Most	literature	views	producers	and	users	as	organizationally	distinct.	

In this thesis producers of the service and treatment in the healthcare sector are also users of 

equipment	at	the	same	time.

	 Schweisfurth	and	Raasch	(2012)	argument	is	that	due	to	employee’s	unique	knowledge	

structures,	embedded	lead	users	excel	in	innovation-related	behaviours	within	the	firm,	specifi-

cally in innovative work behaviour, boundary spanning and customer orientation behaviour.

	 The	authors	extend	the	reach	of	lead	user	theory	by	showing	that	lead	userness	is	not	

limited	to	external	users	only	but	also	prevalent	inside	producer	firms.	This	adds	strength	to	the	

arguments	of	Baldvin	and	Von	Hippel	(2012)	and	Hyysalo	(2009).

The	authors	also	contribute	to	the	field	of	organizational	learning	and	innovation	by	pointing	

out embedded lead users’ characteristics and behaviours as micro-level antecedents of organi-

zational innovation. Traditionally, research on organizational learning has focused on learning-

by	hiring	and	absorptive	capacity	(Cohen	&	Levinthal,	1990)

 Also the thesis investigate if the users have one or more of the following character-

istics	which	Lettl,	Herstatt	&	Gemuenden	(2006),	claim	users	hold	if	they	are	characterized	as	

co-creators, and or if they need all characteristics in order to add value to the innovation pro-

cess: “High competence in their own domain, tolerance for ambiguity, access to technological 

knowhow,	resources	for	their	own	research	activities,	technological	competances”	(p.	262).
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2.5 EXTERNAL USER AND EMBEDDED USER TEST- AND EVALUATION PROCESS

So	far	we	have	seen	research	on	idea	screening	mainly	being	focused	on	understanding	either	

the	process	for	evaluation	(Baker	&	Albaum,	1986;	Rochford,	1991;	Wheelwright	&	Clark,	1992;	

Rainey,	2003;	Chesbrough,	2003)	or	which	criteria	to	use	for	evaluating	new	product/service	

ideas	(Carbonell-Foulquie	et	al.,	2004;	Hart	et	al.,	2003;	Hauser	&	Zettelmeyer,	1997;	Zenios	et	

al.,	2010).	However,	much	less	emphasis	has	been	put	in	investigating	who	could	be	appropriate	

evaluators for evaluating new product and service concepts.

	 Often	evaluation	cannot	benefit	from	objective	measures	given	the	inherently	uncer-

tain	nature	of	research	and	innovation	and	thus	depend	on	subjective	evaluation	of	experts	who	

use	their	existing	knowledge	base	and	experience	to	assess	the	merits	of	a	research	proposal.	

Within	the	scholarly	debate	the	approach	must	rely	upon	enabling	research	agendas	and	provid-

ing	research	funds	in	expert	peer	review.	However	a	study	by	Stephen	(2010)	shows	that	organi-

zations gain by involving users in the evaluation processes.

	 Boudreau	et	al.	(2012)	investigates	whether	novel	research	projects	are	treated	with	a	

negative	bias	in	peer	evaluations.	They	analyse	the	results	of	experts’	evaluations	for	medical	

research	grant	proposals,	which	resulted	in	a	confirmed	penalty	for	novel	proposals.	The	expert	

evaluators	tended	to	be	more	critical	of	proposals	that	were	closer	to	their	area	of	expertise	

and only a minority of the novelty penalty was related to perceptions of lesser feasibility of 

the novel proposal. This is an indication that user evaluators uniformly and systematically give 

lower	scores	to	proposals	with	increasing	novelty.	What	have	not	yet	been	investigated	is	how	

embedded	users	and	external	users	have	the	same	tendency	of	being	negatively	biased	to-

wards	novel	ideas	and	if	ideas	close	to	their	own	area	of	expertise	are	being	rated	more	critically	

or not. 

	 Magnusson	et	al.	(2012)	seeks	to	establish	whether	idea	screening	of	new	product	and	

service	ideas	can	be	outsourced	to	users,	as	oppose	to	professional	experts.	They	compare	an	

assessment	by	looking	at	1.	Technically	skilled	users,	2.	Ordinary	users	and	3.	Self	assessment,	

to	assessment	of	professional	experts.	The	test	showed	that	the	user	panels	were	able	to	

select	the	same	top	ideas	as	the	professional	experts,	but	that	self-assessment	was	not	ad-

equate.	This	indicates	that	organisations	can	utilise	users	for	initial	screening,	in	this	case	using	

a criteria assessment rather than using crowdsourcing based on popularity.
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To	understand	the	reason	for	the	increased	focus	on	or	need	for	open	innovation	processes	(in-

cluding	user-driven	innovation)	it	is	relevant	to	look	at	some	overall	social	developments:	over	

the	past	40	years	there	has	continuously	been	observed	more	and	faster	changes	in	customer	

requirements	and	preferences	of	the	company’s	products.	Rosenfeld	explain	this	as	a	transi-

tion	from	price-based	competition	to	knowledge-based	competition	(Rosenfeld,	2006).	The	

increased	focus	on	product	features,	quality,	character	and	authenticity	has	lead	to	a	natural	

paradigm shift in product innovation. In that light it has became necessary to develop new 

methods	that	can	capture	and	sustain	consumer	demand	for	products	(Chesbrough,	2003,	p.	9).	

	 Thomas	Kuhn,	in	his	book	“The	Structure	of	Scientific	Revolutions”	(1962),	conjectured	

that there is an inherent bias against novel ideas in science. This should tend research towards 

incrementalism and “normal science”–and a corresponding disinclination to novel, non-par-

adigmatic	research	paths.	For	example,	there	could	be	inherent	informational	challenges	in	

evaluating	new	ideas	on	the	basis	of	old	ones,	or	possible	evaluator	conflicts	of	interest	or	other	

kinds	of	strategic	effects.	It	is	also	plausible	that	deviations	from	the	path	could	reasonably	be	

expected	to	be	of	lower	productivity	or	at	least	higher	risk,	on	average.	(Boudreau	et	al.,	2012).	

2.6 RESEARCH GAP AND RESEARCH QUESTION

Public	organisations	are	in	these	years	under	increasing	pressure	in	order	to	meet	the	same	

demands that private organizations. Therefore public healthcare organisations must also look 

to	democratic	innovation	processes	in	order	achieve	greater	efficiency	and	an	increasing	demo-

graphic challenge of multiple chronic patients and elderly people to be cared for by fewer hands 

in the future. 

 In this thesis I will look at the value of involving users in evaluating early stage con-

cepts.	I	will	look	at	the	different	types	of	users	involved	in	idea	evaluation	processes.	To	my	

knowledge,	little	research	has	been	done	to	investigate	the	consequences	of	involving	differ-

ent	user	stakeholders	in	an	evaluation	process	before	a	production	start,	and	how	a	qualitative	

assessment	of	concepts,	just	before	full	scale	prototyping	and	production,	works	and	what	one	

can gain from involving users at this stage.

	 So	far	we	have	seen	user	involvement	in	different	ways.	Users	both	individually	and	
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collectively come up with novel solutions and we have also seen companies both working with 

individual users and with a number of user inputs as well as gaining from internal embedded 

users.	What	we	have	not	yet	seen	is	what	happens	when	users	in	different	stages	of	the	value	

chain evaluate on new product innovation and what the outcome and impact of this process 

does to the new product’s market success.

	 It	has	been	shown	that	different	users	evaluate	in	a	different	way.	We	have	also	seen	

that	there	is	a	specific	type	of	users	in	organisations	that	gain	value	from	both	delivering	a	

service	and	from	using	a	product,	embedded	users.	In	this	thesis,	I	want	to	extent	our	existing	

knowledge	of	integrating	users	in	evaluation	processes	by	looking	at	different	types	of	users	

along	the	value	chain	of	a	new	bed	for	psychiatric	patients.	What	are	their	motives	and	incen-

tives	for	evaluating	ideas	and	what	factors	influence	these	specific	type	of	users?	Consequently	

my	core	research	question	is	twofold,	and	is	the:

•	 What	are	the	differences	between	embedded	users	and	external	users	in	their	evalua-

tions	of	ideas?	Which	factors	influence	this?
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3.1. CASE DESCRIPTION - THE PSYCHIATRIC BED AND SDSI 

In this chapter I will make an introduction to the organisation, the chosen case and the initial 

phases	of	the	process	in	order	to	shed	light	on	the	question	as	to	why	this	case	can	help	answer	

the	core	research	question	of	the	thesis

	 I	am	going	to	answer	the	research	question	by	using	the	case	of	the	‘new	psychiatric	

bed’	where	both	end-users	(patients)	and	embedded	users	(employees)	have	evaluated	func-

tions for the new psychiatric bed. 

 This was done through an open and user-driven innovation process where the user 

groups of end-users and embedded users have rated sub-components of ‘the new psychiatric 

bed’ on the basis of selected personal and professional criteria. This open innovative process 

has resulted in a formulation of a range of needs, ideas and wishes for ‘the new bed’. The best 

concepts	have	been	subjected	to	a	selection	and	evaluation	process	by	three	different	user	

groups;	patients	and	relatives	(external	end	users)	and	healthcare	professionals	(embedded	us-

ers)	and	hygiene	and	service	employees	(embedded	users).

3.2 SYDDANSK SUNDHEDSINNOVATION (SDSI)

Syddansk	Sundhedsinnovation	(South	Denmark	Health	Innovation	–	henceforth	SDSI)	is	a	staff	

section	at	the	Region	of	Southern	Denmark	that	collates	the	region’s	activities	in	the	fields	of	

health	innovation	and	telemedicine	and	public-private	innovation.	SDSI	works	on	an	open	in-

novation	process	comprising	a	number	of	phases	including	planning,	research	&	fieldwork,	idea	

development	and	qualification,	testing,	reporting	and	evaluation.	I	have	been	employed	as	a	

project	leader	and	lead	designer	on	“the	new	psychiatric	bed”	since	the	beginning	of	the	project	

in	September	2012.	The	advantages	and	pitfalls	of	this	will	be	addressed	in	this	chapter.

3.0 CASE STUDY
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3.3 PERSONAL REFLECTIONS 

This	section	reflects	on	my	double	role	as	a	performer	of	an	academic	analysis	and	my	role	as	a	

professional	–	as	a	project	manager	and	designer	of	the	specific	project	chosen	as	the	empiri-

cal	object	of	analysis.	It	is	obvious	that	there	might	be	some	pitfalls	when	combining	these	

two	roles	and	perhaps	overlapping	interests.	Consequently	in	the	thesis	I	have	to	take	extra	

precautions	and	measures	in	the	endeavour	to	be	objective.	Surely,	a	complete	outsider	would	

probably	see	the	process	differently	than	an	involved	actor,	and	be	able	to	be	more	objective	in	

his/her	analysis.	On	the	other	hand	an	outsider	would	not	be	able	to	see	this	particular	phase	

as	closely	and	detailed	and	be	able	to	reflect	on	the	entire	project’s	history	and	be	able	to	grasp	

points	not	accessible	to	an	outsider.	The	advantages	can	be	that	I	gain	a	lot	of	benefits	from	

a	long	term	(three	years)	cross	regional	experience	in	the	field	of	Danish	public	health	care	

user driven innovation processes. As an insider I have thorough knowledge of the value chain 

in	question	and	concrete	experience	from	dialoguing	with	the	participants.	I	have	tested	the	

processes	and	dealt	with	the	subject	of	the	thesis	as	part	of	a	real	life	experience.	I	have	had	

direct	contact	with	the	different	user	groups	throughout	the	project	and	not	only	in	the	evalua-

tion phase.

 The pitfalls may be that I risk loosing academic abstraction by distancing myself from 

the case from an academic and theoretical angle. Also, there is potential that I am biased to-

wards supporting my own team’s decisions and that I might not be able to see alternative ways 

of doing things. There is also a risk that I might be biased because of my own placement in the 

value	chain,	interpersonal	issues,	personal	impressions	etc.	A	pitfall	can	also	be	my	own	specific	

role	end	responsibilities	as	project	manager	and	lead	designer	and	my	dual	creative	and	techni-

cal background as an industrial designer. In academic discussions distance and perspective is 

crucial,	but	one	can	argue	that	I	am	also	very	privileged	in	my	inside	knowledge	and	experience.	

(Bryman	&	Bell,	2003;	Lofland	&	Lofland	1995)		

3.4 CASE – THE NEW PSYCHIATRIC BED

Arguably	on-going	projects	in	the	field	of	psychiatric	care	in	the	Region	of	Southern	Denmark	

have	led	to	the	Department	of	Psychiatric	Facility	management	and	SDSI	to	identify	a	need	for	

a	new	bed	for	psychiatric	patients.		Beds	used	in	psychiatric	care	must	accommodate	different	
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requirements	in	a	variety	of	areas.	For	this	reason,	it	is	not	appropriate	–	and	in	many	cases	not	

possible – to use beds developed for use in somatic hospitals. The key aspects that make func-

tional	requirements	for	psychiatric	care	beds	different	from	those	used	in	somatic	hospitals	are:

•	 Psychiatric	patients	are,	on	average,	hospitalized	for	longer	periods	than	somatic	

 patients. For this reason, they have a greater need for improved comfort, security and  

 sleep support, with the least possible sleep disturbance and stress. The nature of the  

	 disease	requires	little	disturbance.

•	 The	bed	must	live	up	to	a	range	of	security	and	safety	considerations	in	relation	to		

	 both	staff	and	patients	to	prevent	work	injuries	and	to	minimize	the	risk	of	suicide		

 and/or self-harm.

•	 It	is	essential	to	include	significant	considerations	for	both	patients	and	staff	with		

 regard to the options for securing and use of restraints.

Consequently,	the	main	challenge	is	to	create	a	secure	bed	solution	which	optimizes	the	sleep	

experience	for	patients,	and	meets	the	applicable	requirements	on	safety	and	hygiene	while	

simultaneously assuring the employees’ a good and safe working environment. It has been rec-

ommended	by	the	Facility	Management	of	the	Psychiatry	in	the	Region	of	Southern	Denmark,	

that	the	principal	concerns	regarding	the	design	of	the	bed	should	be	the	comfort	and	sleep	ex-

perience	of	the	patient.	Secondarily,	the	bed	should	feature	safety-related	and	ergonomic	con-

siderations	for	patients	and	staff	and	should	be	simple	for	staff	to	clean,	service	and	maintain.	

Finally the bed should be deemed possible to use for all groups of psychiatric patients. These 

principal	concerns	must	be	taken	into	account	when	analysing	the	users’	feedback	on	different	

components of the new bed for the psychiatric units.

	 The	objective	of	the	project	was	to	produce	a	prototype	bed	solution	for	psychiatric	care	

in	collaboration	with	a	company	alliance	of	4-5	partners.	In	order	to	meet	the	different	user	

needs within the value chain the team planned and facilitated an innovative iterative user de-

velopment	process.	This	reflects	the	Region	of	Southern	Denmark’s	strong	ambition	to	create	

improved and faster patient admissions, greater de-escalating1 , reducing and better manage-

ment associated with emergency situations such as restraints in the future.  
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3.5 THE INITIAL PROCESS OF USER INVOLVEMENT IN THE INNOVATION PROCESS

On	the	basis	of	extensive	fieldwork	comprising	50	qualitative	interviews	and	observations	from	

existing	psychiatric	wards,	three	idea	development	workshops	for	companies,	staff,	relatives,	

users	and	counsellors	were	arranged.	The	purpose	of	this	Open	Innovation	approach	was	to	

bring	the	knowledge	and	experiences	of	the	invited	participants	into	play	with	the	purpose	of	

creating	more	innovative	solutions.	This	resulted	in	a	process	whereby	65	employees,	20	pa-

tients	and	relatives	and	11	companies	from	all	parts	of	Denmark	contributed	to	the	process.	

3.6 ITERATIVE USER INVOLVEMENT WITH PROTOTYPING AND TESTING

By	using	an	iterative	process	such	as	prototyping,	where	you	repeatedly	test	(prototype)	and	

validate	(users)	and	modify	again	to	repeat	the	process,	one	can	quickly	improve	a	design.	

C.	Otto	Scharmer	has	described	prototyping	as	“Prototyping	is	the	first	step	in	exploring	the	

future	by	doing	and	experimenting”	(Scharmer,	2007,	p.	203).	Prototyping	ensures	that	early	in	

the process one will be able to address inappropriate aspects of possible concepts. This method 

saves both time and money compared to production and market implementation and ensures 

the	product	to	become	a	success	(Cooper,	2009).

 The need for users to generate prototypes and testing is implicit, since users must 

naturally play a central role in relation to testing concepts that they themselves have gene-

rated. These roles will contribute to ensure that communication is constructive in the sense 

that participants and their knowledge is stimulated, challenged and implemented so that they 

enrich each other.

 After testing the prototypes the conceptual possibilities are reviewed, and one returns 

to	the	option	phase	where	potential	concepts	are	changed	or	excluded.	Only	when	concepts	

have been developed, all relevant aspects are covered, and seems possible to achieve practical 

successes, one proceed to the phase of scaling, where the actual production and implementa-

tion takes place.

 Throughout the process the team has used a process in which the team has made a 

series	of	iterative	steps	of	“build-test-feedback-and	revise”	(Cooper,	2009,	p.	52)	-	in	a	repeated	

analysis-synthesis-conclusion. It has been a strong focus through out the process to convey 

key	findings	from	one	analysis	to	the	next,	to	develop	the	project,	with	a	strong	focus	on	the	
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problems detected and the users involved. 

 In order for this to work the team has practiced investigative sketching in drawing and 

model	throughout	the	process.	Rapid	prototyping	has	been	central	when	the	different	users	

involved in the process have generated and tested ideas in the user workshops. The Innovation 

team has after each workshop synthesized the generated user ideas into concepts in either 

sketching	or	3D	renderings,	in	order	for	the	users	to	validate	their	own	ideas	on	the	next	work-

shop. 

3.7 THE THREE WORKSHOPS

In the workshops three broad user groups participated. These consisted of:

1.				Groups	of	patients	(patients	and	relatives):	External	users.

2.				Health	care	professionals	(nurses,	doctors,	health	and	welfare	(SOSU)	assistants,	safety	

representatives):	Embedded	users.

3.				Hygiene	&	service	employees	(hygiene	nurses,	quality	coordinators,	porters,	technical	staff,	

crafttsmen,	service	staff):	Embedded	users.

	 The	three	workshops	were	held	in	November	2012	and	January	2013,	based	on	both	the	

insights	gained	from	the	fieldwork	as	well	as	the	requirements	for	safety	and	hygiene	as	for-

mulated	in	the	Danish	Psychiatric	Care	Act,	The	Danish	Quality	Model,	and	Safe	Patient,	2010.	

	 The	success	criteria	of	the	user	innovation	process	was	first	to	establish	and	describe	

how bed solutions function today, and identify what the future psychiatric care bed should to 

be	able	to	do.	Second,	the	goal	of	the	user	innovation	process	was	to	develop	ideas	and	con-

cepts for a new bed solution. Third, the goal of the innovative user process was to evaluate pri-

orities	and	qualify	ideas	and	concepts	for	further	processing	in	the	next	phase,	where	possible	

solutions will be tested in collaboration with companies. The focus of this thesis is on the third 

goal,	namely	the	evaluation,	qualification	and	selection	of	concepts.

The three workshops were designed as follows:

First workshop: “Staff workshop”	(conducted	9th	of	November	2012).	Staff	from	departments	

in	the	Region	of	Southern	Denmark,	the	Capital	Region	of	Denmark	and	Region	Zealand	were	

presented	with	the	results	of	the	fieldwork	centred	on	the	perception	of	the	current	sleeping	
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and	bed	conditions	(see	app.	1).	On	the	basis	of	the	fieldwork,	the	group	was	tasked	with	carry-

ing	out	an	idea	development	process	to	explore:

•	 How	the	sleep	function	could	be	optimized	for	patients;	how	sensory	stimuli	could		

	 be	integrated	into	the	solution;	how	safety	and	hygiene	could	be	assured/improved		

	 and	how	flexibility	could	be	converted	into	physical	prioritization.

Against the background of the idea development process the group was able to  select and 

prioritize	wishes	and	requirement	which	was	then	processed	into	a	num	 ber	of	concepts	(see	

app.	2)	as	a	basis	for	the	next	workshop	with	users	and	producers.	

Second workshop: ”Open Innovation Workshop”	(conducted	20	November	2012):	Producers,	

staff,	relatives,	users	and	counsellors	were	all	invited	to	the	“Open	Innovation	Workshop”.	The	

purpose of the event was to bring knowledge from the people invited into play, and to gener-

ate innovative solutions in the form of tangible, full-scale prototypes that could be tested 

and discussed during the day. The people invited were given the opportunity to develop ideas 

for realising concepts for the new bed, to network, to share knowledge and to become future 

development	partners	in	the	project.	Five	different	prototypes	(see	app.	3)	were	developed	and	

afterwards	synthesized	by	the	innovation	team	into	illustrations,	3D	renderings	and	some	full	

scale	prototypes	of	functions	and	details	(see	app.	4).	These	prototypes	were	the	basis	for	the	

evaluation	of	19	different	subcomponents	as	the	three	user	groups	were	presented	with	on	the	

23th	of	January	2013.

 The open innovation workshop was also an introductory event in relation to establish-

ing	an	actual	Public	Private	Innovation	partnership	(PPI).	This	partnership	is	to	be	facilitated	

by	LivingLab	Denmark,	an	inter-regional	project	deployed	in	South	Denmark	Health	Innovation	

(SDSI),	which	is	intended	to	ensure	that	both	public	and	private	sector	parties	receive	appropri-

ate	returns	out	of	the	development	project.	

Third workshop: “Qualification and Market Day”	(conducted	23r	January	2013):	Patients	(end	

users),	relatives	and	professional	experts	(embedded	users)	from	all	five	regions	were	invited	

to	qualify	the	prototypes	that	were	proposed	and	prepared	in	the	user	process	to	this	stage.	

The	companies	which	also	were	invited	to	attend	likewise	had	the	opportunity	to	find	out	more	
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about the detected problem areas, and to make suggestions about the future bed design. They 

also had the chance to enter into alliances for the work to develop a prototype that accommo-

dates	the	wishes	and	requirements	identified	through	the	user	process.

	 On	the	basis	of	the	discussions	and	presentations	held	during	the	day,	it	was	subse-

quently	possible	to	analyse	the	different	user	input	and	draw	up	a	list	of	requirements	for	the	

new	bed	(see	app.	5).	

3.8. THE CASE OF THE NEW PSYCHIATRIC BED AND THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

Recalling	the	research	question:	What are the differences between embedded users and external 

users in their evaluations of ideas and what are the factors that influence this? - I will look at 

the	evaluation	process	where	one	group	of	external	users(patients)	together	with	two	groups	

of	embedded	users	(healthcare	professionals)	and	(hygiene	and	service	employees)	rate	19	

subcomponents of a user-driven prototype for a bed for psychiatric care. I decided to split the 

concept	of	the	bed	up	into	different	sub-components	to	be	more	precise	on	which	features	

were close to being solved and which features needed more work. 

 Hence, I will treat the evaluation outcome as the dependent variable in this research 

design,	and	the	different	user	groups	as	the	independent	variables.	This	means	that	the	dif-

ferences in types of people in the user groups – i.e. where they are situated in the value chain 

–	will	affect	the	evaluation	outcome.	

	 By	dividing	the	three	user	groups	by	profession	–	where	they	are	in	the	value	chain-	it	is	

possible to identify the statements made by each group making the presentations and notice 

how	their	different	perspectives	affect	the	evaluations.	
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In	this	chapter,	the	methodology	for	the	thesis	is	presented.	To	begin	with,	I	will	explain	the	

method	of	content	analysis	as	the	thesis’	main	theoretical	framework	(section	4.1),	and	give	the	

reasons	for	choosing	the	qualitative	research	method	(section	4.2).	In	section	4.3	I	explain	the	

gathering	of	data	and	will	in	section	4.4	show	coding	as	the	method	behind	the	identification	of	

phenomena. 

	 In	section	4.5	I	explain	the	process	of	peer	evaluation	from	four	different	experts	from	

SDSI,	and	in	4.6	the	reliability	of	the	expert’s	ratings	will	be	object	of	attention.	In	section	4.7	

I	will	explain	the	meaning	of	correlations	and	regression	analysis,	and	I	explain	the	method	of	

triangulation	in	section	4.8	in	order	to	ensure	a	proper	crosschecking	of	my	findings.	In	section	

4.9	I	address	issues	related	to	theory	of	science	relevant	to	the	study.	Finally	in	section	4.10	I	

include	a	data	critique.

4.1 CONTENT ANALYSIS AND QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

This	thesis	primarily	uses	content	analysis	as	the	theoretical	framework	and	qualitative	pres-

entations from the user groups as the main source of information in the analysis. 

	 Kvale	has	stated	“In	the	content	analysis	tradition	of	media	research,	the	content	

and	form	of	communication,	mainly	in	the	form	of	text,	are	quantified	and	made	amenable	

for	statistical	treatment”	(Kvale,	1996,	p.	68-69).	The	object	of	(qualitative)	content	analysis	

can	be	all	sorts	of	recorded	communication	(transcripts	of	interviews,	discourses,	protocols	of	

observations,	video	material,	documents).	In	this	case	it	is	video	recorded	material	from	the	

presentations	in	the	workshops.	Content	analysis	embeds	the	text	into	a	model	of	communica-

tion	within	which	it	defines	the	aims	of	analysis.	This	is	expressed	by	Krippendorff,	who	defines	

“content	analysis	as	the	use	of	replicable	and	valid	method	for	making	specific	inferences	from	

text	to	other	states	or	properties	of	its	source”	(Krippendorff,	1969,	p.	103).	Qualitative	con-
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tent	analysis	defines	itself	within	this	framework	as	an	approach	of	empirical,	methodological	

controlled	analysis	of	texts	within	their	context	of	communication,	following	content	analytical	

rules	and	step-by-step	models,	without	rash	quantification	(Esterberg,	2002,	p.	162).

4.2 THE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHOD

The	research	question	is	formulated	on	the	basis	of	a	constructionist	point	of	view,	which	

makes	a	qualitative	research	method	most	appropriate.	The	participants	are	first	asked	to	

discuss	a	number	of	prototypes	in	small	focus	groups	and	then	present	their	findings	for	eve-

ryone.	When	observing	both	end-users	(patients)	and	embedded	users	(employees)	presenta-

tions	their	explicit	beliefs,	perceptions,	and	feelings	will	be	revealed	which	will	not	be	achieved	

in	a	quantitative	research.	The	respondents	where	asked	to	discuss	certain	subcomponents	in	

their	respective	group	and	afterwards	present	their	discussion	findings	summed	up.	This	en-

sures	that	the	central	questions	were	answered	and	at	the	same	time	it	gave	the	respondents	

an opportunity to elaborate their feedback and come up with additional ideas to be considered.

	 The	qualitative	research	method	consists	of	creating	a	deeper	understanding	of	the	

field	examined	through	different	forms	of	data	collection.	The	element	most	central	to	this	

method	is	to	understand	how	the	field	of	research	is	connected	to	the	broader	societal	context	

(Andersen,	2003).	

	 Amanda	Coffey	and	Paul	Atkinson,	1996,	suggest	that	qualitative	coding	entails	three	

basic	procedures.	“(a)	Noticing	relevant	phenomena,	(b)	collecting	examples	of	those	phenom-

ena,	and	(c)	analysing	those	phenomena	in	order	to	find	commonalities,	differences,	patterns,	

and	structures”	(1996,	p.	29).	

	 In	this	project	I	will	use	the	qualitative	research	method	when	seeking	to	understand	

the	differences	between	users	in	the	value	chain	in	their	evaluation	of	ideas	and	what	the	fac-

tors	are,	that	influence	this.	Furthermore,	the	qualitative	method	is	appropriate	for	the	par-

ticular	research	question,	as	I	want	to	gain	a	deep	inside	knowledge	of	two	specific	user	types,	

external	users	and	embedded	users,	the	different	needs	in	the	value	chain	and	incentives	for	

co-creation	of	innovation	and	how	this	evidently	affects	the	outcome	of	the	process.	This	is	as	

opposed to a more general understanding of these types of organizational and incentive chal-

lenges in the healthcare sector’s innovation processes.
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In	addition	to	the	qualitative	research	method,	the	project	will	mainly	take	on	an	inductive	ap-

proach	in	order	to	answer	the	research	question.	In	the	text	“What	is	Social	Research”,	Kristin	

Esterberg	(2002)	explains	the	inductive	method	as	entailing	the	following:	“(…)	rather	than	

beginning with a particular theory and then looking at the empirical world to see if the theory 

is	supported	by	‘facts’,	you	begin	by	examining	the	social	world	and,	in	that	process,	develop	a	

theory	consistent	with	what	you	are	seeing”	(Esterberg	2002,	p.	7).	This	method	is	often	used	

in	explorative	research,	where	one	draws	conclusions	on	situations	based	on	limited	informa-

tion	(Andersen,	2003).	The	inductive	approach	is	dominant	in	the	first	part	of	the	analysis	

(chapter	5.0),	which	analyses	the	interviews	without	the	use	of	theory.	By	doing	so,	meaning	

is	created	by	examining	what	the	three	user	groups	are	communicating.	Secondly,	theory	is	

applied	in	the	discussion	in	order	to	find	more	causes	and	correlations	or	contradictions	and	

implications	(chapter	6.0).

	 The	approach	will	be	exploratory	because	it	will	be	early	stage	work	that	investigates	

the	consequences	of	involving	different	users	in	the	value	chain	in	a	product	innovation	evalua-

tion in the Danish Health Care sector.

4.3 GATHERING OF DATA

The	project	primarily	bases	the	analysis	and	findings	on	primary	data	gathered	through	group	

presentations.	Primary	data	is	data	which	researchers	themselves	have	gathered	(Anderson,	

2003).	In	the	following	I	will	clarify	how	I	collected	the	data,	and	why	the	specific	method	was	

the	most	appropriate	for	answering	my	research	question.

	 Embedded	users	(professional	experts	-	medical,	technical,	service,	cleaning	mainte-

nance	staff,	hygiene	experts,	physiotherapists)	together	with	a	panel	of	external	users	(pa-

tients	and	relatives),	from	all	the	five	regions	of	Denmark	were	invited	to	partake	to	qualify	the	

prototypes which have been proposed and prepared in the user process so far.

	 The	three	user	groups	were	presented	with	eight	posters	indirectly	containing	the	19	

sub-components	illustrated	by	prototyping,	-	3D	renderings	and	sketches	(se	app.	4).	Besides	

the	prototypes	(illustrations)	the	posters	were	combined	with	a	brief	explanation	of	the	fea-

tures	and	a	few	selected	user	quotes	from	the	process	to	substantiate	the	argument	for	the	

solution.	The	sub-components	are	chosen	to	be	displayed	in	context	rather	than	as	stand-alone	
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functions, so that users could better relate to the bed as a whole, as a sleeping- and sitting 

place, a conversation and a working platform and a working tool. This way the sub-components 

occurs implicitly in the material the users where presented with. All the three user groups have 

different	stakes	in	the	process.	This	means	that	they	come	with	different	perspectives	evalua-

tion the same subcomponents in the same order.

 The subcomponent were rated by all the three user groups in a group discussion and 

marked with coloured stickers on the posters. Each subcomponents of the bed was evaluated 

and orally presented by each group and was hereafter being coded into goes, maybe go and no 

goes	(see	app.	4	&	6).	These	findings	where	hereafter	compared.

4.4 CODING

After video recording the presentations, they were transcribed in order to systematize and 

analyse	the	collected	data.	By	doing	this	it	was	possible	to	identify	relevant	phenomenas,	

selecting	examples	of	those	phenomena,	and	analysing	them	in	order	to	find	commonalities,	

differences,	patters	and	structures	in	the	three	user	presentations.	First	I	needed	to	subtract	

the	important	information	to	actively	extrapolate	meaning	out	of	the	raw	material	through	

open	coding,	selection	of	themes	and	hereafter	conduct	a	content	and	comparison	analysis	(Es-

terberg,	2002;	Krippendorff,	2007).	

	 The	outcome	of	this	analytical	technique	is	applied	in	the	first	analysis;	the	user	

evaluation	analysis.	The	ratings	on	the	posters	are	either	a	“go”	(blue	sticker)	or	a	“no-go”	(red	

sticker).	If	the	users	had	a	positive	view	on	the	subcomponent	and	rated	it	a	“go”	this	was	

equal	to	a	5.	If	they	were	a	little	less	positive	it	resulted	in	a	4.		A	“maybe	go”	resulted	in	a	3.	If	

the	users	on	the	other	hand	had	a	very	negative	saying	and	rated	it	a	“no	go”	1	was	granted	and	

if	they	had	only	less	negative	comments	it	was	equalled	a	2.	Some	of	the	groups	rated	some	

subcomponent	with	both	a	blue	and	a	red	sticker,	which	consequently	equalled	a	“maybe	go”.	

(see	app.	4)

Through	their	presentation	and	comments	on	the	different	suggested	subcomponents	and	rat-

ing on the design concept posters I will conduct a content analysis to discover the most impor-

tant	features	for	the	different	user	groups’	perception	in	this	case	(chapter	5.0).
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4.5 PEER EVALUATION

In addition to the user presentations and ratings, the subcomponents were also assessed by 

four	experts	of	SDSI,	who	are	generally	among	the	persons	responsible	for	deciding	which	con-

cepts	in	various	projects	should	finally	pass	the	gate	to	the	next	NPD	stage.	

	 The	experts	all	work	with	different	aspects	of	product-	and	service	innovation	and	have	

knowledge	of	but	have	not	been	directly	involved	in	the	project.	They	have	different	education-

al	backgrounds	and	areas	of	expertise	and	functions	in	the	organization;	an	industrial	designer,	

a design engineer, a ‘public private innovation consultant’ and one being a psychologist. 

	 As	a	first	step,	the	experts	were	asked	to	look	at	all	the	subcomponents	to	asses	

whether	(1)	the	subcomponents	could	be	evaluated	properly	(i.e.	if	they	were	described	in	a	

way	that	allowed	serious	evaluation)	and	(2)	if	the	subcomponents	meet	the	overall	principal	

concerns	regarding	that	the	bed	should	value	comfort	and	sleep	experience	of	the	patient.	

Secondarily,	the	bed	should	feature	safety-related	and	ergonomic	considerations	for	patients	

and	staff,	and	should	be	simple	for	staff	to	clean,	service	and	maintain.	Overall	0	components	

where	excluded	from	further	analysis	on	the	basis	of	those	criteria.	Before	the	experts’	evalu-

ated and assessed the subcomponents, they were given training with regard to the evaluation 

criteria	as	well	as	their	definition	and	proper	application	(Hayes	&	Krippendorf,	2007).	

	 The	four	experts	identified	a	number	of	parameters	to	rate	the	different	subcompo-

nents,	which	from	a	theoretical	perspective	could	make	it	more	or	less	difficult	for	the	different	

users	to	evaluate.	In	a	subsequent	exercise	the	four	experts	have	used	these	parameters	to	

assess the subcomponent.  

 These where the parameters that the subcomponents where rated by:

1	Does	it	improve	patient	safety?

2	Does	it	improve	employee	safety?

3	Does	it	improve	handling	of	emergencies?

4	Does	it	reduce/prevent	restraint	and	coercion?

5	Does	it	improve	cleaning	and	hygiene?

6	Does	it	improve	staff	workflow?

7	Does	it	improve	service/reduces	maintenance?
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8	Does	it	raise	the	patient’s	sense	of	normality?

9	Does	it	improve	patient	comfort	and	sense	of	security?

10	How	finished	seems	the	solution?

11	What	is	the	complexity	of	the	solution?

12	What	is	the	level	of	originality	-	How	new	and	innovative?

13	What	is	the	level	of	Technology	in	the	solution?

14	Does	it	seem	easy	to	produce?

After	the	individual	evaluation	the	experts	had	the	opportunity	to	discuss	differences	in	their	

assessments and perhaps change their individual ratings based on their discussion. Despite 

being	quite	detailed,	these	evaluation	procedures	realistically	reproduce	the	decision	making	

process	usually	applied	by	a	company	at	this	NPD	stage	(Davilla	et	al.,	2006).

	 The	variables	were	measured	using	a	5-point	interval	scale;	1=	very	low	user	benefit,	

3	=	medium	user	benefit	and	5	=	very	high	user	benefit.	Further	I	introduced	a	0	if	the	ex-

perts	found	that	the	suggested	subcomponents	had	a	lower	user	benefit	than	those	products	

already on the market. This way I could test if the product in some areas was less suitable in 

a certain aspects than products already on the market, which could have a negative impact of 

the	overall	collected	ratings	in	some	users’	objective.	

	 The	experts’	answers	are	analysed	and	compared	with	the	user	evaluations	in	order	to	

identify	explanatory	factors	as	to	why	the	user	group	gave	it	“a	go”	and	why	they	gave	it	a	“no-

go”	and	whether	or	not	the	users’	ratings	are	linked	to	certain	incentives	and	needs	(chapter	

6.0).

4.6 RELIABILITY OF THE EXPERTS’ EVALUATION

The	ratings	by	the	experts	could	be	a	reflection	of	the	experts’	own	interpretation	of	the	phe-

nomena	being	observed	or	the	experts	own	understanding	of	the	topic	under	investigation.	If	

that is the case, the interpretations may not be in agreement with what the other observers 

have	observed	and	rated.	Such	discrepancies	can	be	damaging	to	the	integrity	of	the	study,	as	

it	could	mean	that	the	raters	were	not	instructed	probably,	the	scale	is	misleading,	the	ques-

tions	are	flawed,	etc.	This	would	mean	that	the	data	are	not	the	reproducible	or	trustworthy	
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(Gwet,	2011).	

 To address these issues the so-called ‘interrater realiability’ is tested. Interrater 

reliability	is	the	term	for	the	extent	to	which	independent	observers	evaluate	a	question	or	

characteristic	and	reach	the	same	conclusion.	Krippendorff’s	alpha	is	used	to	assess	interrater	

reliability.

	 The	Krippendorff’s	alpha	coefficient	is	a	statistical	measure	that	quantifies	the	ex-

tent of homogeneity or consensus among the observers, and is often used in content analysis. 

Krippendorff’s	alpha	is	well	regarded	and	widely	accepted	as	a	rigorous	and	accurate	measure-

ment	of	interrater	reliability	(Poetz	&	Schreier,	2012;	Gwet,	2011).	It	can	be	used	regardless	of	

the number of observers, levels of measurement, sample size, and presence or absence of data 

(Hayes	&	Krippendorff,	2007).		

	 Krippendorff’s	alpha	defines	1.00	as	perfect	reliability	and	0.00	as	the	complete	ab-

sence	of	reliability	(Hayes	&	Krippendorff,	2007).	Krippendorff	generally	considers	alpha	values	

of	more	than	0.67	to	be	satisfactory,	while	others	have	argued	that	the	norm	for	a	good	reli-

ability	test	could	be	as	low	as	0.60	(De	Swert,	2012).

	 In	this	study,	the	Krippendorff’s	alpha	is	calculated	for	the	agreement	among	the	

raters	for	each	of	the	19	subcomponents.	In	the	calculations	the	scale	is	considered	to	be	an	

interval	scale,	which	was	also	explained	to	the	raters	prior	to	the	ratings.	Furthermore,	the	

calculations	are	obtained	by	using	a	bootstrap	sample	of	10.000	which	makes	the	calculations	

more precise. 

	 The	alpha	coefficients	vary	from	a	low	of	0.52	to	a	high	of	0.85	as	displayed	in	table	1.	

The	full	transcripts	with	the	alpha	coefficients	from	SPSS	are	shown	in	app.	7.	

Table	1:	Calculated	alpha	coefficients	for	each	of	the	19	subcomponents

Subcomponent	
1									2									3									4									5									6									7									8									9								10							11						12						13							14							15					16								17					18					19

Krippendorff’s	alpha	coefficients	

0.56		0.62		0.77		0.62			0.56			0.52			0.63			0.81				0.61				0.76			0.79		0.67		0.70		0.57		0.69		0.60		0.85	0.61	0.76

Of	the	19	subcomponents	there	is	15	with	an	alpha	coefficient	higher	than	0.60,	and	9	subcom-

ponents	with	an	alpha	coefficient	higher	than	0.69.	This	means	that	4	of	the	subcomponents	
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have	an	alpha	coefficient	lower	than	0.60	(0.56,	0.56,	0.52,	0.57).	

	 Given	that	the	raters	were	asked	to	rate	the	subcomponents	based	on	the	raters’	own	

professional	experiences	and	given	the	raters’	different	academic	background,	the	alpha	co-

efficients	are	considered	to	be	satisfactory.	Overall,	the	data	are	therefore	considered	reliable	

and are used for further study. 

4.7 CORRELATION AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS

For	further	analysis,	the	four	experts’	ratings	on	each	of	the	parameters	were	averaged.		This	

enables	a	comparison	of	the	experts’	ratings	with	the	three	user	groups’	ratings	of	each	sub-

component, and it thus makes it possible to look for patterns in the ratings.

A	comparison	of	the	experts’	ratings	and	each	of	the	three	user	groups’	ratings	are	made	by	

calculating the bivariate correlations between the ratings. 

	 The	bivariate	correlations	between	the	experts’	ratings	of	the	subcomponents	and	

each	of	the	three	user	groups’	evaluation	are	calculated	using	the	Pearson	correlation	meth-

ods,	which	measure	how	well	the	variables	are	related.	In	general	a	Pearson	correlation	coef-

ficient	between	0.5	and	1.0	or	between	-0.5	and	-1.0	expresses	a	high	correlation,	a	coefficient	

between	0.3	and	0.5	or	between	-0.3	and	-0.5	expresses	a	medium	correlation,	while	a	low	

correlation	is	between	0.1	and	0.3	or	-0.1	and	-0.3	(Agresti	&	Finlay,	1997).

 A multiple regression analysis is also conducted in the thesis to test how much vari-

ance	selected	variables	can	explain.	A	multiple	regression	analysis	can	tell	us	the	percentage	

of variance in the dependent variable which is predicted from the independent variables. In 

the	multiple	regressions	analysis,	R	is	the	multiple	correlation	coefficients,	which	shows	the	

strength of the relationship between the dependent and the independent variable. It would be 

analogous	to	the	correlation	coefficient	“r”	in	the	bivariate	analysis.	R2	is	the	square	of	R	and	

gives the percent of variance in the dependent variable that is predictable from the independ-

ent	variables.	The	closer	to	1	it	is,	the	better	the	explanatory	power	of	the	independent	vari-

ables	in	the	model	and	the	closer	to	0	the	less	explanatory	power	the	model	has.

4.8 TRIANGULATION 

 “Triangulation entails using more than one method or source of data in the study of social 
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phenomena”	(Bryman	&	Bell,	2003:291).	Originally	conceptualized	by	Webb	et	al.	(1966)	triangu-

lation was used as an approach to development of measures of concepts, whereby more than 

one	method	would	be	employed	in	the	development	of	measures,	resulting	in	greater	confi-

dence	in	findings.	

	 In	this	thesis	triangulation	is	present,	as	different	sets	of	data	(1.	Video	recordings	of	

the	users’	presentations	(see	app.	8),	2.	Their	handwritten	notes	based	on	their	group	discus-

sion	(see	app.	9)	and	3.	Their	ratings	of	the	concepts	in	“go”	or	“no-go”	stickers	on	hand-out	

posters	(see	app.	4),	4.	The	experts	evaluation	on	a	number	of	parameters	(see	app.	10)	and	dif-

ferent	methods	(1.	The	overall	framework	of	content	analysis,	2.	the	comparison	of	the	experts	

ratings	to	the	users	ratings	using	statistically	multiple	regression	analysis	etc.	(see	app.	10)).

	 Triangulation	is	also	used	to	refer	to	a	process	of	crosschecking	findings	deriving	from	

research	(Bryman	&	Bell,	2003,	p.	291)	Hence,	I	use	a	triangulated	approach	in	order	to	under-

stand	why	the	groups	rate	the	way	they	do,	and	seeks	to	verify	the	first	analysis’	findings	and	

compare	them	with	second	analysis’	findings	in	order	to	recognize	patterns	in	the	user	groups’	

answers. This helps ensure higher validity in the study

	 Overall,	it	should	be	noted	that	the	main	framework	is	a	content	analysis,	and	that	the	

statistical measures are only a part of the second analysis, as that analysis also focuses on a 

content analytic framework. 

4.9 THEORY OF SCIENCE 

Any form of knowledge production is founded in a number of paradigms or worldviews that 

shape the methodological choices that you make and the view on the relationship between 

theory	and	data	(Esterberg,	2002).	The	theoretical	ideals	that	will	also	influence	how	a	project	

is	designed,	and	in	particular	how	the	research	question	is	formulated	(Olsen	&	Pedersen,	1999).

	 This	thesis	will	have	a	social	constructionist	approach.	Social	constructivism	is	a	theory	

of	knowledge	and	a	social	scientific	paradigm,	which	claims	that	scientific	results	are	affected	

by social elements and circumstances. The interaction between people and language therefore 

play	an	essential	role	in	social	constructivism	(Rasborg,	2004).	In	this	thesis	this	approach	is	

first	of	all	reflected	in	the	analysis	when	the	research	question	is	put	into	the	context	of	user	

evaluation in relation to creative business processes. 
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In addition, the analysis of the user presentations has a constructivist character since it fo-

cuses	on	examining	the	framings	and	the	chosen	words	used	by	the	presenters	in	order	to	get	

insight	into	the	universe	of	respectively	external	-	external	users	(patients)	and	embedded	us-

ers	(user-employees)	experiences	with	and	incentives	for	participating	in	innovation	processes.

	 The	project’s	epistemological	foundation	is	mainly	perceptively,	which	means	that	

”Truth	is	tied	to	specific	perspectives”	(Olsen	&	Pedersen,	1999).	Thus	believing	that	truth	and	

meaning	depend	on	the	context	and	that	truth	is	subjective.	For	this	project	it	means	that	the	

conclusions	made	in	relation	to	the	specific	case	study,	is	not	necessarily	applicable	or	rational	

to	other	similar	cases.	This	means	that	this	thesis	do	not	search	for	a	“definitive	truth”	in	

relation	to	how	does	evaluation	by	different	users	in	the	value	chain	effect	the	outcomes	of	a	

innovation process and that conclusions made in relation to the case is created in relation to 

the	specific	context	that	it	operates	in.	

4.10 DATA CRITIQUE

The	respondents	will	almost	certainly	be	biased	when	talking	about	their	e.g.	clinical	work,	ex-

perience with a chronic disease and role in the innovation process. The answers and stories the 

respondents will tell will be told in their own words, and there is a possibility that they leave 

out or distort some of the information. The respondents might answer as they do, because 

they have a desire of a positive self-image, they fear being misunderstood, or they might not 

say everything, because they think that the information is irrelevant to me as a researcher .

	 Some	of	the	users	have	previously	participated	in	the	innovation	process	in	ideation	

and prototyping workshops. Thus, there is a real chance that these users would rate their own 

ideas	higher	than	the	ideas	that	come	from	other	users	(Magnusson	et	al.	(2012).	However,	

they discuss the ideas in their respective groups, which also will feature users who have not 

previously been part of the process. Together, the new and old users discuss and come up with 

a bid of recommendations to the new bed.
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In	this	chapter	I	will	analyse	the	user	groups’	presentations	(see	app.	9).	The	purpose	of	the	

analysis	is	to	explore	how	the	different	user	groups	have	evaluated	the	new	bed,	and	if	the	

different	user	groups	have	different	incentives	and	reasons	for	their	ratings	than	other	groups.	

The	analysis	will	be	based	on	Amanda	Coffey	and	Paul	Atkinson’s	qualitative	coding	procedure	

(1996).	In	this	way	I	will	seek	to	get	a	better	understanding	of	possible	differences	in	the	evalu-

ation	of	ideas	between	different	users	along	the	value	chain,	including	seeking	to	identify	the	

factors	influencing	this.

 In the coming chapters I will conduct at more detailed user analysis by performing a 

step by step analysis of each user groups’ ratings of each subcomponent. I will compare this 

with	an	expert	panel’s	evaluation	of	the	parameters	that	perhaps	influence	the	different	user	

groups’ ratings. This analysis will enable me to look for any underlying user-reservations and 

opinions	on	the	various	subcomponent.	Through	triangulation	I	will	check	if	the	first	analysis	

findings	also	are	applicable	and	valid	in	the	second	analysis	findings.

 

5.1 THE EVALUATIONS

This	analysis	will	be	based	on	the	three	groups’	presentations	at	the	qualification	workshop	on	

the	23rd	of	January	2013.	The	presentations	give	us	a	clear	picture	of	the	functions	and	needs	

which the participants pay special attention to. Their highlights of the special characteristics of 

the bed can be interpreted as an indication that this is the groups’ recognized primary needs. 

Their	assessment	may	give	us	a	picture	of	the	properties	and	qualities	they	consciously	value	

the most. 

	 But	one	most	be	aware	that	these	are	conscious	primary	needs	and	they	may	not	re-

flect	the	needs	which	they	are	most	dependent	on.	Most	individuals	are	very	efficient	in	doing	

routine tasks and they do not concentrate on repetitive tasks once they are mastered, permit-
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ting	them	to	pay	attention	on	things	other	than	performance	of	repetitive	tasks	(Johnson,	

1983;	Van	the	Ven,	1986).	Van	de	Ven	also	states	that	“As	a	result,	what	most	individuals	think	

about the most is what they will do, but what they do the most is what they think about the 

least”	(Van	de	Ven,	1986).	This	may	influence	the	user’s	answer	as	they	may	not	be	aware	of	

their unconscious needs, but all in all we can still learn from coding the users answers in order 

to	find	“commonalities,	differences,	patterns,	and	structures”	(Atkinson,	1996,	p.	29).	In	the	

next	chapter	I	will	look	more	into	what	may	affect	the	user	groups’	answers	and	what	might	be	

their unconscious incentives for rating the way they do.

5.2 OVERALL USER PATTERN

Overall	the	groups	of	patients	had	five	positive	comments,	four	negative	comments	and	13	new	

suggestions	in	their	presentation.	The	group	of	healthcare	professionals	(RHP)	had	seven	posi-

tive	as	well	as	seven	negative	comments	and	five	comments	on	new	suggestions.	The	hygiene	

&	service	staff	(RHS)	had	seven	positive	and	five	negative	comments	and	nine	new	sugges-

tions. 

	 It	is	difficult	to	draw	any	pattern	from	this	result,	though	it	is	remarkable	that	the	

patients’	and	relatives’	group	(RPR)	have	eight	more	new	suggestions	than	the	healthcare	

professionals	with	only	five	new	suggestions.	This	may	indicate	that	the	healthcare	profession-

als	see	the	different	subcomponents	to	be	more	finished	than	the	patients	group.	This	could	

suggest that they still believe that coming with new input in this phase matters for the future 

product.	The	hygiene	&	service	staff	has	nine	new	suggestions	and	are	hereby	located	just	be-

tween the other two groups when it comes to providing new input to the features of the bed. 

Both	embedded	user	groups	had	both	slightly	more	negative	and	positive	feedbacks	than	the	

patients’ group.

5.3 PATIENTS 

5.3.1	DESIGN,	PRIVACY	AND	COMFORT	FOR	ALL

When	considering	the	group	of	patients’	responses	through	their	presentations	we	see	a	pat-

tern	of	examples	of	needs	associated	with	high	comfort,	differentiated	solutions,	privacy	and	

discretion.	In	relation	to	increased	comfort	the	group	stated	that:	“(…)	it	could	be	an	idea	that	
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some	kind	of	air	could	be	used	for	the	backrest”	(33	RPR).	“(…)	it	had	to	be	a	mattres	(…)	where	

you	can	adjust	the	heat	and	coolness	and	have	some	movement	in	it	too”	(23	RPR).	Also	the	

patients	have	wishes	concerning	a	more	private	room“(…)	we	talked	about	a	‘bed	heaven’	(…),	

but it could also be an alcove you could move your bed into, so you had a patient ward and a 

more	private	room”	(27	RPR).	The	group	is	also	concerned	about	differenced	needs	and	for	dif-

ferent	types	of	people:	“It’s	not	all	people	that	can	lie	there	and	stretch	out	completely.	So	you	

in	some	way	should	be	able	to	adjust	the	length	and	width?”	(31	RPR).	All	in	all	it	has	become	

clear throughout the user involvement and user evaluation process that there must be consid-

ered	solutions	that	meet	the	patients	need	for	comfort,	differentiated	and	personalised	needs	

and	privacy	as	they	are	the	considered	primary	expressed	needs	for	the	patients.

5.3.2	SENSE	OF	SAFETY	AND	SECURITY	ARE	CENTRAL	FOR	THE	PATIENTS

Also	safety	and	perhaps	even	more	importantly	a	sense	of	security	are	central	to	the	expressed	

needs	of	the	patients:	“We	thought	it	was	really	nice	that	there	was	light,	both	in	regards	to	

way-finding	and	prevention	of	fall-related	injuries,	but	also	for	people	who	were	a	little	scared	

of	the	dark”’	(2	RPR).	“(…)	for	the	patients	it	will	seem	daunting	and	intimidating	if	there	is	

always	a	belt	in	the	vicinity”	(13	RPR).	“(…)	that	there	is	a	routine	which	makes	sure	it	(the	bat-

tery)	is	changed	before	it	runs	out	(…)”	(14	RPR).	

 It is clear that there must be considered solutions that meet safety and a sense of 

security	for	the	patients	in	order	to	make	the	hospitalisation	a	better	experience	and	help	the	

patient’s recovery.

5.3.3	FINDING	RESPECT	AND	MAINTAINING	SOME	NORMALITY	WHEN	HOSPITALISED

Another	central	aspect	that	the	patients	assess	very	high	is	the	questions	about	feeling	less	

institutionalised and of maintaining normality on a daily basis combined with a feeling of being 

respected	and	understood	when	hospitalised.	When	placed	into	a	hospital,	where	most	free-

dom	is	“taken	from	you”	for	a	period	of	time,	some	patients	express	that	they	feel	that	they	

are being misunderstood or have all possibility of self-control removed. In order to get a more 

respected and “normal” environment, they have the following wishes for the bed, which is il-

lustrated	in	their	wish	for	a	sofa	and	a	normal	looking	bed:	“(…)	so	the	bed	could	be	made	into	
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a	sofa	(…),	so	you	do	not	feel	like	a	patient,	bedridden	and	even	more	sick,	during	the	day	when	

spending	time	in	your	room”	(3	RPR).	“It	must	not	only	look	like	a	bed!”	(10	RPR).		“(…)	a	linen	

box,	so	that	the	bedding	can	be	removed	during	the	day.	So	that	it	is	not	like	a	bed	all	the	time	

(…)”	(17	RPR).	“And	the	wheels	were	hidden	and	it	looks	like	ordinary	bedposts.	And	the	height	

of	the	bed	can	be	lowered	to	40	cm	which	corresponds	to	a	normal	bed	(…)”	(8	RPR).	“(…)	a	

mosquito	net	(…)	You	got	some	privacy	and	at	the	same	time	one	could	also	look	out.	There	are	

people	with	different	needs	and	some	would	prefer	to	see	it	all	and	some	would	like	to	have	a	

little	more	privacy”	(28	RPR).	All	the	patients	involved	in	the	user	process	including	the	evalua-

tion	process	want	a	“normal”	bed	that	does	not	signal	“hospital”	and	“restraint”.	Some	patients	

suggested a bed which could be remodelled into a sofa during the day. This feature will allow 

better therapy sessions and conversations and encourage patients to get out of bed to a much 

larger	extent.	The	dilemma	is	that,	along	with	its	sleep	function,	the	bed	is	a	“work	utensil”	

and	it	must	therefore	be	possible	for	the	staff	to	apply	restraints	quickly	and	easily	on	all	bed	

models – regardless of whether the bed is in “bed” or “sofa” mode. It is one of the greatest 

challenges in this development process to meet both comfort and security needs, but this and 

other challenges that seems to be pointing in opposite directions are of top priority in the fol-

lowing	development	phase	where	rapid	prototyping	and	scenario	playing	by	the	different	user	

groups	will	help	us	come	closer	to	a	solution	that	will	comprehend	the	different	user	groups	

differentiated	need.

5.3.4	EASE	OF	USE	AND	SELF-CONTROL

Also ease of use and self-control are central for the patients who are hospitalized: “It should 

be simple to operate. If necessary with some pictograms or something that is really simple 

(…)”	(22	RPR).	Often	people	are	very	ill,	diffuse	and	have	much	less	energy	when	hospitalized	

and	usability	must	therefore	be	made	in	a	very	simple	user-friendly	way,	not	too	complex	but	

easy to understand for everyone regardless of their condition. “The operation must not be too 

advanced. A lot of patients who are coming in are unable to decide on too many things. It may 

well	be	that	it	is	“smart”	for	someone,	but	it	must	also	be	simple	for	others”	(11	RPR).	“There	

should also be an easy solution, so you still can be the one who decides if the bed is to be up or 

down	(...)	So	we	talked	about	voice	control	instead	of	all	this	with	buttons”	(29	RPR).
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It is not surprising that the patients have a strong wish for personal comfort, privacy, and 

dignity	and	for	maintaining	a	sense	of	normality	and	self-control.		But	some	of	their	ideas	are	

somehow	more	idealistic;	one	could	even	say	romantic,	considering	that	we	also	are	dealing	

with	very	mentally	ill	hospitalised	people.	Some	of	the	proposal	for	a	drawer	for	bed	linen,	an	

alcove,	a	mosquito	net	and	a	fixed	headboard	are	therefore	considered	incompatible	with	the	

requirements	for	patient	and	staff	safety.	This	is	paradoxically	not	a	conscious	concern	for	the	

patients, but are maybe not surprising since many patients cannot remember psychotic epi-

sodes or periods where they have had an outward reaction and/or been self harming. As a con-

sequence	the	ideas	that	jeopardize	safety	will	not	be	taken	into	consideration	in	the	next	stage	

of prototyping. The bed does not have to solve all the patients’ wishes for the ward. During the 

user involvement, there has been suggested many alternative therapy methods, like building in 

music,	light,	color	and	other	sense-therapy	in	the	bed.	Maybe	some	of	these	elements	could	be	

dealt	with	in	independent	projects	instead	of	trying	to	squeeze	every	feature	possible	into	one	

bed.

5.4 HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

5.4.1	WILL	NEW	INITIATIVES	FOR	SOLVING	PROBLEMS	JUST	CREATE	NEW	PROBLEMS?

When	looking	at	the	group	of	healthcare	professionals’	presentation	they	have	a	whole	other	

set of priorities than the patients. The healthcare professionals generally worry that initiatives 

on	one	hand	solves	problems,	but	on	the	other	hand	create	new	ones.	Perhaps	they	worry	that	

there will have to be compromises in relation to other aspects of the bed if they say yes to an 

idea.	.	(...)	There	were	some	doubts	about	transportation,	doubt	about	these	relatively	integrat-

ed	handles	(…)	how	easy	would	it	be	to	transport,	even	over	longer	distances.	And	then	it	came	

up	as	mentioned	before,	this	thing	with	one	bed	that	can	do	everything”	(92	RHP).	Generally	

the healthcare professionals worry about feature- and design proposals that are not solved 

100	%	and	on	this	basis	they	reject	more	proposals	than	the	user	group	of	the	patients.	Several	

times they refer to this as being a problem or wish a concept to be tested further before it can 

be approved.  This is especially pronounced when it comes to alternative solutions to use coer-

cion	or	restraints	on	patients	reacting	externally.	Here	the	staff	are	greatly	depending	on	the	

equipment	when	it	comes	to	the	safety	of	the	patients	who	react	externally,	other	patients	and	
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staff’s	safety,	because	the	situation	can	potentially	be	dangerous	for	people	and	harmful	to	

inventory.	I	an	example	they	express:	“It	was	not	considered	that	the	problem	with	fixation	was	

solved	100%	(…)	There	are	not	any	of	the	solutions	we	have	seen	today	that	we	found	quite	

perfect.	Both	some	of	the	things	you	hold	on	to	and	also	the	nature	of	the	belt	(...).	What	kind	

of	materials	will	be	appropriate	and	how	do	you	clean	it	etc”	(13	RHP).

 It is therefore perhaps no wonder that they are worried about whether or not new ini-

tiatives	will	be	equally	or	better	suited	than	the	tools	put	at	their	disposal	today.	Although	it	is	

noteworthy	that	the	belts	and	restraint	principle	is	the	same	today	as	150	years	ago	(see	app	1).	

”it is really hard to relate to how some of these things work in everyday life. It is here the issue 

related	to	testing	comes	in”	(16	RHP).

	 In	general,	the	healthcare	professionals	also	expresses	concern	that	some	solutions	

are	raising	new	issues,	which	makes	them	insecure:	“On	the	one	hand	it	is	very	good	with	this	

rounded	box,	but	there	were	also	input	that	it	may	invite	more	kicks	and	punches	or	the	like	...	

it	was	as	if	the	design	invites	you?”	(10	RCP).	

5.4.2	ABOVE	ALL,	SAFETY

The	group	of	healthcare	professionals	weights	safety	above	all.	Most	of	their	concerns	are	

related to safety and how the bed is a user tool which is clear in many of their comments. For 

covering	the	potential	dangerous	construction	and	free	wires	the	groups	expressed	the	follow-

ing:	“Also	telescopic	solutions	(for	coverage	of	construction)	were	positive”	(8	RHP).	“And	the	

solutions	we	have	seen	with	no	loose	wires	(…)”	(7	RHP).	“(…)	it	was	positively	highlighted	that	

it	was	closed	...	the	principle	of	this	case		(...)	with	rounded	corners	(…)”	(3RHP).	“Elevation	so	

that	you	can	set	the	bed	(…).	It	is	important.	It	is	a	user	tool”	(6	RHP).	Their	concern	for	safety	

is	expressed	in	their	reluctance	for	elements	that	are	not	solved	100	%	as	the	healthcare	pro-

fessionals	depend	on	the	beds	emergency	equipment	100	%.

5.4.3		PRIORITISE	FEATURES

Last	but	not	least	the	healthcare	professionals	wish	a	greater	priority	of	features	since	not	all	

features	are	equally	important	and	this	should	be	reflected	in	the	recommended	requirements.	

The healthcare professionals suggest that there should be a selection among the most impor-
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tant	subcomponent	since	one	bed	cannot	solve	everything:	“A	major	thing	that	many	men-

tioned was the big dilemma of trying to solve everything in one bed. There are many things 

you	have	to	meet	and	then	all	things	may	not	be	resolved	100%	but	only	90%	(…)	You	could	say	

that	one	bed	cannot	solve	everything	(…)”	(2	RHP).	

	 This	prioritization	is	a	part	of	this	thesis’	chapter	5	where	the	experts	rank	the	require-

ments, which are hereafter pared in relation to the user groups’ feedback. The outcome is 

planned to be part of the testing in the upcoming full scale prototype phase.

	 The	healthcare	professionals	express	their	concern:	“(...)	You	have	started	to	work	with	

something “need to have” and something “nice to have”, but maybe there should be prioritised 

even	more.	What	are	those	features,	which	should	be	ranging	on	top	in	order	to	meet	them?	

And with this group, it is all about security and being able to maintain security for the patient 

as	well	as	for	the	staff	around	the	bed	and	their	work	flow	around	the	bed”	(15	RHP).	

 The prioritisation of safety is important for the healthcare professionals because the 

patient’s, other patients’, colleagues’ and the employee’s own safety is at risk when episodes 

occur where psychotic patients or self harming patients accidentally or intentionally harm 

themselves	and	others.	The	healthcare	professional	have	expert	knowledge	in	specific	this	pro-

fessional	area	and	are	rated	as	expert	users,	some	may	be	even	lead	users	in	this	professional	

area.

5.5 HYGIENE & SERVICE STAFF

5.5.1	A	HOLISTIC	APPROACH

The	last	group,	the	service-	and	hygiene	staff	surprisingly	enough	have	the	most	holistic	ap-

proach to the bed and consider not only their own user group’s needs, but also the patient’s 

and the clinical personal’s needs in their presentation, even though they in their introduction 

claim	that.	“We	have	this	perspective	of	operation,	service,	hygiene	and	cleaning”	(2	RHS).	

E.g.	when	it	comes	to	the	mattress	they	have	an	all	including	approach.	When	addressing	the	

closed	box	design;	“And	it	is	good	that	all	these	things	are	hidden	in	this	closed	box,	because	

it enhance the cleaning, improves hygiene and reduces the possibility of using the bed, for 

example,	to	hide	things	(drugs	and	weapons)	or	use	the	bed	to	harm	themselves	by”	(5	RHS).	

Also	“(…)	the	mattress	must	be	flame-retardant,	water	repellent,	breathable	and	washable”	

(22	RHS).		In	both	the	two	examples	they	consider	all	the	user	groups.	
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5.5.2	HYGIENE	&	SERVICE	STAFF	CONSIDERS	PATIENTS	NEEDS

In	the	following	quotes	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	considers	the	patients	needs:	“it	is	a	good	

idea that the patient has the option of elevating the bed in the frame itself, so that you do not 

have	a	wireless	control”	(3	RHS).	“(…)	light	in	the	floor	was	a	good	idea,	perhaps.	LED	light	and	

that	it	is	a	smart	thing	with	the	wire	when	you	need	to	put	things	into	electrical	outlet	(…)”	

(4	RHS).	“The	design	of	the	bed	here.	This	we	really	liked.	It	was	more	like	a	piece	of	furniture	

than	a	traditional	hospital	bed.	And	it	was	a	little	more	cosy”	(6	RHS).	These	considerations	are	

quite	interesting	as	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	is	generally	more	distant	to	the	patients	in	their	

daily	work	(except	for	the	porters	and	hygiene	nurses).	An	explanation	for	this	could	be	that	it	

is	easier	for	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	to	put	themselves	in	the	patients	place,	because	they	

do	not	experience	the	conflicts	and	potential	danger	associated	with	working	with	some	psy-

chiatric	patients	who	may	react	externally	or	in	a	self	harming	way,	as	much	as	the	healthcare	

professionals does. They can be more open towards novel ideas that are not close to their area 

of	expertise.	

5.5.3	EXPERTS	ON	HYGIENE,	ERGONOMIC,	MAINTENANCE,	SECURITY	AND	EMERGENCY	SITU-

ATIONS

The	hygiene	&	service	staff’s	feedback	on	the	things	that	does	not	quite	work	yet	is	on	the	

other hand much more linked to their profession. Here they comment on issues related to 

cleaning,	hygiene	and	ergonomic:	“It	can	be	difficult	to	wash	under	the	bed	if	it	is	too	low”	(9	

RHS).	“We	would	like	the	bed	to	have	a	light	colour	so	that	you	can	spot	when	it	is	dirty	and	it	

will	be	easier	to	clean”	(7	RHS).		“(…)	It	must	be	possible	to	replace	the	belts	during	a	fixation.	

Thus in some way replace them if they become contaminated in the process”. “And we have 

also	said	that	the	loose	pillows	for	back	support.	There	one	must	be	aware	of	the	hygiene”	(17	

RHS).	The	areas	where	they	are	more	critical	in	their	evaluation	are	maybe	not	surprisingly	their	

areas	of	expertise.

 Regarding the maintenance, a more technical approach is central:

“It	can	also	be	difficult	to	service	the	technique	in	the	closed	box.	Especially	if	there	is	some	

failure,	while	there	may	be	a	patient	in	bed.	So	it	should	at	least	be	considered”	(11	RHS).	“In	
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addition,	there	are	currently	some	requirement	that	if	there	is	a	failure	and	you	will	have	to	lift	

it	with	a	lift,	there	must	be	minimum	15	cm	clearance	below”	(16	RHS).	“it’s	a	good	idea	to	have	

some	kind	of	alarm	on	the	battery	level,	so	that	(…)	you	suddenly	do	not	have	a	bed	that	does	

not	work”	(14	RHS).		

 Regarding security and emergency situations, they circle around the construction of 

the bed, having again a more technical approach to the design. “In addition, we have said that 

one	must	be	aware	of	the	centre	of	gravity	on	the	bed	...	So	that	if	you	have	raised	it	up	and	

there is someone in the bed that the person cannot overturn it because the person tips the 

bed”	(12	RHS).	“(...)	if	you	somehow	have	an	emergency	transportation	of	a	bed	(…).	Then	you	

must	have	the	option	of	triggering	the	wheels	(…).	For	example,	in	case	of	a	fire	and	you	quickly	

must	be	able	to	move	the	bed,	then	you	quickly	have	to	get	these	wheels	activated	also	with-

out	electrical	power”	(21	RHS).	“Also	we	have	proposed	that	the	wire	can	be	used	to	connect	

the	bed	to	the	wall	outlet.	(...)	It	must	not	be	so	long	that	you	can	use	it	for	self-harming.	So	

what we have suggested is that it works like a vacuum cleaner, a “cord wrap” that you can lock 

in a position where the cord is short and if you then move the bed and have to have a longer 

cable,	you	can	activate	it”	(20	RHS).	The	reason	why	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	have	so	many	

comments and suggestions on the technical side are probably because some of the users here 

are	craftsmen,	maintenance	and	service	staff.	Like	the	healthcare	professionals	they	have	

expert	knowledge	and	expertise	in	this	specific	technological	area,	which	makes	them	expert	

evaluators,	some	might	be	even	lead	users,	in	this	specific	field.

5.6 SUB CONCLUSION   

After coding and making the content analysis of the three user groups’ feedback, I can make 

the	following	conclusions	on	the	different	user	groups’	priorities.

	 Overall	the	group	of	patients	is	concerned	with	more	idealistic	and	soft	needs	and	

values concerning comfort and user friendliness and with a strong wish for maintaining re-

spect,	privacy,	self-control	and	feeling	less	institutionalised	when	hospitalised.	They	experience	

strong constraints on their daily and are highly motivated to change their current situation. 

They do not consider safety in regards to emergency situations, as the other two user groups. 

The more idealistic, maybe even unrealistic approach is most pronounced in their proposal for a 
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drawer	for	bed	linen,	a	mosquito	net	and	an	alcove,	which	are	all	incompatible	with	the	require-

ments	for	patient	and	staff	safety.	

The healthcare professionals are generally more conservative and realistic - even sometimes 

pessimistic. They are uncertain when confronted with new initiatives and more often stick to 

well-known ways of doing things than the two other user groups. They are concerned that new 

initiatives will create new problems. They are especially reluctant towards areas of their own 

expertise	for	example	coercion	and	fixation.	The	healthcare	professionals	may	find	it	difficult	

to	see	how	a	new	solution	will	be	able	to	meet	needs	that	appears	to	be	conflicting.	They	are	

realistic	when	arguing	that	one	bed	cannot	solve	everything	completely,	but	paradoxically	they	

also neglect solutions which at this stage in the process are not fully solved. For the healthcare 

professionals	safety	comes	first.

	 The	last	user	group,	the	hygiene	&	service	staff,	seems	to	have	the	most	holistic	ap-

proach of the three user groups. They consider not only their own needs in regards to the bed’s 

features	and	overall	design,	but	they	also	consider	the	other	user	groups’	as	well.	Besides	from	

their	own	expertise	areas	of	cleaning	and	maintenance	and	transportation	and	other	service	

functions, which they prioritise to be more easy, ergonomic and safe, they very much consider 

comfort for patients, the overall design and safety for all users. They are like the healthcare 

professionals	more	reluctant	towards	areas	of	their	own	expertise	and	fixate	on	how	the	bed	is	

usually used, making them unable to look to other possible solutions.
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In this analysis I will conduct at more detailed step-by-step user analysis by looking at the dif-

ferent	user	groups’	ratings	of	each	of	the	19	different	subcomponents,	which	will	be	compared	

with	an	expert	panel’s	evaluation	of	14	parameters	on	each	subcomponent.	The	experts’	ratings	

may	have	an	influence	on	the	different	user	groups’	ratings,	and	the	analysis	will	enable	me	

to look for incentives and unconscious user needs in relation to the various subcomponents in 

order	to	better	understand	and	explain	the	user	groups’	different	ratings.	Hence,	I	will	seek	to	

identify	factors	determining	the	users’	ratings	of	the	different	subcomponents	the	way	they	

did. 

6.1 THE 14 PARAMETERS

The	experts	evaluated	the	each	subcomponent	according	to	14	different	parameters	(see	also	

chapter	4):

•	 Parameters	1-9	are	all	expressions	of	‘user	value’	representing	the	view	on	whether		

	 the	subcomponent	will	create	value	for	its	user	(Magnusson	et	al.,	2013).	I	will	investi	

	 gate	what	kind	of	value	creation	is	most	important	for	the	different	users	and	how		

	 this	affects	their	ratings.

•	 Parameter	10	is	how	finished	the	sub-component	is.	Are	there	any	patterns	concer-

	 ning	whether	or	not	users	rate	higher	or	lower	depending	of	how	finished	the	sub-	

 component seems?

•	 Parameter	11	is	how	high	the	complexity	is.	Will	the	level	of	complexity	affect	the	dif	

 ferent users’ choice in their ratings?

•	 Parameter	12	involves	originality,	representing	novelty	and	innovativeness.	Bour	 	

	 deau	et	al.	(2012)	claim	that	increasing	novelty	scores	lower	at	user	evaluators.	Ac	
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	 cording	to	an	empirical	study	by	Poetz	and	Schreir	on	the	other	hand,	user	ideas		scores		

 high in terms of novelty, and one can argue that if the ideas generated by the   

 users are novel, why would they not rate accordingly in the evaluation of those   

	 ideas?		I	will	investigate	if	the	level	of	novelty	affects	the	users’	ratings	of	the	various		

 subcomponents.

•	 Parameter	13	is	the	technical	level	of	the	subcomponent.	Will	any	of	the	user	groups		

 rate higher or lower according to this parameter, because of their special skills, pro 

 fessions etc?

•	 Parameter	14	is	producibility	and	represents	the	supply	side	perspective	and	the			

 producer’s perspective regarding how easily the sub component can be implemen-

	 ted	and	produced	(Magnusson,	et	al.	2012;	Hart	et	al.,	2003).

6.2 OVERALL ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERTS’ RATINGS AND THE USER GROUPS’  

RATINGS 

In	average,	the	patients	have	rated	all	of	the	19	subcomponents	higher	(4.1)	than	the	healthcare	

professionals	(3.8)	who	have	rated	it	higher	than	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	(3.5)	(see	app.	

8).	This	implies	that	the	patients	in	general	are	more	positive	towards	the	subcomponents	

than the two professional user groups. This might suggest that there in the professional user 

groups are a more conservative approach towards the ideas. 

	 The	second	table	in	app.	8	shows	how	the	experts	on	average	have	rated	the	different	

14	parameters.	There	is	a	somewhat	clear	focus	on	especially	patients	safety	(3.5),	employee	

safety	(2.8),	handling	of	emergency	situations	(3.0),	staffs	workflow	(2.7),	Patients	sense	of	

normalcy	(2.5),	comfort	and	security	(2.7),	level	of	completion	(2.5),	level	of	complexity	(2.7)	

and	producibility	(3.4).	All	in	all	there	is	an	overall	focus	towards	safety,	better	workflow	and	

comfort.

	 Next	a	comparison	of	the	experts’	ratings	and	each	of	the	three	user	groups’	ratings	

are made by calculating the bivariate correlations between the ratings. 

6.3 COMPARISON OF THE PATIENTS’ RATINGS AND THE EXPERTS’ RATINGS

The	bivariate	correlations	regarding	the	patients’	ratings	and	the	experts’	ratings	are	shown	
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in	app.	8	(patients	model).	There	is	positive	correlations	between	the	patients’	rating	and	the	

experts’	rating	of	parameter	no	9	comfort	and	security	(r=0.56)	and	no.	14	producibility	(r=0.45)	

and	negative	correlations	in	regards	to	no.	11	complexity	(r=-0.69),	no.	12	originality	(r=-0.39)	

and	no.	13	technology	(r=-0.42).	All	the	correlations	are	significant	at	least	at	the	0.05	level.

Overall,	the	bivariate	relationships	suggest,	that	the	parameters	not	concerning	‘user	value’	

(no.	1-9)	can	explain	most	of	the	variance	in	the	users’	ratings.	Hence,	a	multiple	regression	

model	with	the	parameters	no.	10-14	were	created.	The	model	can	explain	56	percent	of	the	

total	variation	in	the	users	ratings	(R2=0.56).	The	model	is	significant	at	the	0.04	level	(app.	8).	

	 From	the	multiple	regression	model	it	is	then	clear,	that	the	parameters	no.	10-14	

(more	specifically	no.	11-14)	can	explain	a	great	part	of	the	variance	in	the	users	ratings.	It	thus	

seems, that the patients are mostly concerned with issues, which are not characterized as ‘user 

value’	(parameters	no.	1-9).	This	will	be	addressed	in	the	following	analysis	and	the	discussion.	

6.4 COMPARISON OF THE RATINGS FROM THE EMBEDDED USERS WITH THE EXPERTS’ 

RATINGS

The	bivariate	correlations	regarding	1)	the	experts’	ratings	and	the	healthcare	professionals	

and	2)	the	experts’	ratings	and	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	,	mostly	shows	lower	correlations	

between	-0,3	and	0.3.	Furthermore,	almost	none	of	the	correlations	are	significant	(app.	8).	

	 The	lack	of	significance	is	probably	a	result	of	the	small	sampling	size	in	this	study	e.g.	

there	are	only	19	subcomponent	in	this	study.		In	the	next	section,	I	will	therefore	conduct	a	

more	detailed	qualitative	content	analysis	of	the	experts’	ratings	compared	with	the	users	rat-

ings on each subcomponent and what this can tell us about the users’ ratings. 

Subcomponent	1-3	

The	first	three	subcomponent	are	variations	of	the	same	function	and	will	therefore	be	ana-

lyzed together. 

	 The	first	subcomponent	is	that	the	fixing	bracket	or	brace	is	hidden	behind	an	elec-

tronically locked door integrated into the bed’s design with the option of taking belts from a 

separate room. 

	 The	patients	together	with	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	were	positive	about	the	solution	

and	rated	it	a	‘go’	(5).	This	was	based	on	the	reason	that	there	would	be	a	significant	improve-
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ment of patients’ safety due to the removed ligature points and an increase in patients’ sense 

of	normalcy	as	the	fixation	ability	under	normal	circumstances	was	to	be	hidden	in	the	bed’s	

design.

	 The	healthcare	professionals	rated	it	as	a	‘maybe	go’	(3).	They	were	nervous	that	the	

new solution would be of less value than the old design, which they are very dependent on 

when	patients	have	an	external	reaction,	are	self	harming	or	will	potentially	harm	others.

	 The	experts	agree	with	all	three	user	groups	in	their	evaluation	of	the	subcomponent.	

They	rate	improvement	of	patient	safety	to	be	between	low	and	medium	value	(2.5);	medium	

value	in	the	sense	of	the	patients’	feeling	of	normalcy	(3.0).	When	it	comes	to	the	staffs’	

safety	(2.0),	improvement	of	emergency	situations	(1.8)	and	staffs’	workflow	(1.8)	the	experts	

only	rate	the	component	to	be	of	low	value.	Furthermore,	the	experts	rated	the	subcomponent	

to	have	between	a	low	to	medium	completion,	which	might	be	a	factor	that	influences	the	

healthcare	professionals.	If	they	think	that	the	component	is	close	to	finished	this	can	influ-

ence	their	feelings	towards	a	decision,	where	they	must	choose	between	the	old	feature	(which	

might	be	outdated),	but	a	system	they	know	works	and	the	new	solution	that	might	seem	

smart	but	may	or	may	not	work	just	as	well.	Recalling	Dorothy	Leonard	(2002),	this	could	very	

well	be	a	case	of	“functional	fixedness”,	where	the	healthcare	professionals	may	tend	to	fixate	

on how products and services are used today, making them unable to point to other possible 

functions. 

The second subcomponent is a seat belt principle hidden behind an electronically locked door, 

which is integrated into the bed with the option of getting belts from a separate room.

	 The	patients	rate	the	idea	as	a	‘maybe	go’	(3),	because	on	one	hand	they	see	the	ben-

efit	of	a	“smoother”	fixation	situation	while	at	the	same	time,	they	find	that	it	might	be	too	

easy	to	fixate	and	that	the	“least	mean	principle”2  will be forgotten. 

	 The	healthcare	professionals	rate	it	as	‘a	go’	(4)	because	the	solution	will	ease	the	fixa-

tion situation and because unanticipated harm on employees, patients and inventory might be 

avoided.	The	service	employees	rate	the	component	as	a	‘no	go’	(1)	because	of	an	increase	in	
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hygiene	&	service	maintenance.

	 The	experts	evaluate	the	idea	to	be	improving	patient	safety	of	a	medium	value	(3.3)	

and	to	improve	staff	workflow	with	a	value	between	medium	and	high	(3.5).	This	supports	the	

clinical	employees’	argument.	Even	though	the	experts	rate	the	concept	to	have	some	value	

(2.0)	when	it	comes	to	cleaning	and	hygiene,	it	is	a	concern	to	both	healthcare	personal	and	

especially	the	hygiene	&	service	staff.	What	the	experts	rate	as	a	small	improvement	in	the	

area, the service personel assess as deterioration: “if you have the belt permanently attached 

to	the	bed	...	or	has	part	of	the	belt	permanently	attached	to	the	bed,	it	can	be	difficult	to	wash	

them	or	replace	them”	(10	RSP).	The	experts	agree	with	the	patients	when	it	comes	to	improv-

ing	patient	comfort	and	sense	of	security.	The	experts	rate	it	as	being	between	neutral	and	

little	value	(1.5),	In	that	regard	they	support	that	the	patients	might	feel	that	their	comfort	is	

jeopardized.

The third subcomponent is that the belts should be integrated in the bed and hidden behind 

an	electronically	hidden	lock.	An	idea	that	at	first	seems	to	be	an	improvement,	as	both	the	

patients	and	the	clinical	staffs’	security	will	be	improved	together	with	the	handling	of	emer-

gency situations.

	 The	experts	back	these	arguments	and	rate	improvement	of	patient	and	employee	

security	to	be	of	medium	and	high	value	(3.3	and	4.0)	and	the	improvement	of	the	emergency	

handling	between	high	and	very	high	(4.3).	Also	the	employees’	workflow	is	being	rated	as	im-

proved	between	high	and	very	high	(4.3).	But	when	we	asked	the	three	user	groups	they	were	

all reluctant. The patients rate it as a ‘no go,’ because they feel insecure having to sleep and in 

the daytime spend time on top of the belts. They want the bed to be as neutral as possible so 

they	are	not	constantly	reminded	of	the	possibility	of	coercion.	The	clinical	employees	express	

concern	about	it	being	too	“easy	to	fixate”	and	that	the	“least	mean	principle”	may	not	be	ob-

served	(app.	x).	Conversely	they	recognise,	that	restraints	can	be	applied	or	loosened	in	a	quick	

and less complicated manner and they hereby acknowledge the potential of loosening belts 

faster than before. 

	 The	hygiene	&	service	staff	are	concerned	with	the	problem	of	maintaining	hygiene	

in the integrated belts and understand integrated literally as if it would not be possibly to 
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change the belts on a regular basis if they got contaminated. This is a situation where the us-

ers’ evaluations fall short, because they lack the imagination of the technical feature like the 

one	described.	The	belt	would	be	able	to	be	removed	and	washed	when	needed.	The	experts	

rate	the	subcomponent	to	have	a	medium	technical	level	(2.8).	This	might	be	the	reason	why	

the	hygiene	&	service	staff	comes	short,	though	one	could	argue	that	this	group	should	have	

representatives from the technical and maintenance department with the proper knowledge.

	 The	experts	support	the	users	in	their	argumentation	and	rates	improvement	of	clean-

ing	and	hygiene	to	be	the	same	or	of	little	value	(1.3)	and	improvement	of	service	and	mainte-

nance	of	low	value	(1.5).	When	it	comes	to	the	patients’	sense	of	normalcy	and	the	patients’	

sense	of	comfort	and	security	they	rate	it	of	less	value	than	the	exciting	bed	solution	(0.8	and	

0.5).	Also	prevention	of	coercion	is	rated	between	little	and	neutral	value	(1.5)	by	the	experts	

and supports the clinical personals’ worries, that the solution might create more instances of 

the	use	of	force.	The	subcomponent	is	rated	to	have	a	level	of	medium	to	high	novelty	(3.3).	

Boudreau	et	al.	(2012)	study	shows	that	novel	ideas	are	treated	with	a	bias	and	that	ideas	close	

to	the	users’	own	area	of	expertise	is	being	rated	more	critically.	

	 Overall	the	experts	support	the	users’	evaluation,	that	the	first	of	the	three	concepts	

concerning	the	fixation	feature	is	the	best	solution	and	the	solution	that	should	be	taken	to	

the	next	phase	of	prototyping.	

Subcomponent	4

The fourth subcomponent is a combined grip for holding and transportation. To illustrate the 

concept,	a	physical	prototype	was	made,	so	that	the	employees	could	test	concrete	examples	

of	an	integrated	grip	for	transportation	and	fixation	grip.

 The patients were positive to the idea that the bed looks more like a normal bed than 

a	hospital	bed	with	integrated	handles.	They	rate	it	as	‘a	go’	(5).	The	health	care	professionals	

are	concerned	that	the	grips	will	not	be	sufficient	for	an	emergency	situation	concerning	fixa-

tion	and	rate	it	as	a	‘no	go’	(2).	Also	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	rate	the	solution	as	a	‘no	go’	(2)	

as	they	fear,	that	an	integrated	grip	won’t	be	sufficient	for	transportation.

	 The	experts	rate	the	solution	as	having	a	medium	to	a	high	level	of	completion	(3.8).	

That might be the reason  as to why the embedded users rate the subcomponent as a no go, 
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because	they	think	it	is	a	solution	that	is	close	to	be	finished.	This	is	supported	by	the	health	

care	professionals’	quote:	“The	input	is	that	it	can	be	really	difficult	to	relate	to	how	some	of	

these	things	work	in	everyday	life.	It	is	this	about	trying	testing	things”	(16	RCP)	and	”There	

are	not	any	of	the	solutions	we	have	seen	today	that	we	found	quite	perfect.	Both	some	of	the	

things	you	hold	on	to	and	also	nature	of	the	belt”	(13	RCP).

	 Almost	all	the	user	qualities	evaluated	by	the	experts	are	at	least	medium	value	(=/>	

3.0)	except	the	qualities	concerning	reduction/prevention	of	coercion	in	psychiatry	(1.5)	and	

improvement	of	service	and	reduced	maintenance	(2.5).	This	indicates	that	the	subcomponent	

should be studied further in the prototype phase before production, even though the employee 

groups rated the subcomponent as a no go. It is noted that both employee groups consider the 

subcomponent	to	have	a	high	level	of	completion	and	the	experts	also	rate	the	level	of	comple-

tion	as	high	(3.8).	This	may	be	the	reason	for	the	user	groups	to	reject	the	proposal,	as	they	did	

not	think	that	the	feature	was	developed	sufficiently.	Again,	one	can	argue	that	they	might	

have	a	functional	fixedness	mindset	when	it	comes	to	new	solutions	(Leonard,	2005).	Also	it	

is	an	idea	that	is	close	to	the	two	embedded	user	groups’	area	of	expertise,	so	that	may	be	the	

reason	it	was	being	rated	more	critically	than	expected	(Boudreau	et	al.	(2012).	Therefore	the	

recommendation will be that the feature of the bed handles which can be integrated/locked 

into	the	bed,	but	only	when	not	compromising	the	ergonomic	functions,	access	or	safety	(no	

ligature points3)	

Subcomponent	5

The	fifth	concept	is	adjustable	height,	which	ensures	working	conditions	in	relation	to	applying	

restraint, transportation and the appearance of a “normal” bed.

	 The	patients	rate	the	concept	as	‘a	go’	(4)	but	would	like	the	bed	to	be	able	to	be	low-

ered even closer to the ground for further comfort and grounding. The healthcare employees 

rate	it	as	a	clear	go	(5)	as	it	supports	their	workflow	and	care	functions.	The	hygiene	&	service	

staff	rate	is	‘a	go’	(4),	but	they	lack	space	below	the	bed	for	cleaning.	
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As	with	the	last	component	the	experts	rate	the	qualities	concerning	reduction	of	coercion	in	

psychiatry	and	improvement	of	service	and	reduced	maintenance	as	relatively	low	(1.5)	and	

(2.3),	but	the	rest	of	the	values	are	rated	to	be	at	least	of	medium	or	high	value	(=/>	3.3).	

 Again the solution is perceived as having a high level of completion but in this case it 

probably	affects	the	user	rating	in	a	positive	way,	because	it	is	an	already	existing	function	that	

they	are	already	familiar	with.	The	question	of	how	easy	the	subcomponent	is	to	produce,	rated	

relatively	high	by	the	experts	(4.5),	which	might	have	had	a	positive	effect	on	the	maintenance	

staff,	as	an	easy	production	equals	less	mechanical	and	electronic	errors	and	maintenance	is-

sues when delivered.

	 The	ratings	from	both	the	users	and	the	experts	tell	us	that	the	idea	of	the	subcom-

ponent is valid and thus should be studied and tested further in the prototype phase before 

production. 

Subcomponent	6

The	sixth	subcomponent	is	integrated	bed	guards	that	can	slide	up	and	down	for	easy	use	of	

storage.

	 The	patients	rate	the	concept	as	‘a	go’	(4)	because	they	like	the	idea	of	a	bed	guard	

that	reminds	them	of	their	own	bed	at	home	(30	RPR).	Both	the	healthcare	professionals	and	

the	hygiene	&	service	staff	rate	the	concept	as	a	‘no	go’	(1).	The	healthcare	professionals	put	

strong	emphasis	on	the	existing	bed	guards	which	are	very	hard	to	remove	when	they	have	

emergency situations. Furthermore, the bed guards are sometimes used as ‘weapons’ against 

other patients and healthcare professionals, and are concerned even though the proposed bed 

guards can easily be slid/tucked away in the proposed solution. As the healtcare representa-

tive state: “There was a lot of input on that very many places doesn’t use headboards, so why 

would	they	be	there?”	(11	RCP).

	 Also	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	are	reluctant	about	the	intergraded	flexible	bed	guards	

as they are concerned that dirt and grime will build up or penetrate into cracks and hygiene 

therefore cannot be maintained. 

	 The	experts	agree	with	the	patients	on	the	issue	of	the	improvement	of	the	patients’	

sense of comfort and security. Also they agree that the solution improves the patients’ sense 
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of	normalcy	(both	3.3).	The	experts	also	agree	with	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	in	their	concern	

regarding the improvement of cleaning and hygiene. Therefore they rate it to have less value 

than	the	exciting	bed	solutions	(0.8).	On	the	other	hand,	they	do	not	agree	with	the	health	care	

professionals	and	rate	the	improvement	of	employee	security	to	be	of	high	value	(4.0).	The	im-

provement	of	emergency	situations	is	valued	to	be	between	high	and	very	high	value	(4.3)	and	

the	improvement	of	the	employees;	work	flow	is	judged	to	be	between	medium	and	high	value	

(3.5).	This	as	they	expect	that	the	new	solution	will	deter	patients	from	using	the	existing	bed	

guards as ‘weapons’, and that the feature of easily sliding the guard away will improve the 

situation	compared	to	today	where	precious	time	is	spend	on	towing	the	existing	bed	guards	in	

order	for	a	patient	to	be	fixed.

 The subcomponent is rated to have a medium level of novelty, but it is not clear wheth-

er	this	has	an	effect	on	the	embedded	users’	ratings.	In	this	case	it	probably	does	not	as	the	

need for a headboard is in fact not an urgent need and in fact it may cause severe problems for 

the embedded users.

 The subcomponent will probably not be taken any further into the production phase 

because there is a lack of need on most wards and reluctance from the embedded users’ side, 

but also because other subcomponents may solve the patients’ needs of framing the bed’s 

space	and	thereby	offering	a	comfort	zone	to	the	patients.	

Subcomponent	7

The seventh subcomponent entails wheels that can be slit up and down from under the beds’ 

legs as needed for transportation or static positioning. 

	 All	the	user	groups	rate	it	as	a	clear	‘go’	(5),	but	they	all	present	different	reasons.	The	

patients like the fact that that the wheel can be hidden and that the bed in this way seems 

more like a “normal” bed. The healthcare professionals have no comments on the solution 

besides from the fact that they have earlier supported the patients’ need for a more normal 

looking	bed.	The	hygiene	&	service	staffs’	arguments	concern	mainly	emergency	situations:	

“(...)	you	must	have	the	option	of	triggering	the	wheels	in	an	emergency	situation	(RHSP	20).

	 The	experts	rate	the	subcomponent	to	have	a	medium	level	of	completion	(3).	How-

ever this does not seem to scare the users away. In fact in this case it might be the reason why 
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the users rate it so high, because the obvious reasons for improvement become clear in the 

3D	rendering.	Probably	it	is	also	the	case	because	we	are	dealing	with	an	existing	technology	

not unrelated  to solutions already on the market. In other words, it is not risky to vote for this 

solution	as	it	is	nearly	already	an	existing	product.	This	argument	is	supported	by	the	ratings	of	

the	level	of	producibility	(3.3)	and	that	the	level	of	novelty	is	below	medium	(1.8).	In	addition,	

the	level	of	complexity	and	technology	(both	2.0)	may	affect	the	embedded	users’	ratings	in	a	

positive way. All in all the evaluation provides the subcomponent with a clear ‘go, and conse-

quently	the	feature	will	be	used	for	further	testing.	

Subcomponent	8	&	9

The eighth subcomponent is a combined manual and electronic locking mechanism on wheels. 

The	ninth	subcomponent	are	good	handling	wheels	with	at	least	10	cm	radius.

	 All	the	user	groups	rate	both	subcomponent	8	and	9	as	a	clear	‘go’	(5).	The	service	

personal	support	subcomponent	8	by	saying	that	if	the	electronic	lock	fails	it	can	potentially	

be	dangerous	in	case	of	fires	or	other	emergency	situations	like	fixation.	The	manual	lock	is	a	

safety for patients and employees.

	 The	experts	rate	subcomponent	8	to	be	improving	patients	(3.0)	and	employee	(3.3)	

safety	and	handling	of	emergency	situations	(3.8).	The	improvement	of	the	employees’	work-

flow	(2.0)	is	also	increased	a	little.	

	 Only	two	of	the	experts	rated	subcomponent	9.	The	other	two	experts	argued	that	

they	lacked	the	technical	skills	to	value	the	concept	in	a	sufficient	manner.	The	two	remaining	

experts	rate	it	to	improve	patient	and	employee	safety,	emergency	situations	and	workflow	(all	

3.0).	Both	subcomponents	are	rated	to	be	between	high	and	very	high	in	regard	to	producibility.	

The	locking	mechanism	is	rated	to	be	between	low	and	medium	in	complexity	(2.5)	and	the	

good	handling	wheels	are	rated	to	be	between	low	and	medium	in	relation	to	completion	(2,5).	

The	rest	of	the	parameters	are	between	no	level	and	low	levels	(1.0-1.8)	maybe	indicating	that	

the	experts	may	have	found	it	very	easy	to	rate	these	two	subcomponents.

	 Both	subcomponents	are	easy	to	produce	and	do	not	need	any	testing	as	the	mecha-

nisms are already on the market. The solutions are given a clear ‘go’ already at this stage. 
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Subcomponent	10	&	11

The tenth subcomponent are nightlights for insecure patients and for enhanced safety under 

supervision of suicidal patients in bed and the elevnth subcomponent are sensor-controlled 

light under the bed, which is activated when the patient steps out of the bed to help prevent 

the patient from falling and other accidents. 

	 The	patients	rate	both	the	night	light	and	the	sensor	light	a	clear	‘go’	(5):	“We	thought	

it	was	really	nice	that	there	was	light	(…)	also	for	people	who	were	a	little	scared	of	the	dark.”	

(2RPP).	Both	the	healthcare	personel	and	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	rate	the	night	light	and	

the	sensor	light	as	a	go	(4).	The	healthcare	professionals	are	concerned	about	the	battery	

capacity,	which	they	emphasise,	should	be	tested,	but	they	are	pleased	to	learn		that	injuries	

and accidents where patients try to harm themselves might be less prevalent. Also the hygiene 

&	service	staff	are	concerned	with	the	battery	level:	“(…)	we	said	that	it	was	a	good	idea	with	

some	sort	of	alarm	on	the	battery	level	(…)”	(4	RHSP).

	 When	looking	at	the	experts’	evaluation	and	their	estimation	of	the	impact	on	the	sug-

gested solution, one sees that they rate the improvement of patient safety to be of high value 

(4.3).	Also	the	improvement	of	emergency	situations	e.g.	when	personnel	have	to	observe	a	

suicidal	patient	is	between	medium	and	high	value	(3.5).	This	does	reduce	force	significantly	

(3.3)	as	the	light	may	help	the	staff	to	observe	patients	without	them	being	put	in	a	belt,	and	

it	improves	cleaning	and	hygiene	some	(2.8),	and	improvement	of	patients’	sense	of	comfort	

and	the	sense	of	security	is	rated	between	high	and	very	high	level	(4.3).	

	 The	experts	rate	the	sensor	light	to	have	a	value	between	high	and	very	high	level	(3.5)	

and	an	improvement	of	handling	of	emergencies	to	be	of	little	to	significant	value	(2.3).	They	

expect	more	service	and	maintenance	(0.5)	than	was	the	case	with	previous	beds	but	it	will	en-

hance	patients’	feelings	of	comfort	and	security	to	be	between	significant	and	high	value	(3.8).	

Again this concept is mainly for the patients’ safety, comfort and sense of security.

	 The	night	light	is	considered	a	little	more	than	low	(2.3)	in	relation	to	completion.	Both	

complexity	and	level	of	novelty	are	below	low	(1.8)	indicating	that	it	would	have	been	easy	for	

the users to value the components positively way. The technology is between low and medium 

(2.5)	and	the	producibility	is	considered	to	be	relatively	high	(3.8).	Again	these	two	factors	
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indicate that the technology is known and the night light is easy to produce. This can be inter-

preted as being a feature that has less risk and therefore is easier for the users to accept.

	 When	it	comes	to	the	sensor	light	all	the	parameters	concerning	completion,	complex-

ity,	originality	and	technology	are	all	considered	relatively	low	(2.3).	The	producibility	is	high	

(4.0)	and	again	this	can	be	a	factor	that	explains	the	users	acceptance	of	the	subcomponent.

All in all it is the patients’ needs that dominate the rating of the concept, but too the embed-

ded users believe that the light will have an impact on the sense of safety and security. The 

two light features are therefore taken into further testing. 

Subcomponent	12

The twelved subcomponent is a cord integrated in the bed with a lock.

The	user	groups	all	rate	the	component	as	a	go	(5).

	 The	health	care	professionals	states	that	“(…)	the	solutions	we	have	seen	do	not	have	

loose	cables	...	It’s	one	of	the	most	important	things!”	(7	RCP),	and	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	

supports	this	“(…)	it	was	smart	that	the	cable	you	need	to	put	in	the	outlet	can	be	hidden	in	the	

frame	if	needed”	(4	RHSP).	

	 The	experts	rate	the	improvement	of	patient	safety,	employee	safety,	handling	of	

emergency situations, cleaning and hygiene, patients sense of comfort and security, reduction 

of	force	all	to	be	having	a	level	between	medium	and	very	high	(ratings	between	3.0	and	4.3).	

This support the results of the user evaluations. 

	 In	this	case	both	completion	and	producibility	are	rated	high	by	the	experts	(4.0).	This	

indicates, that the users might perceive the solution as “solved” and that they may also con-

sider	it	to	be	realistic	in	sense	of	its	implementation.	Complexity,	novelty	and	technical	levels	

are all rated between low and medium, again this may indicate that it is an easy doable sub-

component	that	the	users	find	fit	(Boudreau	et	al.	2012;	Magnusson	et	al.,	2012).

 Together with the users evaluation there is clear consensus for a ‘go’ for this subcom-

ponent,	which	will	be	tested	in	the	next	prototype	phase.	The	users’	evaluations	are	reliable,	as	

the	subcomponent	are	easy	producible	and	close	to	existing	products	on	the	market.
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Subcomponent	13	&	14

Subcomponent	13th	and	14th	will	be	evaluated	together,	as	they	are	variations	of	the	same	

function.	Both	subcomponents	are	replaceable	batteries	with	a	power	alarm,	but	the	difference	

is	based	on		whether	the	battery	gets	recharged	at	a	battery	central	(13th	subcomponent)	or	if	

the	battery	is	recharged	at	the	ward	(14th	subcomponent).

	 The	user	group	of	patients	rate	the	13th	subcomponent	as	a	‘no	go’	(1).	“(...)	The	bat-

teries	(…)	they	may	run	out	(…)	and	that	can	create	problems,	because	it	will	be	a	while	before	

they	are	changed.	…	at	least	there	is	a	routine	that	it	is	changed	before	it	runs	out	(…)”	(14	

RPP).	The	healthcare	professionals	rate	it	as	a	maybe	go	(3)	and	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	

rate	it	as	a	no	go	(1),	also	being	concerned	about	the	service	and	procedure	surrounding	the	bat-

tery	shift.	“(…)	it	is	a	good	idea	to	have	some	kind	of	alarm	on	the	battery	level,	so	that	when	it	

is	switched	off	(power)	that	you	suddenly	do	not	have	a	bed	that	does	not	work”	(4	RHSP).

	 In	regard	to	subcomponent	13,	the	four	experts	are	positive	to	the	improvement	of	

patient	safety	(3.8),	but	confirm	their	concern	about	the	workflow	(0.3),	more	service	work	and	

higher	maintenance	(0.3).	The	experts	also	rate	the	subcomponent	to	have	a	high	complexity	

(4.3)	probably	associated	with	the	new	service	procedure	connected	to	the	feature.

	 The	group	of	patients	rates	the	14th	subcomponent	as	a	‘maybe	go’	(3).	The	health-

care	employees	and	the	service	personal	rated	it	a	‘go’	(4).	Their	concern	for	the	battery	are	the	

same	as	in	subcomponent	13,	but	they	rate	it	higher	all	together,	probably	because	the	recharge	

feature	is	local	and	build	into	the	bed.	This	have	less	impact	on	hygiene	&	service	staff	and	will	

be	used	faster	and	less	burdensome	for	both	external	usersand	embedded	users.	This	solution	

will also be more costly as the more work will mean more time, and by that, money spend on 

the service of bringing recharged batteries to and from ward and charging facility.

	 The	experts	rate	the	14th	subcomponent	to	have	a	little	less	patient	safety	(3.3)	than	

subcomponent	13.	This		because	there	has	to	be	a	cord	on	the	ward	when	the	bed	is	charged,	

and even though that there would be a procedure that patients should not stay in the same 

space	as	where	the	batteries	are	charged.	While	the	power	cord	should	be	securely	locked	in	

the	bed	when	not	in	use,	it	still	makes	a	potential	risk	for	suicidal	patients	(see	app.	1,	for	user	

quotes).	On	the	other	hand	the	experts	support	the	user	groups	when	rating	a	little	improve-

ment	of	the	employee	workflow	(1.8)	and	on	less	service	and	maintenance	for	the	employees	

(1.3).	
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Both	subcomponents	are	rated	relatively	high	in	level	of	complexity	(4.3	and	4.0).	All	the	other	

parameters	are	rated	to	be	between	low	and	medium	value	and	therefore	it	is	difficult	to	draw	

out	any	real	argument	which	validate	that	any	of	the	parameters	affected	the	users	rating,	ex-

cept for maybe the parameter on completion. This suggests that this may lower or strengthen 

the users reluctance for the two possible solutions.

	 Even	though	subcomponent	14	is	rated	higher	by	the	user	groups,	both	subcompo-

nents	and	their	supportive	workflow	will	be	tested	further	in	a	user	process.	There	are	pros	and	

cons for both solutions, as the user feedback show us. 

Subcomponent	15

The	15th	subcomponent	is	an	enclosing	soft	bed	guard	that	also	have	the	feature	of	making	

the bed look like a sofa during the day.

	 The	patients	rate	it	as	a	clear	‘go’	(5).	During	the	entire	process	they	have	circled	

around the need for enclosure and normalization. They believe that these needs can be sat-

isfied	by	the	soft	elements	which	may	give	the	impression	of	a	protective	room	and	consti-

tute armrests and back. This might in turn give the impression and function of a sofa in the 

daytime.	Often,	patients	on	closed	and	shielded	departments	do	not	have	other	furniture	in	

their wards than their bed, where they spend most of their time in. The feature also gives the 

opportunity to invite relatives and employees to have a conversation in the “sofa-bed” with the 

patient	without	sitting	in	the	patient’s	linen.	This	some	patients	find	intimidating	(app.	1.	See	

user	quote).	

	 The	health	care	personnel	rate	the	subcomponent	a	‘go’	(4),	but	do	not	mention	it	in	

their presentation. Earlier in the process they have clearly recognised the patients’ need for 

security and normalization.

	 The	hygiene	&	service	staff	rate	the	subcomponent	as	a	‘maybe	go’	(3),	as	they	raise	

concerns about how hygiene can be maintained with the new couch cushions, the kind of 

material is being used and whether the items are lost or going to lie about when they are not 

integrated in the bed. “And then we have said regarding the pillows for back support: Here one 

must	pay	attention	to	hygiene”	(13	RHSP).

	 The	experts	rate	the	feature	to	have	a	high	to	very	high	value	in	the	following	aspects:	
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Patient	safety,	employee	safety,	handling	of	fixation,	patients	sense	of	comfort	and	security,	

patients	sense	of	normality	and	reduction	of	force	(all	between	3.5	and	4.5),	which	support	

the	user	groups	rating.	They	also	support	the	concerns	in	regards	to	cleaning	and	hygiene	(1.3),	

and	rate	the	employees’	workflow	to	be	improved	only	a	little	(2.0).	This	is	related	to	the	fact	

that even though it will be easier to place and remove the pillows than the traditional bed rails, 

there is still some work associated with the handling and changing of the bed’s design and 

with the storing of the soft bed guards, when they are not in use. 

	 The	level	of	novelty	is	relatively	high	(3.8),	which	could	indicate	that	the	users	might	

be	reluctant	towards	it	(Boudreau	et	al,	2012).	The	solution	on	the	other	hand	is	rated	to	have	a	

relatively	high	level	of	producibility	(3.5),	and	completion	between	low	and	medium	(2.5)	a	low	

level	of	technology	(1.8)	and	complexity	(2.0),	which	may	compensate	the	users	uncertainty	to-

wards the level of novelty, as it seems from the mentioned parameters that there is very little 

risk connected with going further with the solution in respect of development, reducibility and 

technology	(Magnusson	et	al.,	2012).

 The feature will be deployed for further prototyping and user testing in order to meet 

the embedded users’ worries about handling, service, maintenance and hygiene. 

  

Subcomponent	16

The	16th	subcomponent	is	a	closed	frame	of	the	bed	where	elevation	and	all	the	mechanics	are	

enclosed.

	 The	patients	rate	it	(5)	a	clear	‘go’	because	the	bed	will	be	able	to	correspond	to	a	nor-

mal bed.

	 The	healthcare	professionals	(4.0)	approve	of	the	lack	of	sharp	edges,	corners	or	holes	

in	the	bed.	On	the	other	hand	they	are	concerned	about	the	weight	and	that	the	appearance	of	

the	design	might	invite	patients	to	react	violently:	“(…)	there	were	also	input	that	it	may	invite	

more	kicks	and	punches	or	the	like	...	it	was	as	if	the	design	invites	you?”	(10	RCP).

	 The	hygiene	&	service	staff	(4.0)	are	satisfied	with	the	improved	surfaces	and	round	

shape of the bed, and also seem to be  positive towards the fact that the mechanics and elec-

tronics are enclosed to enhance cleaning and reduce patients’ hiding of things or self harming. 
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On	the	other	hand	they	are	a	little	concerned	about	the	ability	to	service	the	bed,	when	every-

thing	is	enclosed	in	a	box.

	 The	experts	rate	all	the	aspects	of	the	closed	frame	above	medium	value,	except	the	

improvement	of	employees’	workflow	(2.3)	and	service	and	maintenance	(2.0).	However,	the	

ratings	are	still	higher	than	those	of	the	existing	beds	on	the	wards	today.	All	the	user	groups	

agreed	that	the	solution	would	improve	safety	and	hygiene	and	this	is	backed	up	by	the	ex-

perts’ ratings. All the remaining parameters range below medium value, indicating that the 

users	preferably	look	at	issues	related	to	safety,	reducing	of	restraint,	hygiene,	workflow	and	

comfort etc., and that the other parameters are perceived to have less impact on their choices 

in this case.

	 The	closed	frame	where	elevation	and	mechanics	are	enclosed	will	be	explored	and	

tested	in	the	next	phase	for	prototyping.	It	will	clearly	be	a	challenge	to	design	the	case	of	the	

bed so it appears robust, but at the same time does not provoke actions of vandalism or reac-

tive behaviour. 

 

Subcomponent	17

The	17th	subcomponent	is	intelligence	and	sensory	stimuli	integrated	in	the	mattress.

	 The	patient	user	group	rates	the	intelligent	mattress	a	clear	‘go’	(5).	They	have	dur-

ing the entire process circled around alternative therapy and in their evaluating they give their 

input	again	in	examples	of	e.g.	air-function	in	armrest,	adjustable	heat	and	movement	in	mat-

tresses.

	 The	healthcare	professionals	rate	the	intelligent	mattress	to	be	a	‘maybe	go’	(3).	They	

have	made	the	argument,	that	it	will	be	beneficiary	for	some	patients	to	receive	alternative	

therapy,	in	order	to	reduce	coercion	and	bed	sores	(app.	1,	user	quotation).	On	the	other	hand	

they	express	concern	that	the	mattress	will	be	too	expensive	to	buy,	too	difficult	to	ensure	

maintenance and worry that patients will spend too much time in the bed.

	 Finally	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	rate	the	intelligent	mattress	as	a	‘maybe	go’	(3).	

They chose to address the matter as an optional feature that a ward can buy depending on how 

many	vulnerable	patients	they	have.	“(...)	It	would	be	great	if	you	could	buy	integrations,	e.g.	
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sensors	in	the	mattress	and	things	like	that	(…).”	(23	RHSP)

	 The	experts	rate	the	subcomponent	to	have	a	very	high	impact	on	the	prevention	of	

coercion	(4.5)	and	a	relatively	high	level	of	improvement	of	patient’s	comfort	and	sense	of	se-

curity	(3.8).	The	improvements	of	service	and	maintenance	are	rated	to	have	a	lower	value	than	

the	existing	bed	solutions	backing	up	the	employee	users’	reluctance	towards	the	subcompo-

nent.

	 The	experts	also	rate	the	subcomponent	to	be	high	on	complexity,	level	of	novelty	and	

level	of	technology	(all	above	4,0).	Producibility	are	considered	by	the	experts	to	have	a	level	

between no or low, and an argument could be that there probably is a link between the ratings 

of	the	embedded	users	and	the	level	of	the	low	level	of	producibility	and	high	level	of	complex-

ion	(Boudreau	et	al.	(2012);	Magnuson,	2012).	Complexity,	novelty	and	technical	high	levels	may	

all	be	indicators	of	radical	innovations,	and	consequently	radical	innovations	have	higher	risks	

regarding	development	and	production.	When	handling	a	radical	innovation	the	process	will	be	

more	complicated	and	risky	but	with	a	potential	larger	reward	in	user	satisfaction	also	(Goffin	&	

Mitchell,	2010,	Davila	et	al.,	2006,	p.	7-58,	270-283).	

	 Overall,	the	dilemma	in	this	case	is	that	radical	innovation	processes	are	often	time	

consuming	and	expensive.	Private	companies	are	reluctant	to	spend	resources	on	public	inno-

vation	projects	unless	there	is	sufficient	demand	for	a	new	solution.	Also	the	relevant	market	

may be too small for a successful commercialization and there might be uncertainties about 

the actual market size since guarantees can rarely be given that a new solution will be imple-

mented	(Goffin	&	Mitchell,	2010).	Hence,	it	was	decided	that	the	mattress	was	outside	the	

projects	scope.	

Subcomponent	18	and	19

Subcomponent	18th	and	19th	will	be	evaluated	in	pair	as	they	posits	two	components	backing	

each	other.	The	18th	subcomponent	entails	the	control	of	the	elevation	depending	on	the	spe-

cific	user.	The	19th	subcomponent	is	a	user-friendly	integrated	panel	and	application	solution	

(for	smart	phones)	in	order	to	control	of	the	bed’s	elevation	functions.

 The patients rate the person-depending controlling of elevation to be a limited ‘maybe 

go’	(3).	They	have	earlier	had	concerns	because	of	power	struggles	between	patients	and	staff	
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about the limit of actions and activities when hospitalised. Conversely, they recognize that they 

will have more freedom of the customized user interface but stresses the fact that the inter-

face must be easy to operate, with pictograms or alternative ideas such as voice control.

	 Both	the	employee	user	groups	rate	the	idea	of	the	customised	feature	to	be	a	clear	go	

(5)	without	any	further	comment.

	 The	experts	rate	the	feature	to	have	a	particular	impact	on	patients’	safety	(4.3),	im-

provement	of	handling	emergency	situations	(3.3),	improvement	of	cleaning	and	hygiene	(3.8),	

improvement	of	workflow	for	employees	(3.5)	and	improvement	of	patients’	sense	of	comfort	

and	security	(3.3)-		all	aspects	have	a	level	between	significant	and	very	high.

	 Also	the	aspects	of	employee	safety	(2.5),	reduction	of	force	(2.5),	improvement	of	

service	and	maintenance	(2.3),	patient’s	sense	of	normalcy	(2)	is	rated	between	little	more	and	

significant	of	value	compared	to	the	existing	bed	solutions.	

	 The	experts	also	indicate	that	the	feature	has	a	high	level	of	complexity	(4.3)	and	a	

fairly	high	level	of	technology	(3.5).	The	level	of	originality	is	low	(2,3)	and	the	completion	of	

the	solution	is	not	existing	(1,3)	indicating	that	the	users	may	be	more	willing	to	give	the	solu-

tion a ‘go’ even though there is uncertainty associated with the solution. 

 The patients rate the combination of integrated user panel and app user interface 

(subcomponent	19)	as	a	‘maybe	go’	(3).	This	as	they	are	concerned	about	the	complexity	of	the	

user phase. Also, they are aware that telephones for patients are not allowed on closed psychi-

atric	wards	and	they	are	probably	concerned	that	they	will	not	have	the	same	user	options	(see	

earlier	quote	under	subcomponent	18).

	 The	healthcare	professionals	are	concerned	that	the	phones	will	get	lost:	“Using	smart	

phones or a remote control. They are guaranteed going to be lost, so it should be a solutions 

where	the	feature	was	somehow	integrated	in	the	bed”	(12	RCP).	But	still	they	rate	the	solution	

as	a	go	(4).	 	

	 The	hygiene	&	service	staff	rate	the	solution	as	a	clear	go	(5).	And	even	though	they	in	

their	presentation	emphasize	the	patients’	need	for	self-control.	Moreover	it	would	be	strange	

if	they	didn’t	also	take	their	own	improved	situation	into	consideration	–	not	explicitly	ex-

pressed	though.	An	application	for	a	smartphone	will	provide	cleaning	and	maintenance	staff	

a	unique	possibility	of	improving	their	work	experience	when	special	developed	features	can	be	
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put	into	specially	designed	platforms	specially	customized	for	their	specific	user	group.	“It	is	a	

good idea that the patient has the option of elevating the bed in the frame itself, so that you 

do	not	have	a	wireless	control”	(3	RHSP).

	 The	experts	rate	the	components	to	have	a	significant	improvement	on	patients	(3,3)	

and	employee	(3)	security	and	on	the	handling	of	emergency	situations	(3,3).		Improvement	of	

employee’s	workflow	(3,3),	patients’	sense	of	normalcy	(2,8),	their	sense	of	comfort	and	secu-

rity	(2,5)	to	have	a	level	between	low	and	significant	improvement	compared	to	exciting	beds.

	 The	component	scores	a	high	level	on	complexity	(4),	originality	(3,8)	and	technology	

(4),	but	low	on	completion	(1,5)	and	producability	(1,8)	indicating	a	fairly	radical	level	(Goffin	&	

Mitchell,	2010;	Davila	et	al.,	2006).	

	 Together	the	indication	of	features	of	18	and	19	tell	us	that	even	though	they	are	quite	

complex,	original	and	technological	advanced	solutions,	there	are	many	valuable	aspects	on	

both safety, hygiene, maintenance, patient satisfaction and comfort, that indicates why pursu-

ing	a	solution	that	is	controlled	according	to	the	specific	user	(groups)	needs	on	two	different	

platforms.	The	solution	has	to	be	user	tested	with	both	external	usersand	embedded	users,	in	

the	next	phase	of	prototyping.

6.5 SUB CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have conducted a more detailed analysis of the user groups’ ratings and com-

pared	then	with	the	experts	evaluations,	to	determine	the	factors	which	may	have	an	influence	

on	the	different	user	groups	ratings.

	 Parameters	1-9	are	all	expressions	of	‘user	value’.	Despite	the	fact	that	there	are	no	

clear patterns on correlation between the user-value parameters and the users’ ratings, the 

support	for	these	parameters	are	still	expressed	in	the	users	evaluation	and	in	their	support	or	

reluctance	to	the	different	sub-components.	

	 Parameter	10	is	how	complete	the	sub-component	is	perceived	by	the	evaluators.	In	

the	analysis	there	were	indications	that	the	level	of	completion	of	can	affect	both	in	negative	

and	positive	terms	depending	on	the	level	of	innovation	or	products	similar	to	existing	ones	in	

the market. This will be further elaborated in the coming chapter.

	 Parameter	no.	11	complexity,	no.	12	originality	and	no.	13	technology	did	in	some	cases	
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have	a	negative	effect	and	no.	14	producibility	had	a	positive	effect.	The	multiple	regression	

analysis	showed	that	parameters	no.	10-14	could	explain	over	50	percent	of	the	patients’	rat-

ings. 

	 Overall,	the	detailed	analysis	of	the	19	subcomponents	generally	shows	support	of	the	

findings	in	the	first	analysis.	Hence,	it	confirms	that	the	patients	mostly	focuses	on	the	more	

soft needs and values, the healthcare professionals on professional needs like safety and care 

and	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	on	professional	needs	concerning	comfort	and	safety,	hygiene	

and service.
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I	have	in	the	previous	chapters	analyzed	the	different	user	groups’	ratings	of	the	subcompo-

nents	and	compared	them	with	an	expert	panel’s	evaluation	of	a	number	of	parameters	which	

may	have	an	influence	on	the	different	user	groups’	ratings.		 	

	 This	chapter	will	discuss	my	empirical	findings	from	the	two	analyses,	and	through	

triangulation	I	will	seek	to	verify	and	compare	the	findings	in	the	two	analyses.	Hence,	I	will	

discuss the likely incentives and conscious as well as unconscious user needs in relation to the 

various	subcomponents	in	order	to	better	understand	and	explain	the	user	groups’	different	

ratings	and	their	incentives.	What	role	do	the	different	users	take	and	why	does	their	focus	

vary?	I	will	investigate	which	factors	that	may	affect	the	user	groups	to	participate	in	the	in-

novation	process	and	subsequently	what	may	or	may	not	affect	the	users’	rating.	

In	section	6.1	I	will	start	by	explaining	what	the	overall	perceived	incentives	are	for	users	to	par-

ticipate in innovation and evidently in evaluation of the concepts generated during the process.

	 In	section	7.2	I	will	discuss	which	factors	encourage	patients	to	co-create	on	new	solu-

tions, transforming them to part time producers, embedded users adding their valuable contri-

bution	to	existing	systems

	 In	section	7.3	and	7.4	I	will	look	specifically	at	first	the	external	users	role	(7.3)	and	

secondly	at	the	embedded	users	role	(7.4)	as	co-developers	and	explain	what	parameters	these	

respective	user	groups	are	inclined	towards	and	what	the	consequences	for	their	ratings	will	be.	

I	will	seek	to	explain	what	can	cause	these	biased	behaviours.

	 In	section	7.6	I	will	look	at	antagonistic	correlations,	tendencies	and	trends	in	the	user	

groups’ behaviour and discuss the incentives for these behaviours.
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7.1 USERS EXPERIENCING A STRONG UNFULFILLED NEED

Recalling	the	literature	review	users	first	of	all	have	to	have	a	strong	unfulfilled	need	in	order	

to become innovators, and they need to possess “local” information that is valuable for the 

innovation	(Lettl	et	al.,	2006;	von	Hippel,	1988;	Luthje	et	al.,	2006;	Habicht	et	al.,	2012).	Both	

patients and hospital employee have needs and are the daily users of psychiatric beds, which 

is	multifunctional	towards	both	external	users	(patients)	and	a	vide	selection	of	embedded	

users	(healthcare	professionals,	hygiene	and	service	employees).	They	are	all	part	of	the	value	

chain	of	the	bed	and	will	benefit	from	having	a	say	on	the	beds	specific	features.	The	argument	

is perhaps even as important that the success of the bed’s implementation is indeed depend-

ing	on	this	end	user	and	embedded	user	involvement	(Gruner	&	Homburg,	2000;	Cooper,	2009;	

Cooper	&	Kleinschmidt,	2007;	Cooper	and	Edget,	2008;	Cooper,	2009).	

	 Crises,	dissatisfaction,	tension	and/or	significant	external	stress	are	the	four	major	

pre-conditions	for	stimulating	people	to	act	(Van	de	Ven,	1986).	This	may	be	the	reason	why	

the	users	choose	to	participate	in	an	innovation	project	in	the	first	place,	because	somehow	

these	conditions	are	present	in	their	life.	When	one	look	at	the	quotes	gathered	from	the	initial	

process	(see	app.	1),	this	is	clearly	implied	in	some	users’	opinions:	“Problem:	Having	to	remove	

the	headboard,	cot	sides	and	foot	end,	and	to	find	the	remote	control	unit	before	restraining	

a	patient.	It	takes	too	long	and	subjects	everyone	to	stress”.	“The	box	for	the	remote	is	placed	

inappropriately	under	the	bed	headboard.	It	is	difficult	to	reach	and	entails	a	risk	of	assault	for	

the	staff.”	“Cables,	leads,	sharp	edges	and	the	like	are	inappropriate	in	the	context	of	a	psy-

chiatric care bed”. “The bed must be easy to clean. The fewer surfaces and corners the better. 

Joins	and	cracks	are	“dirt	magnets”.	”	It	should	be	possible	to	convert	the	bed	into	a	sofa.	Some	

patients	do	not	like	to	see	other	people	sitting	on	their	bed	linen”.	“The	bed	is	to	reflect	hu-

manity	and	human	values.	It	must	not	signal	“hospital”	too	strongly.”	The	user	quotes,	which	

are	taken	from	the	initial	field	research’s	interviews	and	has	been	conducted	on	a	wide	range	of	

psychiatric wards, clearly illustrates crucial areas of dissatisfaction, tension, stress and crises 

in	the	employees’	daily	work	and	patients’	experience.	These	problems	are	clearly	motivating	

for	entering	into	the	innovation	process	of	creating	a	new	psychiatric	bed	in	the	first	place,	and	

also	explain	why	users	wish	to	participate	in	the	evaluation	process	of	the	generated	concepts.

 7.2 FROM EXTERNAL USERS TO PART TIME EMBEDDED USERS – A TRANSFORMATION
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Again	recalling	the	literature	review,	Habict,	Olieveira	and	Shcherbatiuk	explains	how	patients	

are	consumers	of	healthcare	services	and	products	(2012,	p.	7)	and	they	identify	three	mecha-

nisms,	“rare	conditions,	strong	constraints	on	daily	life	and	dead	end	situations”	(ibid,	p.2)	that	

systematically	produce	inappropriate	experience	perceived	by	patients	and	evidently	encourage	

them to innovate or in this case co-create in an innovation process and participate in evalua-

tion. 

	 Most	psychiatric	diagnoses	are	quite	common.	There	are	approx.	450	psychiatric	di-

agnoses	(SIND,	2013),	but	every	person’s	mental	illness	is	unique	on	its	own.	People	have	very	

different	needs	and	personal	view	of	their	own	illness	and	situation.	Like	every	other	patients,	

psychiatric	patients	have	different	personality	alongside	their	diagnosis,	as	well	as	fluctuat-

ing variations in mood and state through a hospitalisation and/or life with a mental illness. 

All	in	all	this	makes	each	person’s	situation	unique.	Even	though	one	cannot	claim	that	most	

patients’	diagnoses	are	rare,	one	can	indeed	argue	that	every	case	is	different	and	therefore	

the	patients’	perception	of	his	or	her	situation	will	be	that	they	are	a	unique	case	with	specific	

needs. 

	 Second	many	mentally	ill	people	argue,	backed	by	therapists,	that	their	illness	affects	

and	have	strong	constraints	on	daily	life.	If	one	has	anxiety,	phobias,	depression,	schizophrenia,	

personality disturbances, dementia, eating disorders, stress or developmental disturbances, to 

name	just	a	few	of	the	most	abundant	mental	disorders	(SIND,	2013),	it	can	very	well	discour-

age someone from, or in worst case destroy, the social interaction with the surrounding world 

and	affect	the	individual’s	life	Mental	illnesses	are	categorized	as	chronic	illnesses	and	will	have	

a	significant	impact	on	the	individual’s	quality	of	life	(Kronisk	Sygdom,	2005,	p.	33).	For	the	

same reasons one can also categorise that at least some people, namely chronically ill people 

with very few opportunities to have a bearable life, will be considered as being in a dead end 

situation. All in all one can argue that many of the patients participating in the evaluation 

process	meet	the	above	criteria.	This	also	might	explain	why	the	external	users,	the	group	of	

patients, are concerned with more idealistic and soft needs and values concerning comfort and 

user friendliness, with a strong wish for maintaining respect, privacy, self-control and feeling 

less institutionalised when hospitalised. This indicates that what they perceive as important 

is concerned with the diverse needs of their own and other patients. It also shows clearly that 
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they desire increased understanding and normalization and a feeling of being less ill and insti-

tutionalized.	To	a	large	extent,	these	trends	reflect	a	desire	for	a	valuable	and	more	dignified	

life and one way of getting there may well be a development process of a new psychiatric bed 

where patients feel they are being heard and that their evaluation and input can actually have 

an	impact	on	their	own	or	fellow	patients	stay	in	a	psychiatric	hospital.	As	Habict	et	al.	(2012)	

explain	patients’	incentives	when	involved	in	innovation	processes	could	be	characterised	as	

the	following:	“When	patients	set	out	to	help	themselves	and	end	up	helping	many”	(p.1).	

What	is	also	central	is	that	by	changing	their	role	from	patients	to	part	time	producers	or	em-

bedded users of medical devices, the patient innovators change the health care system from 

within.	They	find	a	way	to	add	their	valuable	contribution	to	an	existing	system	(ibid.,	p.	15).

	 When	it	comes	to	the	patients	more	romantic	proposal	for	a	drawer	for	bed	linen,	a	

mosquito	net	and	an	alcove,	which	are	all	incompatible	with	the	requirements	for	patient	and	

staff	safety,	one	may	consent	with	Magnuson	et	al.	that	self	assessment	is	inadequate	when	

evaluating	and	that	patients	overestimate	(2012,	p.	11)	their	own	idea	in	a	biased	and	perhaps	

(too)	positive	way	with	no	concerns	for	either	patient	or	employee’s	safety	(Habict	et	al.	(2012);	

Magnuson	et	al,	2012).

7.3 EXTERNAL USERS (PATIENT USERS) AS CO-EVALUATORS

On	average,	the	patients	have	rated	the	19	subcomponents	higher	than	the	healthcare	profes-

sionals,	who	again	have	rated	higher	than	the	hygiene	and	service	staff.	This	implies	that	in	

general the patients are more positive towards the subcomponents than the two professional 

user	groups.	They	do	not	seem	to	consider	safety	or	enhanced	workflow	as	important	and	one	

is tempted to conclude that they are more positively biased towards novel subcomponents 

than the embedded users are in general. 

	 But	when	looking	at	the	correlation	analysis	there	is	a	positive	correlation	between	

patients	ratings	and	the	experts	ratings	of	no.	14	producible	(r=0.45)	and	a	negative	correlation	

between	the	patients	ratings’	and	the	level	of	no.	11	complexity	(r=-0.69),	no.	12	originality	(r=-

0.39)	and	no.	13	technology	(r=-0.42),	indicating	that	patients	prefer	subcomponents	which	are	

easy	to	produce,	are	less	novel,	less	complex	and	low	in	technology,	which	in	most	cases	means	

solutions,	that	are	closely	related	to	already	existing	products	on	the	market.	This	can	indicate	
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a positive bias towards incremental innovations and a negative bias towards radical innova-

tions.	Poetz	and	Schreier	(2012)	found	in	their	empirical	study	that	novelty	was	positively	corre-

lated	with	user	benefit.	In	some	examples	of	the	external	usersratings	we	see	this,	but	there	is	

no overall correlation of this in the analysis. It should also be noted, that the patients may have 

a	different	perspective	on	what	novelty	is	that	the	experts.	Hence,	it	is	the	experts	who	have	

rated	the	parameters,	and	the	patients	may	had	different	oponions	about	what	constitutes	a	

novel innovation.

	 Tversky	and	Kahneman	(1974)	and	Johnson	(1983)	established	empirically	that	most	

individuals	lack	the	ability	and	inclination	to	deal	with	complexity.	An	average	person	can	retain	

raw	data	for	only	a	few	seconds	(Van	de	Ven,	1986).	This	may	be	the	case	of	the	patients,	as	

they	like	people	in	general	simply	lack	the	ability	to	deal	with	complexity.	In	a	complex	decision	

situation,	“individuals	create	stereotypes	as	a	defence	mechanism	to	deal	with	complexity”.	

The	average	person	will	become	more	conservative	and	apply	more	subjective	criteria,	which	

are	further	from	reality	(Ven	de	Ven,	1986;	Miller,	1956).

	 On	the	other	hand	the	end	users’	high	number	of	new	ideas	tells	a	story	of	a	rich	im-

agination	and	somehow	questions	the	above	argument	that	the	individuals	create	stereotypes	

as	a	defense	mechanism	for	dealing	with	complexity.	On	an	overall	basis	the	patients	had	nine	

more new ideas presented than the healthcare professionals.

	 There	is	a	positive	correlation	between	the	patients	rating	and	the	experts	rating	of	

parameters	no.	9	comfort	and	security	(r=0.56).	This	indicates,	that	the	patients	are	mostly	

concerned	with	the	user	benefits	of	comfort	and	security,	which	also	correspond	with	two	of	

the	identified	incentives	in	the	first	analysis:	sense	of	safety	and	security	and	design,	privacy	

and comfort for all. 

	 The	multiple	regression	model	state	that	the	parameters	from	no.	10-14	(more	spe-

cifically	no.	11-14)	can	explain	some	of	the	variance	for	the	patients	concerns	(R2	=	0,56),	as	it	

seems, that the patients are mostly concerned with issues, that are not characterized as ‘user 

value’	(parameters	no.	1-9).	This	is	not	however	exactly	shown	in	the	opinions	expressed	by	

the patients. Here the patients are mostly concerned with privacy, comfort, sense of safety 

and security, respect and maintaining, normality ease of use and self-control. This is also in 

correspondence	with	the	first	part	of	the	analysis	(chapter	4).	This	can	be	explained	by	either	
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the sample being too small, that the patients themselves would have rated the parameters 

differently	than	the	experts,	or	that	the	patients	are	perhaps	not	consciously	aware	of	their	

own	reasons	for	the	rating.	The	empirical	study	by	Habict	et	al.	(2012)	back	up	the	qualitative	

finding	as	they	explain,	that	inappropriateness	in	healthcare	experience	perceived	by	patients	

will encourage them to innovate and change the system from within, by adding their valuable 

contribution	(ibid,	p.	15).	

7.4 INTERNAL USERS (EMBEDDED USERS) AS CO-EVALUATORS

As	mentioned	in	the	previous	section	the	patients	rate	the	19	subcomponents	higher	than	the	

healthcare	professionals,	who	again	have	rated	higher	than	the	hygiene	and	service	staff.	

 This may suggest that there in the embedded user group is a more conservative ap-

proach	towards	the	ideas.	Especially	it	is	clear	when	looking	more	closely	at	the	expressed	

opinions on each subcomponent’s ratings as they are more negatively biased towards novel 

and	complex	ideas	than	the	patients.

 The embedded users might be too accustomed with the present consumption condi-

tions	thus	preventing	them	from	thinking	new	innovative	ideas	(Bennet	&	Cooper,	1981;	Leon-

ard	&	Rayport,	1997).	As	Professor	Dorothy	Leonard	explains,	there	are	two	types	of	problems	

that	can	limit	the	innovative	advantage	of	users’	knowledge:	functional	fixedness	and	conflict-

ing needs. 

	 The	first	problem	is	where	people	tend	to	fixate	on	how	products	are	usually	used,	

making	them	unable	to	point	to	other	possible	functions	(Leonard	&	Rayport,	1997).	This	is	

sometimes	expressed	when	the	embedded	users,	the	employee	users,	are	unwilling	to	give	up	

on	an	existing	way	of	doing	a	procedure	when	they	are	dependent	of	the	beds’	current	design	

because	they	fear	that	the	new	solution	will	create	just	another	problem.	When	it	comes	to	co-

ercion	and	restraint	there	is	a	no	tolerance	for	failure	and	this	is	indeed	reflected	in	the	health-

care	professional	reluctance	for	an	alternative	restraint	solution.	Also	the	hygiene	&	service	

staff	are	fixed	on	existing	ways	of	doing	core	procedures	concerning	hygiene,	transportation	

and maintenance. 

	 The	second	problem	that	Leonard	(Leonard	&	Rayport,	1997)	present	is	the	limitation	of	
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innovative	advantages	of	users’	knowledge	such	as	conflicting	needs.	This	can	be	where	people	

may	find	it	difficult	to	see	how	a	new	solution	will	be	able	to	meet	needs,	which	appears	to	be	

conflicting.	This	may	e.g.	be	the	case	of	the	hygiene	and	service	employees’	reluctance	for	belts	

that are hidden in the beds’ construction, but permanently attached to the bed, as it may be 

difficult	to	remove	and	wash.	Among	others	the	employees	express	concerns	in	regards	to	the	

following solutions: the comfort pillow for the patients may be unhygienic? The healthcare pro-

fessionals display reluctance towards a safer phone application for elevating the bed instead of 

a	wire	attached	remote,	as	they	are	afraid	what	will	happen	if	their	phones	get	lost.		While	it	is	

good	with	a	rounded	and	closed	construction	with	no	ligature	points	or	exposed	wires,	the	con-

cern	is	that	a	solid	box	will	perhaps	invite	for	kicks	and	punches,	and	that	integrated	handles	

will	eliminate	ligature	points	but	may	not	be	sufficient	for	ergonomic	fixation	grip	or	transport.	

These	are	all	examples	of	solutions	where	embedded	users	experience	needs	to	be	conflicting.	

	 Even	though,	that	the	obstacles	are	pronounced	in	some	of	the	examples	above,	there	

are also actions among the embedded users that indicates that some users can have valuable 

new	product	ideas.	If	this	was	not	the	case	this	project	would	not	have	been	able	to	develop	

and so far succeed the way it has, including all the ideas and concepts generated during the 

user	process.	Also	it	would	not	have	proved	possible	to	present	19	components	for	user	ratings.	

Users	hold	“High	competence	in	their	own	domain,	tolerance	for	ambiguity,	access	to	techno-

logical	knowhow,	resources	for	their	own	research	activities,	technological	competences”	(Lettl	

et	al.,	2006,	p.	262	)	if	they	are	characterised	as	co-creators.	It	is	somehow	difficult	to	distinct	

the	different	user	characteristics	of	the	total	grand	user	panel	which	all	in	all	have	consisted	of	

over	80	different	people,	both	external	usersand	embedded	users	through	the	entire	process.		

	 While	it	is	not	in	this	thesis’	scope	to	explore	the	characteristics	of	the	different	users	

except	external	and	embedded	users,	it	is	interesting	to	highlight	that	at	least	some	of	the	

co-creator	characteristics,	as	explained	by	Lettl	et	al.	(2006),	the	embedded	users	posses	in	

this user process. Especially the high competence in own domain is pronounced in both em-

bedded user groups. They have been hand picked for the process by their wards from all over 

the	country,	because	they	are	experts	in	their	particular	field.	The	question	about	tolerance	for	

ambiguity is a little more pronounced in the group of hygiene and service employees than in 

the healthcare professional group, but it is not particular pronounced here either. Addressing 
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the	question	about	solutions	that	may	raise	other	concerns	or	problems	more	often	leads	to	a	

no	go	in	the	two	embedded	user	groups	than	in	the	group	of	end	users.	But	as	addressed	ear-

lier the embedded users are used to a culture with very few or no errors, which is linked to the 

health care sector built around a culture of no tolerance of failure in relation to the patients’ 

benefits	and	security.	However,	this	mind-set	can	affect	a	creative	process	negatively	as	well,	if	

the	goal	is	to	generate	change	on	the	basis	of	status	quo.	Therefore	it	has	also	proved	neces-

sary to thoroughly understand the users’ ideas throughout the process and sometimes look 

for the needs behind the idea to come up with more innovative and/or feasible suggestions for 

solutions, than the users themselves had been able come up with. In this way the process is 

arguably more characterised as a ‘user driven innovation’ process than an ‘user innovation’ pro-

cess.	Merit	&	Nielsen	explain	user	driven	innovation	as	a	process	that	actively	makes	use	of	the	

users	but	where	it	is	overall	the	organization	that	manages	and	facilitates	the	process	(2007).	

In	this	thesis	users	are	characterized	as	co-developers,	through	experiments	they	provide	active	

input to the innovation team and together with other users, test innovative developed ideas in 

the	form	of	subcomponents	for	a	concept	for	a	new	psychiatric	bed.	(Merit	&	Nielsen,	2007).

	 The	bivariate	correlations	regarding	1)	the	healthcare	professionals	and	the	experts’	

ratings	and	2)	the	hygiene	and	service	staff	and	the	experts	ratings,	mostly	shows	lower	cor-

relations	between	-0,3	and	0.3.	Furthermore,	almost	none	of	the	correlations	are	significant.	

Therefore	it	is	not	possible	to	draw	any	valid	statements	as	in	the	case	of	the	external	users,	

the	patients.	The	lack	of	significance	is	probably	a	result	of	the	small	sampling	size	in	this	

study. 

	 As	a	consequence	we	can	only	look	and	compare	the	first	analysis	with	the	second	

analysis, which gives the impression of a focus on the following. The healthcare personal are 

concerned	with	safety	above	all,	which	is	pronounced	in	all	19	subcomponents	ratings.	They	are	

concerned	that	solving	one	problem	will	just	create	a	new	one	and	wish	to	prioritise	features	

more.	The	hygiene	&	service	staff	consider	hygiene,	ergonomics,	maintenance,	security	and	

emergency	situation	as	well	as	patients’	need	and	security,	which	is	also	shown	in	the	19	sub-

components ratings. 
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7.5 CORRELATIONS, TENDENCIES AND TRENDS

A central point to be drawn from the two analyses are the user-value aspect which is central in 

the ratings and gives a clear direction of the users’ choices.

	 There	is	no	consistent	pattern	to	explain	when	novelty,	complexity	and	technology	is	

negatively	or	positively	correlated	except	for	the	examples	already	mentioned	in	relation	to	

the	external	users	ratings.	However,	there	are	examples	that	in	some	cases	“user	benefit”	are	

vauled	high	by	both	groups	(external	and	embedded	users)	if	the	users	find	the	subcomponent	

to	fulfil	a	strong	unfulfilled	need.	

	 There	is	also	a	tendency	that	the	level	of	finish	in	the	subcomponents	can	affect	the	

ratings in both a positively or negatively way, meaning that it might reinforce a position on a 

subcomponent in either negative or positive direction. Typically, we see that if a subcomponent 

is	incremental	(is	low	in	novelty,	technology	and	complexity)	the	level	of	completion	may	have	

a	positive	reinforcing	effect,	unlike	when	a	subcomponent	is	radical	(high	in	novelty,	technology	

and	complexity)	the	level	of	completion	may	play	a	negative	reinforcing	effect	on	users	choice.	

	 A	negatively	reinforcing	effect	may	be	explained	by	the	following	concerns:	if	users	

think	that	the	component	is	close	to	being	finished	this	can	influence	their	biasedness	towards	

a	decision.	Between	the	old	feature	which	might	be	outdated,	but	one	they	know	works,	and	

the new solution which may seem smart but may or may not work as good. The users may tend 

to	fixate	on	how	products	and	services	are	used	today,	making	them	unable	to	point	to	other	

possible	functions	(Leonard,	1997).	Examples	of	high	level	of	completion	having	a	negatively	

reinforcing	effect	can	be	seen	in	examples	of	subcomponent	1,	4	and	19.

	 A	positive	reinforcing	effect	is	when	users	find	that	the	subcomponent	is	close	to	

existing	solutions,	they	find	it	more	realistic	in	sense	of	realizing	and	producing	it,	and	then	

completion	can	have	a	positive	reinforcing	effect	on	their	ratings.	The	minimized	risk	of	de-

velopment and production complications in the described subcomponents are probably also a 

concern	for	them.	Examples	of	high	level	of	completion	having	a	positively	reinforcing	effect	

can	be	seen	in	examples	of	subcomponent	5,	7	and	12.

 The healthcare professionals in general consider more proposals as “complete” pro-

posal,	as	oppose	to	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	and	the	patients.	This	is	maybe	because	3D	

rendering can provide a picture as of a completely developed product. Despite the fact that at 
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the	evaluation	workshop	and	in	the	PR	material	the	emphasis	was	put	on	that	this	was	one	

possible way to illustrate a claim to the bed, that the design could have other characteristics, 

and	that	features	and	design	should	be	tested	in	the	next	prototype	phase.

	 One	can	therefore	argue	that	the	3D	rendering	is	a	very	powerful	instrument	compared	

to	having	to	convey	concepts,	but	these	concept	images	(3D	images)	can	be	perceived	as	real	

structures of design proposals

 It was necessary to illustrate the concepts in a more realistic way, in order to have 

the take on a more critical approach to the proposals than they were able to in regards to the 

sketch material produced during the process on the basis of users’ own ideas. These ideas have 

so far been easy to accept by the users. Hand drawings can contain many more features than 

the	real	physical	models	or	the	3D	computer	models,	but	3D	models	are	a	cheap	way	to	take	

the	first	step	towards	a	physical	prototype.	The	process	will	enable	the	design	team	or	in	other	

case the producer, with a cheap way of testing as oppose to a physical model.

7.6 SUBCONCLUSION

The	users’	incentives	for	participating	in	the	evaluation	process	are	that	they	are	experiencing	a	

strong	unfulfilled	need	in	regard	of	the	current	psychiatric	bed.	When	looking	at	the	initial	user	

quotes	as	well	as	the	user	presentations	from	the	evaluation	workshop	there	are	crucial	areas	

of	dissatisfaction,	tension,	stress	and	crises	that	both	external	and	embedded	users	experience	

on a daily or regular basis. 

	 Second	external	users	perception	is	that	their	specific	case	is	unique,	they	experience	

strong	constraints	on	daily	life	and	they	find	themselves	in	dead	end	situations	being	chroni-

cally ill, which evidently motivate them to participate in the evaluation of the innovation pro-

cess.	When	contributing	to	innovation	they	transfer	from	external	users	to	part	time	producers,	

changing the system from within.

	 According	to	my	empirical	findings	the	patients	are	concerned	with	idealistic	and	soft	

values concerning comfort, user friendliness, desire increased respect, understanding and a 

feeling of being normalised and feeling less ill. It is also central that the patients in general 

overestimate their own ideas. 

	 In	general	the	external	users	are	more	positive	towards	the	subcomponents	than	the	
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embedded users and one would be inclined to conclude that they therefore were more positive 

towards novel ideas. In fact they prefer subcomponents which are easy to produce, are less 

novel,	complex	and	low	in	technology,	which	in	most	cases	means	solutions	that	are	closely	

related	to	existing	products	on	the	market.	The	study	however	only	show	findings	from	the	

evaluation process from the new psychiatric bed were most subcomponents are found to be 

incremental	rather	than	radical.	The	external	users	(like	most	people	in	general)	may	lack	the	

ability	to	deal	with	complexity,	but	somehow	this	groups	rich	imagination	and	high	number	of	

new	generated	ideas	at	the	evaluation	workshop	gave	a	completely	different	perspective.	

 The patients are most concerned with comfort and security but the multiple regression 

analysis gives the impression that patients are mostly concerned with issues not characterised 

as	user	values	is	opponent	to	the	expressed	opinions	preented	by	this	user	group.	These	find-

ings are therefore considered inconclusive.

	 In	general	the	embedded	users	have	a	more	conservative	approach	and	are	(even)	more	

negatively	biased	towards	novel	and	complex	ideas	than	the	external	users,	indicating	that	

they are too accustomed with the present conditions within the healthcare system preventing 

them	from	thinking	new	solutions	(Bennet	&	Cooper,	1981;	Leonard	and	Rayport,	1997).	They	

are	used	to	a	no	error	culture	and	this	can	very	well	have	an	effect	on	their	capability	to	think-

outside-of-the-box.	As	a	consequence	it	has	proven	necessary	work	with	the	embedded	user	

input in order to generate more innovative solutions. The bivariate correlations regarding the 

embedded	users	and	the	experts	rating	showed	lower	significance	than	-0.3.0.3	and	almost	no	

significance.	Therefore	it	is	impossible	to	draw	any	valid	correlation.

	 Finally	there	is	no	consistent	pattern	in	regards	to	when	novelty,	complexity,	and	

technology	is	negatively	or	positively	correlated	exept	for	the	external	user	example	addressed	

earlier.	In	some	cases	it	is	found	that	user	benefit	triumps	the	negatively	bias	if	users	find	a	so-

lution	that	fulfils	a	strong	need.	How	complete	a	subcomponent	seem	can	be	reinforced	either	

positively in the case of incremental solutions and negatively in the case of radical solutions. 

Finally it is noteworthy that the healthcare professionals consider more proposals as complete, 

rating them accordingly either more positively or negatively.
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The	main	purpose	of	this	thesis	was	to	explore	the	differences	between	embedded	users	and	

external	users	in	their	evaluations	of	ideas,	and	which	factors	influence	this.

I	used	an	explorative	case	study	of	an	evaluation-	and	qualification	process	where	a	selection	of	

concepts	-	sub	components	-	were	rated	by	embedded	users	and	external	users	in	the	Danish	

psychiatric	healthcare	sector.	The	specific	case	was	the	new	psychiatric	care	bed	and	the	find-

ings	were	later	compared	to	relevant	recent	empirical	findings.	

	 The	thesis	is	divided	into	six	main	chapters	and	going	through	each	of	these	got	me	

closer	to	answering	my	research	question.

	 In	chapter	2.0	a	literature	review	accounts	for	a	range	of	the	existing	major	theories	of	

innovation.	Subsequently	the	chapter	engages	with	more	detailed	aspects	of	innovation	and	

evaluation	processes	related	to	the	subject	of	this	thesis,	which	are	exemplified	in	a	number	of	

empirical studies including user driven innovation and the potential value of integrating users 

in	all	stages	of	the	innovation	process.	The	chapter	also	draws	on	empirical	findings	on	patient	

users	(external	users)	and	employee	users	(embedded	users)	incentives	for	being	involved	in	a	

user	innovation	process.	Overall,	the	literature	review	highlights	the	research	gap	in	relation	to	

this	thesis	research	question,	focused	at	the	value	of	involving	different	types	of	users	in	evalu-

ating early stage concepts before going into production.

	 In	chapter	3.0,	I	explained	the	chosen	case	and	the	initial	process	in	order	to	shed	light	

on	the	question	as	to	why	the	case	is	useful	for	answering	the	research	question	of	this	thesis.	

This	is	the	case,	as	both	external	users	(patients	and	relatives)	and	embedded	users	(healthcare	

professionals	and	hygiene-	and	service	personal)	in	the	entire	innovation	process	have	been	

represented and involved in evaluation and user feedback e.g. in a range of workshops. Chapter 

3.0	also	contains	reflections	as	to	my	double	role	as	a	performer	of	an	academic	analysis	and	

my	role	as	a	professional	–	a	project	manager	and	designer	of	the	specific	project	chosen.	
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In	chapter	4.0,	I	explain	this	thesis	choice	of	methodology	by	using	the	framework	of	a	content	

analysis	as	the	main	theoretical	framework,	and	using	qualitative	presentations	from	the	user	

groups	as	well	as	evaluations	from	a	panel	of	experts	as	the	main	source	of	information	in	the	

analysis.	The	first	step	in	the	analysis	was	to	conduct	a	content	analysis	based	on	the	group	

presentations	to	compare	the	three	user	groups	based	on	a	qualitative	coding	procedure	(chap-

ter	5.0).	The	second	step	was	to	compare	the	three	user	groups’	evaluations	with	an	expert	

panels	rating	using	both	statistically	methods	and	a	more	detailed	content	analysis	(chapter	

6.0).	Overall,	I	created	a	methodological	triangulation	where	using	different	methods	and	by	

comparing	the	findings	in	the	first	analysis	with	the	findings	in	the	second	analysis,	which	

provided	my	findings	with	a	higher	degree	of	validity.

	 In	chapter	5.0,	I	investigated	the	different	user	groups’	immediate	attitudes,	feelings	

and opinions through a content analysis of their respective group presentations. The purpose 

of	the	analysis	was	to	explore	if,	how	and	why	the	different	user	groups	rated	the	bed	differ-

ently than the other groups. 

 I found that the patients were more idealistic, sometimes unrealistic, and concerned 

with “soft” needs and values in regards to comfort, user friendliness, a strong wish for main-

taining respect, privacy, self control and feeling less institutionalised when hospitalized. The 

healthcare professionals were generally more conservative and realistic. They were uncertain 

of new initiatives and more often stick to well- known ways of doing things compared to the 

other two groups. They were also concerned that new initiatives would create new problems. 

For	the	healthcare	professionals	safety	was	above	all.	The	hygiene	&	service	staff	seems	to	

have the most holistic approach of the three user groups, perhaps due to the fact that they 

consist of a wide range of professions. They considered their own as well as the other user 

groups needs in regards to the bed’s features, concerning easy, ergonomic and safe cleaning, 

maintenance, transportation and service functions as well as comfort for patients, the overall 

design and safety for all users. I also found that both embedded user groups are more reluctant 

towards	areas	of	their	own	expertise	and	fixate	on	how	the	bed	is	usually	used,	sometimes	

making them unable to look to other possible solutions.

	 In	chapter	6.0,	I	made	a	more	detailed	analysis	of	the	user	groups’	ratings	by	a	step-by	

step	analysis	of	all	user	groups’	ratings	of	each	of	the	19	sub	components	compared	with	an	
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expert	panel’s	evaluation	of	parameters	that	might	influence	the	different	user	groups’	ratings.	

This way I was able to look for any unconscious reservations, opinions and incentives on the 

various	sub	components	in	order	to	better	understand	and	explain	the	user	groups’	different	

ratings. 

	 Overall,	the	detailed	analysis	of	the	19	subcomponents	generally	shows	support	of	the	

findings	in	the	first	analysis.	Hence,	it	confirms	that	the	patients	mostly	focuses	on	the	more	

soft needs and values, the healthcare professionals on professional needs like safety and care 

and	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	on	professional	needs	concerning	comfort	and	safety,	hygiene	

and service.

	 Despite	the	fact	that	there	are	no	clear	patterns	on	correlation	between	the	experts’	

ratings	on	the	user-value	parameters	(no.	1-9)	and	the	users’	ratings,	the	support	for	these	

parameters	are	still	expressed	in	the	users’	evaluation	and	in	their	support	or	reluctance	to	the	

different	sub-components.	

	 In	general	the	external	users	were	more	positive	towards	the	sub	components	than	the	

embedded users and one would be inclined to conclude that they therefore were more positive 

towards	novel	ideas.	In	fact	according	to	the	correlation	analysis	the	external	users	preferred	

sub	components,	which	are	easy	to	produce,	are	less	novel,	complex	and	low	in	technology,	

which	in	most	cases	means	solutions	that	are	closely	related	to	existing	products	on	the	mar-

ket.	The	study	however	only	showed,	what	the	expert	panel	evaluated	the	sub	components	pa-

rameters	level	was.	Also	in	some	cases	it	is	found	that	user	benefit	“triumphs”	the	negatively	

bias	if	end	external	users	find	a	solution	that	fulfils	a	strong	need.	

	 For	the	embedded	users,	there	was	indications	that	the	level	of	completion	(no.	10)	

could	both	have	a	reinforcing	negative	and	positive	effect	on	the	embedded	user	ratings	de-

pending on the level of innovation.

	 The	findings	showed	that	the	embedded	users	apply	their	professional	knowledge	

when evaluating innovative solutions, concerning safety, care, hygiene, maintenance and 

service	functions.	In	general	they	were	more	reluctant	towards	areas	of	their	own	expertise	and	

more	often	stick	to	well	known	ways	of	doing	things	than	the	external	users.	

	 In	chapter	7.0,	the	empirical	findings	from	the	two	analyses	were	discussed,	and	

through	triangulation	I	verified	and	compared	the	findings	in	the	two	analyses.	I	discussed	the	
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likely incentives and conscious as well as unconscious user needs in relation to the various sub 

components	in	order	to	better	understand	and	explain	the	user	groups’	different	ratings	and	

their	incentives.	I	discussed	the	factors	influencing	the	different	users	-	external	users	and	em-

bedded.	I	investigated	which	factors	affected	the	user	groups	to	participate	in	the	innovation	

evaluation	process	and	subsequently	what	affected	the	users’	ratings.	

	 Overall,	I	found	that	both	external	and	embedded	user	groups’	incentives	for	participat-

ing	in	the	evaluation	process	in	general	is	that	they	are	experiencing	a	strong	unfulfilled	need	

in	regard	of	the	current	psychiatric	bed.	Both	external	and	embedded	users	experienced	crucial	

areas of dissatisfaction, tension, stress and crises on a daily or regular basis. 

For	the	external	users	(patients)	the	following	can	be	concluded:

•	 External	users	are	concerned	with	“soft”	needs	and	values	in	regards	to	comfort,	user		

 friendliness, a strong wish for maintaining respect, privacy, self control and feeling less  

 institutionalised when hospitalized. 

•	 External	users	in	general	overestimate	their	own	ideas.

•	 External	users	are	less	reluctant	towards	new	ideas,	rating	more	subcomponents	in	

	 a	positive	way	than	the	embedded	users,	not	fixed	on	conformity	and	various	working		

 procedures like the embedded users. 

•	 The	external	users	(like	most	people	in	general)	lack	the	ability	to	deal	with	complexity.

•	 External	users	have	a	rich	imagination	and	a	high	number	of	new	generated	ideas	at		

 the evaluation workshop. 

•	 External	users	are	motivated	by	their	(in	many	cases)	chronic	illness.	By	giving	them		

	 the	chance	to	be	understood	and	accepted	in	the	innovation	process,	they	finally	saw		

	 an	opportunity	to	have	more	influence	in	relation	to	their	treatment	and	recovery.	This		

	 has	an	effect	on	their	too	idealistic	evaluation	behaviour.	

For the embedded users the following can be concluded:

•	 Embedded	users	had	high	competence	in	own	domain	and	apply	their	professional		

 knowledge when evaluating innovative solutions.

•	 Embedded	users	applied	their	professional	knowledge	(in	this	case,	in-dept	medical,		
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	 therapeutic,	hygienic	and	technical	experience)	in	a	specific	discipline	of	psychiatry	to

  develop and evaluate innovative solutions for their needs. They are especially con- 

 cerned about safety, care, hygiene, maintenance and service functions.

•	 Embedded	users	were	accustomed	with	the	present	consumption	conditions	thus		

 preventing them from thinking new innovative ideas 

•	 The	embedded	user	groups	had	a	more	conservative	approach	towards	the	ideas.		

	 Especially	it	is	clear	when	looking	more	closely	at	the	expressed	opinions	on	each	sub		

	 component’s	ratings	as	they	were	more	negatively	biased	towards	novel	and	complex		

 ideas than the patients.

•	 There	was	a	tendency	that	the	level	of	finish	in	the	sub	components	could	affect	the		

 embedded users’ ratings in both a positively or negatively way.

•	 Embedded	had	no	tolerance	for	failure.	They	were	used	to	a	no	error	culture	and	this		

	 had	an	effect	on	their	capability	to	think-outside-of-the-box.	As	a	consequence	it	has		

 proven necessary to work with the embedded user’s input and ideas during the inno- 

 vation process in order to generate more innovative solutions. 

•	 Embedded	users	were	in	general	more	reluctant	towards	areas	of	their	own	expertise		

	 and	fixate	on	how	the	bed	is	usually	used,	sometimes	making	them	unable	to	look	to		

	 other	possible	solutions.	In	several	cases	they	found	it	difficult	to	see	how	a	new	solu-	

	 tion	will	be	able	to	meet	needs	that	appears	to	be	conflicting.	

•	 The	embedded	users	are	accustomed	with	present	conditions	and	used	to	a	no	error		

	 culture	in	the	healthcare	sector.	This	had	an	effect	on	their	capability	to	think-outside-	

	 of-the-box	when	evaluating	new	ideas.

The	differences	between	the	two	embedded	user	groups	were	as	follows:

•	 Healthcare	professionals	in	general	considered	more	proposals	as	“complete”	proposal,		

	 as	oppose	to	the	hygiene	&	service	staff	and	the	patients.	This	consequently	affected		

 their rating in an either negative of positive way. This indicated that the use of proto- 

 types for communicative and learning purpose is a strong media.
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•	 The	question	about	tolerance	for	ambiguity	was	a	little	more	pronounced	in	the		 	

 group of hygiene and service professionals than in the healthcare professional group,  

 but it was not particular pronounced here either.

User	incentives	can	effect	evaluation	positively	and	negatively	as	shown	in	the	above	conclu-

sions.	Consequently	one	must	be	aware	than	when	integrating	users	in	an	evaluation	process	

they	will	have	different	incentives	for	rating	the	way	they	do.	In	some	cases	user	incentives	

will	benefit	the	projects	implementation	and	success,	but	in	other	cases	the	underlying	biased	

feelings	will	create	obstructions	for	the	evaluation	of	new	innovative	solutions.	Both	examples	

are	present	in	the	case	of	involving	external	and	embedded	users	in	the	evaluation	process	of	

the new bed for psychiatric care. It would not have been possible to get the same output from 

the	evaluation	process	if	we	had	not	given	the	users	a	chance	to	explain	why	thy	rated	the	way	

they did. 

CHAPTER 0.9 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
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9.0 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RE-
SEARCH

It should be noted that this thesis takes its point of departure in selected sources, limited 

empirical	data	and	one	specific	case.	Therefore	one	must	be	careful	not	to	make	too	strong	and	

vivid	extrapolations	and	generalisations	from	this	study.

	 Several	limitations	arise	from	the	nature	of	the	thesis	and	its	choice	of	framework:	My	

dual	role	as	a	researcher	and	project	manager,	as	well	as	selection	in	regards	to	research	topic,	

method, theory and empirical data. These limitations are worth mentioning for the purpose of 

reflection	as	well	as	how	they	point	to	opportunities	for	further	research.	First	of	all,	due	to	the	

exploratory	nature	of	only	one	case	and	the	limited	presentations	and	because	of	the	scope	of	

the	master’s	thesis,	the	results	should	be	considered	tentative.	More	extensive	case	studies	

are	encouraged	to	add	more	thorough	conclusions	and	patterns.	This	can	expand	the	process	

perspective on user involvement in evaluation processes and guide organisation to involve 

users	in	their	innovation	processes.	Two	further	critical	questions	to	address	could	be:	can	the	

identified	behaviour/characteristics	be	observed	in	other	industries?	Does	the	medical	equip-
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ment	industry	have	specific	characteristics	that	limit	the	generalization	of	this	thesis’	results?

	 Second	the	selected	methods	for	data	collection	face	limitations	when	studying	the	

presentations	and	ratings	of	external	users	and	embedded	users.	Interviews,	observations	of	

group discussions and other participatory methods are suggested to detect information and 

reason	beyond	the	informants’	pronounced	expressions	in	their	presentations.	

	 Third,	the	context	provides	a	limitation	as	the	studied	case	is	a	Danish	public	organisa-

tion	and	an	international	replication	might	lead	to	interesting/different	results.	

 Fourth, the compared empirical studies applied were selected to enhance the discus-

sions	and	analysis	of	the	users’	different	incentives	and	reason	for	evaluation	the	way	they	did.	

To study other aspects of user evaluation theory in innovation processes e.g. crowdsourcing 

would	be	interesting	to	create	new	insights	in	the	field.	These	limitations	will	hopefully	prompt	

to	further	research	within	the	field	of	user	involvement.

	 Fifth,	I	acknowledge	the	possibility	of	‘going	native’	as	I	have	been	the	project	manager	

of	the	respective	case.	On	the	other	hand,	I	acknowledge	the	advantage	of	being	an	insider	and	

participant observer of the chosen case study as I have a deep insight knowledge of the case’ 

innovation	strategies,	processes,	execution	and	results.	Also,	I	will	be	able	to	capture	implicit	

perceptions and perhaps compensate for biased self-reporting and limited insight into the us-

ers behaviour. 

	 Sixth,	this	thesis	is	not	about	lead	users,	though	this	is	a	hot	topic	at	the	moment	

within	user	innovation	(Schweisfurth	&	Raasch,	2012).	I	have	not	been	in	a	situation	where	I	

could	pick	out	the	users	myself	for	the	project	and	conducted	a	lead	user	collecting	process	

(Von	Hippel,	2006).	Therefore	I	cannot	determine	what	kind	of	users	is	participating	in	the	

project.	It	is	most	likely	a	mixture	of	lead	users	and	mostly	ordinary	users,	but	lead	users	as	a	

picked group of users are not in this thesis scope. I acknowledge that a lot of the theory that 

I	am	referring	to	is	about	lead	users	and	acknowledge	the	difference	between	lead	users	and	

ordinary users.

 Finally, the respondents will almost certainly be biased when talking about their e.g. 

clinical	work,	experience	with	a	chronic	disease	and	role	in	the	innovation	process.	The	answers	

and stories the respondents will tell are told in their own words, and there is a possibility that 

they leave out or distort some of the information.
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APPENDIX 1
USER QOUTES



11PSYCHIATRIC
 CARE
BED

&

OPERATIONERGONOMYHYGIENECOMFORTMATERIAL 
SURFACES

SAFETYSECURITY

PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE 
BED

The bed should be easy to move, even 
when there is a patient in the bed

The bed must be easy to clean. The fewer 
surfaces and corners the better. Joins 
and cracks are “dirt magnets”

Belts and locks must be more 
hygienic

It must be possible to clean 
mechanically and in the room/ward 
using traditional cleaning processes

Compliance with the Danish 
quality model is obligatory

The bed must comply with 
the DS2451-10 standard

OPERATION

ERGONOMYSAFETYOPERATION MATERIAL 
SURFACES

It must be possible 
to move the bed if 
necessary

HYGIENE

HYGIENE

HYGIENE

HYGIENE

Cables, leads, sharp edges and the like are 
inappropriate in the context of a psychiatric 
care bed

It must be possible to conceal all remote 
control units

It is to be simple to remove or conceal accessories 
for the bed – or should there be any at all?

There must not be any holes/
gaps into which patients can
push their fingers

There must not be any fittings, etc. that stick up 
– risk of patients hitting their heads and hands 
Soft, rounded surfaces are preferable

SECURITY

SECURITY

SECURITY

SECURITY

Should not be 
positioned in the centre 
of the floor

The bed must be easy to move 
around a ward/room

It should look like an 
absolutely “ordinary” bed

It should not “smell 
of hospital”

COMFORT

COMFORT

COMFORT

COMFORT

COMFORT

COMFORT

The bed must be good to sleep 
in. It should provide good 
comfort and not encourage poor 
sleeping positions that can cause 
back pain

The bed should be good for reading 
in

The bed must be wider

The bed must not make noise

We want a bed table; the bed must 
not be on wheels because it will 
roll around (even if the wheels are 
locked).

Larger and softer bed

Wishes and needs 
expressed by 

staff & 
patients

Spiral cable on remote control units is 
lethal. If it becomes wound around a 
patient’s neck, it “locks” in position and 
is almost impossible to disentangle. 
Staff have to use scissors to cut the 
patient free.

It must be easy to keep the wheels clean

It should be possible to clean 
mattresses without sending them to 
an industrial cleaner

The bed is to reflect humanity and 
human values. It must not signal 
“hospital” too strongly.

Soft, rounded shapes and 
warm, relaxing colours

SECURITY

SECURITY

The headboard and foot end are only 
fitted on account of tradition, but some 
patients do experience a feeling of 
security from not lying in a completely 
“open” bed
It should be possible to convert the 
bed into a sofa. Some patients do 
not like to see other people sitting 
on their bed linen

SECURITY

SECURITY

HYGIENE

HYGIENE

The bed should help patients to 
get out of bed

Easy access to the mattress

It should be possible to move the bed easily on 
the ward and to transport it between wards. The 
wheels are to be good quality and of a decent size.
They must also run smoothly

Easy to operate; easy to attach headboard and cot 
sides – but not easy for the patient

Only fit the bed with 
the things that are to 
be used. Too many 
accessories are 
disappearing

Raise/lower function (mechanical or with
an electric actuator). This is important for 
porters, cleaners and care staff

OPERATION

Fibreboard material with a 
laminated surface must be 
of good quality. Otherwise, it 
absorbs water and the laminate 
falls off. When patches appear on
fibreboard, they are unattractive 
and difficult to clean. Risk of 
additional water absorption

Not too many patterns/bumps on 
the surface. A homogenous, smooth 
surface is preferable

Avoid aluminium. Chemicals 
cause stains. Steel is 
preferable. Painted surfaces 
preferable to bare steel. Steel 
shows up finger marks. Very 
difficult to remove

Mechanical beds are safer than electric 
beds

SAFETY

SAFETY

Patients only to be able to operate 
the bed part-way to max. positions 
themselves (safety stops)

SAFETY

The bed must stand 
immobile

SAFETY

Option for elevation so the patient can lie 
in different positions

It is to be simple to remove or conceal 
accessories for the bed – should there be 
any at all?

SAFETY

MATERIAL 
SURFACES

MATERIAL 
SURFACES

MATERIAL 
SURFACES

SAFETY

SAFETY

SAFETY

SAFETY

SAFETY

SAFETY

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

OPERATIONERGONOMYHYGIENECOMFORTMATERIAL 
SURFACES

SAFETYSECURITY
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ERGONOMY

SAFETY

SAFETY

SAFETY

SAFETY

SECURITY

HYGIENE

Restraint

Restraints 
from 1862
Leg and wrist straps from the Jutland 

asylum in Risskov.
(Museum Ovartaci)

Modern 
restraints

Very thin patients can squeeze out of restraints By 
“puffing their stomach up” while they are being 
restrained and then breathing out afterwards, they can 
slip out relatively easily

Very thin patients can slip their arms and legs out 
of their restraints because the restraints cannot be 
tightened sufficiently

It must be possible to attach restraints to different 
points so that restraints can be adapted to suit 
patients of different size

Belts, straps and locks must 
be made of a material that is 
easy to clean

“We are noticing that mentally ill people are 
even more ill than ever before. Their reactions 
in confrontation situations are extremely 
difficult to predict if you are not an expert.”

Uniformity and simplicity are essential. 
The cot sides are generally in the way.

Staff 
Patients

It is also important that the bed can be locked/firmly 
fitted to the floor (during restraint)

There are too many different types of bed on 
the ward. It is difficult to train “good restraint 
procedure” when the beds are different

Electric beds in particular generate problems 
because the battery and motor are in the way 
when staff are trying to fasten restraints to the 
bed base while restraining patients

It is not easy to lift the patient up over the foot 
end of the bed – which is a typical procedure in 
the restraint process

It is difficult to apply restraints to the bed base. The 
gaps between the metal slats are too narrow for the 
leather restraints

Locks on the wheels are unable to 
withstand the force exerted by a patient 
throwing himself/herself back and forth 
for days on end. They will become worn 
out by the constant stresses and strains

In the case of patients who 
display very strong motoric 
unrest, it can be unpleasant and 
even frightening to see the jerky 
movements of the bed while 
observing a patient in restraints.

The bed is often positioned against the wall, but 
staff need room to work around the bed if they 
have to restrain a patient

ERGONOMY

SECURITY

It must be possible to move the bed 
back close to the wall after restraint, 
as this often makes the patient feel 
more secure

It must be possible to lower the bed to a very low 
height. Not only does this make it easier for patients 
to get out of bed, but it also lowers the centre of 
gravity of the bed, making it harder for patients to tip 
over (turtle phenomenon)

SECURITY

It is a problem that the bed looks 
like a restraint bed. Patients must 
find it strange to sleep in beds of 
this kind

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

SAFETY

SAFETY

Thin and elderly patients are also at risk 
of developing bed sores during periods of 
restraint

SAFETY

MATERIAL 
SURFACES

The mattress and bed linen 
must help prevent bed sores

The box for the remote is placed 
inappropriately under the bed headboard. 
It is difficult to reach and entails a risk of 
assault for the staff.
 

Problem: Having to remove the 
headboard, cot sides and foot end, and 
to find the remote control unit before 
restraining a patient. It takes too long and 
subjects everyone to stress.

It must be possible to 
perform personal hygiene 
procedures and to change 
bed linen during restraintHYGIENE

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY

ERGONOMY
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CONCEPT I
PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE 
BED

# Ideas generated at the first 
user workshop

SENG
 TIL
PSYKIATRIEN
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CONCEPT II
PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE 
BED

SENG
 TIL
PSYKIATRIEN
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CONCEPT III
PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE 
BED

SENG
 TIL
PSYKIATRIEN
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# 1:1 Rapid prototyping of bed for patient 
suffering from dissocial personality disorder

Idea generation and prototyping

Niels 
Age 39 

Dissocial personality 
disorder 

Niels life

Niels’ 
world

“Why am I here? There’s nothing wrong 
with me …”

If the bed is not secure and 
stable, Niels can tip it over in 
his efforts to free himself. The 
bed is lowered to its lowest 
height, bringing the centre 
of gravity down as far as 
possible. This prevents Niels 
from tipping the bed over.

Niels has a lot of friends at the Sikringen facility. 
He is engaging, charming and always willing to 
stop and chat. His wife always used to say that 

he flirted with everyone. Niels cannot really 
understand why he has to be hospitalised – 

after all, he has promised not to do it again … 
Niels misses his old life where, on the surface 

at least, he enjoyed a successful career and had 
everything under control.

When Niels gets really angry, he punches and kicks 
the staff. He sometimes uses cot sides or chairs as 
weapons with which to hit people. Niels is a big man, 
and it can take up to 15 people to hold him down 
when he has to be restrained or taken to the isolation 
ward.
Niels fights just as violently every time and he doesn’t 
care if he injures the staff. They should just leave him 
alone!

Diagnosis
Niels Arne used to be a banker, but was 
convicted of killing his wife after he 
discovered she had been unfaithful. He 
was sent to Sikringen, a secure psychiatric 
hospital in Nykøbing Sjælland, Denmark. 
Niels feels no empathy for others and 
has no impulse control, which is why 
he “happened” to kill his wife. Niels can 
suddenly become violently angry and 
aggressive. When he is in this condition, 
the safety and lives of other people mean 
nothing to him.

PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE
BED

Niels wants everything 
neat and tidy, and always 
wants to make his bed 
as neatly as possible so 
he can lie on it and read 
during the day.
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# 1:1 Rapid prototyping model of bed for 
self-harming patient

Idea generation and prototyping

Frederikke
Age 16

Depressive, self-harmer

Frederikke’s 
life

Frederikke’s 
painful 
world

“The best distraction is physical contact. 
You don’t feel so alone.”

Frederikke loves her sister, her cat and being out 
in the real world. Like most other young girls, she 

loves partying, going on holiday and being with her 
friends. Frederikke can distract herself by painting 
her nails or doing yoga exercises that she used to 
train with her high school friends before she was 

admitted to hospital.
She has decorated the area above her bed with cut-

outs and pictures of her cat, sister and friends.

Frederikke uses all kinds of sharp objects to cut 
herself. She crushes light bulbs, breaks plates or 
moulds paper and cigarette butts into sharp points.
But when Frederikke hurts herself, the staff put 
her in restraints. The staff can usually sense when 
Frederikke is not feeling well, and sometimes it 
helps to sit down next to her and hold her hand. 
Unfortunately, it only provides temporary respite 
– sooner or later the pain becomes too great and 
Frederikke responds by hurting herself.

Diagnosis
Frederikke subjects herself to 
unreasonably high expectations 
and has been diagnosed with severe 
performance anxiety and depression. 
She feels that she is a failure, and 
cuts herself to ease the pain. When 
Frederikke cuts herself, she thinks that 
she feels better and can relax.

PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE
BED

It can be difficult 
to clean the bed 
and belts properly 
following an episode 
where Frederikke has 
cut herself.

Frederikke needs a 
“refuge” – a place 
where she feels safe.

Frederikke does not 
like other people 
sitting on her bed 
linen, so she is pleased 
that she can convert 
her bed into a sofa/
couch during the day.
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# 1:1 Rapid prototyping model of bed for 
paranoid schizophrenic patient

Idea generation and prototyping

Jesper 
19 år

Hospitalised on a 
secure ward for 
young people

Diagnosis

Jesper’s 
terrifying world

Jesper has been diagnosed with paranoid 
schizophrenia. He finds it hard to 
understand and accept what is happening 
to him. On account of his illness, Jesper sees 
and hears things that are not there. This 
makes him very confused and frustrated 
and he has previously tried to self-medicate 
with alcohol, which only made his condition 
worse. Jesper’s illness diminishes his 
capacity to filter sensory impressions, which 
makes it difficult for him to function and 
participate in social situations.

“Can you wake up from a nightmare if 
you’re not asleep?”

It is difficult for the 
staff to adapt the 
bed and restraints 
to accommodate 
Jesper’s height.

Sometimes, Jesper has to be restrained because he 
punches and kicks the staff. The last time he was put 
in restraints, Jesper saw the Grim Reaper coming to 
kill him and started fighting for his life. Jesper did not 
realise that he was attacking the staff – in his mind he 
was battling death itself.

PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE
BED

It can be difficult to 
clean the bed and 
restraints properly 
after a violent episode.

It helps when Jesper 
can listen to music 
and get away from the 
voices.

Jesper’s life
When Jesper is feeling very bad, he writes his 

thoughts down on a piece of paper to get them 
out of his head. There is no room for them in there. 
Jesper finds it very difficult to talk when there are 

so many other voices speaking at the same time. He 
uses music to shut them out. Jesper experienced 

hallucinations for the first time during a psychotic 
episode, when he imaged that his high school 

principal turned into a demon. Jesper was terrified 
and did not dare be alone with the principal for fear 

that the principal would kill him.
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# 1:1 Rapid prototyping model of bed for 
patient suffering from dementia

Idea generation and prototyping

Alma 
Age 78

Senile

Diagnosis

Alma’s life

Alma’s confused 
world

Alma has problems with her memory and 
she finds it difficult to do everyday chores 
on account of her illness. Alma is very 
confused about where she is, and she often 
cannot remember who she is or who her 
children are. Alma is very sad and feels that 
no-one understands her.

“I don’t understand why I can’t go home 
and look after my chickens …”

The staff have to be able 
to raise and lower the 
bed to help Alma into 
and out of bed in the 
evening and morning.

Alma sometimes wets the bed because she 
is afraid to get out of bed and go to the toilet 
when the floor is dark. Alma thinks that the 
floor is a big hole she will fall into if she gets 

out of bed. Alma spends much of the day 
asleep because she does not understand 

what is happening around her. She is tired 
and upset and cries often. It helps when the 

staff hold her hand.

Alma kept chickens for many years, and cannot 
understand why she cannot go home and look after 
them. As a result, the only thing she can think about 
is walking over to the door and going home – even 
though she cannot take care of herself or deal with 
everyday life. Sometimes the staff have to restrain 
Alma for her own protection, because she is confused 
and upset, and because she is always trying to run 
away.

PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE
BED

Alma needs a night 
light to give her 
confidence when she 
has to get up in the 
dark to urinate.

Alma needs a bed 
where she can raise 
the back section so she 
can sit up and look at 
magazines, or lift her 
legs to prevent back 
pain

The staff needs to be 
able to transport Alma 
between different 
wards 
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# 1:1 Rapid prototyping model of bed for 
paranoid schizophrenic patient

Idea generation and prototyping

Rikke
Age 32

Paranoid schizophrenic

Rikke’s 
life

Rikke’s 
“terrifying” 
world

“I’m so scared that I’ll never get better”

Rikke has been hospitalised numerous times, and is well 
aware that she may never get well. Rikke is talented 
at drawing and painting, but is often not allowed to 
channel her world into pictures as the staff think she 
should only paint happy images. But Rikke does not 
want to. Rikke does not have a big network to draw 
upon. Most of her friends and family have given up 
on her, and her only visitors are her mother and her 

brother.

The worst thing Rikke ever experienced was the 
feeling that all the veins in her body had turned 
into crystals. She was disgusted, and in her rage and 
anxiety she completely destroyed her room. There 
were bits and pieces everywhere, and the room 
looked as if a tornado had hit it. Rikke was placed in 
restraints in her room, with her hands and feet firmly 
restrained.
Rikke is suicidal, and the staff have to pay close 
attention to her because she is so creative.

Diagnosis
Rikke started having psychological problems around 
13 years ago. She has since been diagnosed with 
paranoid schizophrenia. She has been hospitalised 
on the forensic psychology ward for a year and 
was in restraints for seven months while awaiting 
transfer to Sikring, the secure psychiatric care facility. 
After a week, Rikke was moved from a zero-stimulus 
room to a room of her own, where she spent a 
couple of days in isolation until she was stable 
enough to spend time with the other patients.

PSYCHIATRIC 
CARE
BED

Rikke often spends 
long periods in 
restraints.

The staff have to be 
careful that Rikke 
does not harm herself 
by banging her head 
against sharp edges 
and corners when she 
is in restraints.

The staff have to be 
careful that Rikke does 
not find ligature points 
on the bed and that 
she does not pull out 
any cables she can get 
her hands on.
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APPENDIX 5
OVERVIEW OF FUNCTIONS 

FOR NEW PSYCHIATRIC BED



The general shape, design and aesthetics of the bed

The bed must appear less institutional and “hospital-like” than the existing 
hospital beds. This requires a design that more closely resembles a “normal 
bed”. In particular, it must not present the image of a restraint bed.

All surfaces must be robust, smooth and rounded. The bed and any as-
sociated accessories are not to feature any sharp/pointed corners, edges, 
hooks, cracks or holes.

Ligature points are to be avoided.

The bed must feature mattress dimensions of 90–95 cm x 210 cm. On ac-
count of the size and shape of the doors, the outer dimensions of the bed 
must be minimal in relation to the mattress size. The maximum permitted 
dimensions are 102 x 220 cm.

The design of the bed must not allow water, dust and dirt to collect in the 
bed’s construction and joins.

The types of material (wood, metal, plastic, coatings, etc.) used for the 
bed and equipment must be stated. Durability and resistance to influences 
must be stated.

The bed wheels

The bed must be mobile, and the wheel diameter should be 100–150 mm. 
The wheels must also be anti-static and non-marking.

The wheels must feature three settings, which it must be possible to oper-
ate mechanically and electronically: 1. All wheels locked in position 2. All 
wheels unlocked 3. Two wheels unlocked (direction steering).

As a minimum, it must be possible to operate the brake system from the 
foot end and the system must be easily accessible.

The wheels are to be integrated into the bed legs to minimise the “hospital-
like” appearance of the bed, to ensure stability during restraint procedures, 
and to minimise hygienic challenges. This means that the wheels are not to 
be visible when the bed is standing on its legs.

Power supply (two options: power cable or replace-
able battery box)

The bed is to be supplied with either (1) a replaceable battery or (2) a pow-
er cable. The solution chosen will depend upon the expertise of the com-
pany selected, its production apparatus and tests of the various solutions.

1. The rechargeable battery for the bed is to be positioned at the foot end 
in a closed section to which the patient is not to have access. It must be 
possible to fit the replaceable part of the battery intuitively, and this must 
pass the “blind test”. This component must not be visible and it must be 
integrated into the bed design. It is recommended to use a rechargeable 
battery that can be replaced for recharging. The battery must provide a 
clear visual power indication at “low power” level. It should also be possible 
for appropriate staff to receive electronic notification of the power level.

2. It must be possible to remove the cable from the bed when necessary. 
There must be an emergency battery built into the bed for use in acute 
situations when the cable has been removed. When attached, the cable 
must be positioned optimally such that it does not drag across the floor and 
constitute a safety hazard for the staff, and that patients cannot use it as a 
ligature device. The cable must be fitted with a three-pin plug.

Cables, elevation mechanisms and all loose parts on the bed must be 
secured for patients who react extrovertly and/or threaten suicide. This 
means that such parts must be secured and hidden, and that they must not 
constitute a safety risk.

The battery type must be stated.

Operation

It must be possible to operate the bed via different control panels so that 
different options are available to staff and patients, and so that the risk of 
self-harm is eliminated.

A neutral electronic trigger button and a mechanical emergency handle on 
the bed are to be incorporated into the bed design.

Patients are to be able to access the elevation settings for the lying surface 
via a panel embedded into the bed. In addition to using this panel, staff 
can access raise/lower functions and other service functions (access to the 
battery and motor compartment) through an app for their tablet PC/smart-
phone or a tablet integrated into the wall. In special situations, staff are 
to be able to prevent the patient from accessing the operating panel in the 
bed, and to remove the embedded panel.

The patient’s options for sleeping, resting, care and 
comfort-promoting functions.

The bed must feature a dividable lying surface, and it must be possible to 
raise sections of the bed electronically at head, back, knee and foot level for 
purposes of care and comfort. The elevation mechanism must be encapsu-
lated and must not be accessible to the patient.

A multifunctional, comfort-promoting pillow must be incorporated into the 
bed design, to serve as a limiting and surrounding element and to provide 
a sofa function. The pillow is to measure approx. 30 x 210–300 cm. The 
purpose of the pillow is to make the setting look inviting when the patient is 
hospitalised and spends time on the ward during the day. Experience sug-
gests that some patients benefit from using elements that surround them 
and engender a sense of comfort and safety. The multifunctional pillow is 
to have a washable cover or its surface is to be easy to wipe down/clean. 
The pillow must not make a noise when patients lie in bed with it. The pillow 
filling is to be pliant and flexible, and it should adapt to the contours of the 
body. At the same time, it should have a certain mass.

The bed, mattress, mattress cover, surrounding (sofa) element and cover-
let should be quiet during use of all the bed functions and when the patient 
changes position. Many patients are very sensitive to noise and complain 
about disruptive noises.

Functions that support human and belt restraint

The bed must not signal restraint. As such, fixing points for belts are to be 
assimilated into the bed design.

The restraint procedure is to be more intuitive for the staff, such that re-
straint can be carried out with less difficulty and more intuitively than with 
the existing restraint solutions. The attachment of restraint belts to the bed 
must be intuitive and straightforward. It must be possible to utilise stan-
dard belts for restraints using a newly designed adapter, which is to make 
it possible to attach existing standard belts to the new bed.

There must be as many fixing points as possible because there is great 
variation in the physical dimension of patients.

It must be possible to use the bed frame as a restraint grip, and it must 
be possible for the staff to take a firm power grip (full grip). The surface 
coating on the restraint grip should be washable and non-slip, and the de-
sign and surface of the grip should protect the staff against bruising when 
applying the restraint grip correctly. The grip is to be positioned away from 
the side of the mattress so that staff do not have to bend their wrists inap-
propriately.

The design and elevation of the bed

It must be possible to lower the bed (mattress height) to 40–45 cm from 
the floor for the correct and most appropriate performance of restraint 
holds, in order to minimise force in situations involving patients who display 
very strong motoric unrest, and to help prevent falls by making it easier 
for patients to put their feet on the floor and stand up unassisted. It must 
be possible to raise the bed to a height of 80–100 cm between the floor 
and the lying surface of the bed. There must be space below the bed for 
the knees of the staff when they are applying human restraint to a patient.

An intuitive button function is to return the bed to a neutral position in 
emergency situations. It must be possible to return the bed quickly (max. 
20 seconds) to this neutral position. Similarly, the bed must feature an in-
tegrated mechanical handle to trigger the same function.

Bed elevation must stop when physical resistance is encountered, to avoid 
the risk of self-harm. The bed elevation functions must not allow patients 
to crush or trap parts of their bodies, and the risk of crushing is eliminated 
as there is no pressure on the bed lying surface when it lowers.

The bed is to be designed so that it can stand solidly, is stable and can 
withstand the forces to which it will be subjected during restraint and when 
used by patients who display very strong motoric unrest.

The transport grip is to be the same as the restraint grip (power grip). This 
is to be incorporated into the bed design and must not constitute a ligature 
point.

Overview of functions for new psychiatric care bed

Maintenance, cleaning and hygiene standards

# All the hygiene-related requirements apply to the bed and all associated 
equipment – both fixed and loose accessories.

The bed must be easy to clean and must be able to withstand daily cleaning 
and disinfection with the disinfectants used in the Region: Ethanol 70–85% 
by volume. Bleach product with an active bleach volume of 1000–1500 
ppm (used in different strengths in the different hospital units). Documen-
tation to be provided for this.

The bed must comply with standard “DS2451-10:2011 – Infection control 
in the health care sector – Part 10: Requirements for cleaning”, or a cor-
responding standard.

There must be no risk of staff injuring themselves when cleaning the bed.

The bed must be simple to maintain, and the facility must be assured rapid 
access to spare parts in the event of breakdown.

It must be possible to lower the bed base to a height of 15 cm above the 
floor to provide easy access for cleaning staff.

Standard terms and conditions

In the case of direct 230V/50Hz connection, the equipment must be fitted 
with a break-proof mains plug with earthing protection and flat phase pins 
(ideally NKT hospital-type mains cable or LK mains plug type 210A1189).

The bed must comply with the standard terms and conditions for medico-
technical equipment (Standardbetingelser_Danske_Regioner_maj_2009.
docmaj 2009), ff. www.medicoteknik-rsd.dk/wm304358
 
The bed must meet the safety requirements for the DS/EN 60601-2-52/
AC:2011 and DS/EN 60601-2-52/AC:2011 standards. 
39. The electrical components of the bed must be of at least encapsulation 
class IP65. The following must be stated:
– Voltage
– Number of motors
– Encapsulation class
– Measured maximum noise level

The bed must be stable and durable in use. The choice of material for all 
parts of the bed components and configurations – as well as the associated 
equipment/accessories – will be included in the evaluation of this aspect. 
Similarly, the way in which the A-requirements 1.6.1–1.6.8 are fulfilled will 
also be considered.

Independent development potential

Trendelenburg function and rocking function in the same direction. It may 
be a good idea to link the two functions. The vertical rocking function can 
help to stimulate the central nervous system and to calm agitated patients.

Integrated motion-sensitive light/colour therapy, projector, loudspeakers, 
connection options for sounds/music and/or headphones.

Massage function in the mattress or the opportunity to change mattress 
density with a view to calming patients or to stimulating blood flow (pre-
vent bed sores for geronto-patients or patients suffering from anorexia). It 
could be a good idea to make this function timer-controlled.

Mattress with a heating/cooling option for patients who sweat or shiver 
extensively during psychotic episodes, etc.

Cot sides/headboard as a clickable add-on product and a possible supple-
mentary purchase on geronto. It must be possible for staff to fit/remove and 
lock the cot sides/headboard intuitively. Ligature points are to be avoided. 
If possible, staff should be able to attach a drip stand to the headboard/cot 
side solution chosen.

New fixing system and fitting function that suits the new bed. The locks are 
to pass the “blind test” and be simple to operate even though the patient 
may be resisting. The belts must be suitable for cleaning, and they should 
ideally be machine-washable.

WHY

HOW

WHAT

WHY ?
Focus on the patient and patient involvement.

New tool for the patient community that supports a recovery-oriented ap-
proach through physically and psychologically stimulating surroundings and 
methods that promote an improved patient process and boost the capacity 
of the patient to recover more quickly.

HOW?
Physical and psychological perspective on a recovery-oriented approach. 

This is achieved through consciousness about the patient’s hospitalisation 
period as a whole, and by involving space and equipment as active tools 
to aid patient development. This, in turn, supports a recovery-oriented ap-
proach, viewing the patient as an individual and involving the patient to 
the extent he/she can manage so that the patient is more co-determining, 
more motivated and more predisposed to take ownership of his/her own 
cognitive treatment process.

WHAT?
Stimuli that boost the capacity of patients to participate in their own re-
covery.

The objective is to create and develop physical and psychological stimuli 
that boost the capacity of patients to “heal themselves” and to encourage 
patients to take ownership and focus on developing their “healthy” side. In 
this case, physical and psychological stimuli in the form of a bed. 

Colour examples

It must be possible to lower the bed base to a height of 15 cm above the 
floor to provide easy access for cleaning staff.

1. The rechargeable battery for the bed is to be positioned at the foot end 
in a closed section to which the patient is not to have access. It must be 
possible to fit the replaceable part of the battery intuitively, and this must 
pass the “blind test”. This component must not be visible and it must be 
integrated into the bed design.

The bed must not signal restraint. As such, fixing points for belts are to be 
assimilated into the bed design.

It must be possible to use the bed frame as a restraint grip, and it must be 
possible for the staff to take a firm power grip (claw grip, full grip).

All surfaces must be robust, smooth and rounded. The bed and any as-
sociated accessories must not feature any sharp/pointed corners, edges, 
hooks, cracks or holes.

Patients are to be able to access the elevation settings for the lying surface 
via a panel embedded into the bed.

A multifunctional, comfort-promoting pillow must be incorporated into the 
bed design, to serve as a limiting and surrounding element and/or to pro-
vide a sofa function. The pillow is to measure approx. 30 x 210–300 cm. 

The surface coating on the restraint grip should be washable and non-slip, 
and the design and surface of the grip should protect the staff against brui-
sing when applying a correct restraint grip. The grip is to be positioned away 
from the side of the mattress so that staff do not have to bend their wrists 
inappropriately.

As a minimum, it must be possible to operate the brake system from the 
foot end and the system must be easily accessible.

It must be possible to lower the bed to 40–45 cm from the floor to the lying 
surface of the bed, and raise it to a height of 80–100 cm from floor to lying 
surface.

In addition to using this panel, staff can access raise/lower functions and 
other service functions (access to the battery and motor compartment) 
through an app for their tablet PC/smartphone or a tablet integrated into 
the wall. In special situations, the staff are to be able to prevent the patient 
from accessing the operating panel in the bed, and to remove the embed-
ded panel.

2. It must be possible to remove the cable from the bed when necessary. There 
must be an emergency battery built into the bed for use in acute situations 
when the cable has been removed.

The bed must feature a dividable lying surface, and it must be possible to raise sections of 
the bed electronically at head, back, knee and foot level for purposes of care and comfort. 
The elevation mechanism must be encapsulated and must not be accessible to the patient.

The wheels are to be integrated into the bed legs to minimise the “hospital-
like” appearance of the bed, to ensure stability during restraint procedures, 
and to minimise hygienic issues. This means that the wheels are not to be 
visible when the bed is standing on its legs.

There must be as many fixing points as possible as there is great variation in 
the physical dimension of patients.
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Subcomponenter evalueret den 23. januar 2013 
Subcomponents evaluated 23. January 2013 
 
Fikseringsbeslag eller bøjle skjult bag elektronisk låst låge integreret i sengen med afhentning 
af bælter i aflåst rum. 
Fixing bracket or brace hidden behind electronically locked door integrated into the bed with 
the option of getting belts from a separate room 
1 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x (5)   

Group 2 (CE)  x (3)  

Group 3 (SE) x (5)   

 
 
Sikkerhedsseleprincip skjult bag elektronisk låst låge integreret i sengen med afhentning af 
bælter i aflåst rum. 
Seat principle hidden behind electronically locked door integrated into the bed with the 
option of getting belts from a separate room 
2 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P)  x(3)  

Group 2 (CE) x(4)   

Group 3 (SE)   x(1) 

 
 
Bælter integreret i sengen skjult bag elektronisk låst låge 
Belts integrated in bed hidden behind an electronically locked hatch 
3 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P)   x(1) 

Group 2 (CE)   x(2) 

Group 3 (SE)   x(1) 

 
Greb til fastholdelse og transport 
Handles for fixation grip and transportation 
4 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x(5)   

Group 2 (CE)   x (2) 

Group 3 (SE)   x(2) 
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Justerbar højde der sikrer arbejds- og komfortforhold i forhold til fiksering, transport og 
”normalt” udseende seng 
Adjustable height ensures comfort and working condition in relation to fixation, 
transportation and the appearance of a “normal bed” 
5 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x (4)   

Group 2 (CE) x (5)   

Group 3 (SE) x (4)   

 
 
Integrerede sengeheste i sengen der kan skydes op 
Integrated bed guards that can slide up and down 
6 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x(4)   

Group 2 (CE)   x(2) 

Group 3 (SE)   x(2) 

 
 
Hjul der kan skydes op og ned under fast ben alt efter behov for transport eller statisk møbel 
Wheels that can be slid up and down from under the beds legs as needed for transport or 
static need 
7 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x(5)   

Group 2 (CE) x(5)   

Group 3 (SE) x(5)   

 
 
Manuel nødlås mekanisme og elektronisk låsemekanisme på hjul 
Manuel and electronic locking mechanism on wheels 
8 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x(5)   

Group 2 (CE) x(5)   

Group 3 (SE) x(5)   
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Gode køreegenskaber med hjul på minimum 10Ø 
Good handling with wheels at least 10R 
9 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x (5)   

Group 2 (CE) x (5)   

Group 3 (SE) x (5)   

 
 
Vågelys for utrygge patienter og i forhold til sikkerhed under overvågning af patienter i 
sengen 
Night lights for insecure patients and in relation to safety under supervision of patients in bed 
10 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x(5)   

Group 2 (CE) x(4)   

Group 3 (SE) x (4)   

 
 
Sensorlys om natten under sengen for at undgå faldskader 
Sensor LEDs at night under the bed to prevent fall injuries 
11 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x(5)   

Group 2 (CE) x(4)   

Group 3 (SE) x (4)   

 
 
Ledningsoprulning integreret i sengen med lås. Må ikke være så lang at man kan bruge den  
som ligatur når udrullet. 
Cord-winder integrated in bed with lock  
12 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x(5)   

Group 2 (CE) x(5)   

Group 3 (SE) x(5)   
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Udskifteligt batteri. Strømalarm og genoplades på battericentral 
Replacable battery with power alarm. Battery gets recharged at battery central 
13 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P)   x (1) 

Group 2 (CE)  x(3)  

Group 3 (SE)    x (1) 

 
 
Batteri integreret i sengen. Strømalarm og genoplades på patientstuen  
Replacable battery with power alarm. Battery gets recharged at the ward 
14 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P)  x(3)  

Group 2 (CE) x(4)   

Group 3 (SE) x(4)   

 
 
Omsluttende blød sengehest/sofalook 
Enclosing soft bed guard / sofa appearearance 
15 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x (5)   

Group 2 (CE) x (4)   

Group 3 (SE)  x (3)  

 
 
Lukket ramme hvor elevation og mekanik er lukket inde 
Closed frame where elevation and mechanics are enclosed 
16 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P) x (5)   

Group 2 (CE) x (4)   

Group 3 (SE) x (4)   

 
 
Intelligens og sansestimuli integreret i madras 
Intelligence and sensory stimuli integrated into the mattress 
17 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 
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Group 1 (P) x (5)   

Group 2 (CE)  x (3)  

Group 3 (SE)  x (3)  

 
 
Styring af elevation afhænger af bruger  
Controlling the elevation depends on the user 
18 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P)  x (3)  

Group 2 (CE) x (5)   

Group 3 (SE) x (5)   

 
 
Brugervenlig kombineret panel og app løsning for betjening af sengens smart og 
elevationsfunktioner 
User friendly combined integrated panel and app solution for the control of the bed’s smart 
and elevation functions 
19 Go (4-5) Maybe Go (3) No Go (1-2) 

Group 1 (P)  x (3)  

Group 2 (CE) x (4)   

Group 3 (SE) x (5)   
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Descriptive 
 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Patients 19 1,0 5,0 4,053 1,3529 

Health.Care.Professionals 19 1,0 5,0 3,789 1,1822 

Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 19 1,0 5,0 3,526 1,5765 

Valid N (listwise) 19     

 
 

Descriptive Statistics 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Nr.1.Patient.Safety 19 2,3 4,5 3,479 ,6223 

Nr.2.Employee.Safety 19 1,3 4,0 2,774 ,8925 

Nr.3.Handling.of.Safety 19 1,5 4,3 2,974 ,9729 

Nr.4.Restraint.and.Coercion 19 1,0 4,5 2,184 1,0879 

Nr.5.Cleaning.and.Hygiene 19 ,8 4,0 2,268 1,0531 

Nr.6.Staff.Workflow 19 ,3 4,3 2,721 ,9583 

Nr.7.Reduce.Maintenance 19 ,3 2,5 1,521 ,6671 

Nr.8.Sense.of.Normality 19 ,8 4,3 2,516 1,0351 

Nr.9.Comfort.and.Security 19 ,5 4,5 2,674 1,1694 

Nr.10.Level.of.Completion 19 1,3 4,0 2,526 ,7723 

Nr.11.Complexity 19 1,0 4,3 2,742 1,0373 

Nr.12.Novelty 19 1,0 4,0 2,411 ,9140 

Nr.13.Technology 19 1,0 4,3 2,247 ,9204 

Nr.14.Producibility 19 1,5 5,0 3,374 ,9683 

Valid N (listwise) 19     
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Patients 
Correlations 
 

Correlations 

 

P
atients 

N
r.1.P

atient.S
afe

ty 

N
r.2.E

m
ployee.S

afety 

N
r.3.H

andling.of.

S
afety 

N
r.4.R

estraint.an

d.C
oercion 

N
r.5.C

leaning.an

d.H
ygiene 

N
r.6.S

taff.W
orkfl

ow
 

N
r.7.R

educe.M
ai

ntenance 

N
r.8.S

ense.of.N
o

rm
ality 

N
r.9.C

om
fort.and

.S
ecurity 

N
r.10.Level.of.C

o

m
pletion 

N
r.11.C

om
plexity 

N
r.12.N

ovelty 

N
r.13.Technolog

y 

N
r.14.P

roducibilit

y 

Pearson Correlation 1 -,098 -,054 ,094 ,352 ,099 -,039 ,109 ,289 ,559** ,179 -,691** -,391* -,417* ,455* 

Sig. (1-tailed)  ,346 ,413 ,351 ,070 ,344 ,436 ,328 ,115 ,006 ,231 ,001 ,049 ,038 ,025 Patients 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,098 1 ,267 ,406* ,309 ,402* ,086 ,146 ,176 ,394* ,156 ,004 -,036 -,050 -,046 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,346  ,135 ,042 ,099 ,044 ,362 ,276 ,236 ,048 ,262 ,493 ,442 ,420 ,426 
Nr.1.Patient.Safet

y 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,054 ,267 1 ,559** ,009 ,165 ,520* ,624** ,310 -,163 ,465* -,159 -,043 -,370 ,072 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,413 ,135  ,006 ,485 ,250 ,011 ,002 ,098 ,252 ,023 ,258 ,431 ,059 ,384 
Nr.2.Employee.S

afety 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,094 ,406* ,559** 1 ,302 -,027 ,555** ,400* -,077 ,228 ,171 -,157 ,043 -,113 ,071 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,351 ,042 ,006  ,104 ,457 ,007 ,045 ,376 ,174 ,242 ,260 ,431 ,323 ,387 
Nr.3.Handling.of.

Safety 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,352 ,309 ,009 ,302 1 -,015 ,102 -,006 ,310 ,675** -,197 ,105 ,451* ,400* -,487* 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,070 ,099 ,485 ,104  ,476 ,339 ,491 ,099 ,001 ,209 ,334 ,026 ,045 ,017 
Nr.4.Restraint.an

d.Coercion 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,099 ,402* ,165 -,027 -,015 1 ,132 ,448* ,340 ,130 ,455* -,172 -,415* -,227 ,151 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,344 ,044 ,250 ,457 ,476  ,295 ,027 ,077 ,298 ,025 ,241 ,039 ,176 ,269 
Nr.5.Cleaning.an

d.Hygiene 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,039 ,086 ,520* ,555** ,102 ,132 1 ,648** -,001 -,008 ,315 -,092 ,058 ,017 ,053 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,436 ,362 ,011 ,007 ,339 ,295  ,001 ,499 ,486 ,094 ,354 ,407 ,472 ,414 
Nr.6.Staff.Workflo

w 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
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Pearson Correlation ,109 ,146 ,624** ,400* -,006 ,448* ,648** 1 ,358 ,002 ,438* -,296 -,128 -,338 ,255 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,328 ,276 ,002 ,045 ,491 ,027 ,001  ,066 ,496 ,030 ,109 ,301 ,078 ,146 
Nr.7.Reduce.Mai

ntenance 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,289 ,176 ,310 -,077 ,310 ,340 -,001 ,358 1 ,495* ,340 -,280 ,192 -,124 -,003 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,115 ,236 ,098 ,376 ,099 ,077 ,499 ,066  ,016 ,077 ,123 ,216 ,306 ,495 
Nr.8.Sense.of.No

rmality 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,559** ,394* -,163 ,228 ,675** ,130 -,008 ,002 ,495* 1 ,059 -,185 ,197 ,164 -,050 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,006 ,048 ,252 ,174 ,001 ,298 ,486 ,496 ,016  ,406 ,224 ,209 ,251 ,419 
Nr.9.Comfort.and

.Security 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,179 ,156 ,465* ,171 -,197 ,455* ,315 ,438* ,340 ,059 1 -,515* -,379 -,628** ,540** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,231 ,262 ,023 ,242 ,209 ,025 ,094 ,030 ,077 ,406  ,012 ,055 ,002 ,008 
Nr.10.Level.of.Co

mpletion 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation 
-

,691** 
,004 -,159 -,157 ,105 -,172 -,092 -,296 -,280 -,185 -,515* 1 ,587** ,799** 

-

,812** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,001 ,493 ,258 ,260 ,334 ,241 ,354 ,109 ,123 ,224 ,012  ,004 ,000 ,000 
Nr.11.Complexity 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,391* -,036 -,043 ,043 ,451* -,415* ,058 -,128 ,192 ,197 -,379 ,587** 1 ,715** 
-

,738** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,049 ,442 ,431 ,431 ,026 ,039 ,407 ,301 ,216 ,209 ,055 ,004  ,000 ,000 
Nr.12.Novelty 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,417* -,050 -,370 -,113 ,400* -,227 ,017 -,338 -,124 ,164 
-

,628** 
,799** ,715** 1 

-

,884** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,038 ,420 ,059 ,323 ,045 ,176 ,472 ,078 ,306 ,251 ,002 ,000 ,000  ,000 
Nr.13.Technology 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,455* -,046 ,072 ,071 -,487* ,151 ,053 ,255 -,003 -,050 ,540** -,812** 
-

,738** 
-,884** 1 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,025 ,426 ,384 ,387 ,017 ,269 ,414 ,146 ,495 ,419 ,008 ,000 ,000 ,000  
Nr.14.Producibilit

y 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
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Patients 

Regression 
 

Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables 

Entered 

Variables 

Removed 

Method 

1 

Nr.14.Producibil

ity, 

Nr.10.Level.of.C

ompletion, 

Nr.12.Novelty, 

Nr.11.Complexit

y, 

Nr.13.Technolo

gyb 

. Enter 

a. Dependent Variable: Patients 

b. All requested variables entered. 
 
 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,747a ,558 ,388 1,0583 
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ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 18,387 5 3,677 3,283 ,039b 

Residual 14,560 13 1,120   1 

Total 32,947 18    

a. Dependent Variable: Patients 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.14.Producibility, Nr.10.Level.of.Completion, Nr.12.Novelty, 

Nr.11.Complexity, Nr.13.Technology 

 
 

Coefficientsa 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

Model 

B Std. Error Beta 

t Sig. 

(Constant) 9,164 4,074  2,249 ,042 

Nr.10.Level.of.Completion -,251 ,419 -,143 -,600 ,559 

Nr.11.Complexity -1,363 ,434 -1,045 -3,144 ,008 

Nr.12.Novelty -,267 ,417 -,180 -,640 ,533 

Nr.13.Technology ,398 ,669 ,271 ,595 ,562 

1 

Nr.14.Producibility -,293 ,631 -,210 -,465 ,650 

a. Dependent Variable: Patients 
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Healthcare professionals 

Correlations 
 

Correlations 

 

H
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P
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s 

N
r.1.P
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S
afety 

N
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ee.S
afety 
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r.3.H
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g.of.S
afety 

N
r.4.R

estrai

nt.and.C
oer

cion 

N
r.5.C

leanin

g.and.H
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ne 

N
r.6.S

taff.W

orkflow
 

N
r.7.R

educe

.M
aintenanc

e 

N
r.8.S

ense.

of.N
orm

ality 

N
r.9.C

om
for

t.and.S
ecurit

y 

N
r.10.Level.

of.C
om

pletio

n 

N
r.11.C

om
pl

exity 

N
r.12.N

ovelt

y 

N
r.13.Techn

ology 

N
r.14.P

rodu

cibility 

Pearson Correlation 1 ,122 -,058 -,169 -,055 ,396* ,004 -,036 -,033 ,012 -,018 -,142 -,378 -,230 ,252 

Sig. (1-tailed)  ,309 ,406 ,244 ,412 ,047 ,493 ,441 ,446 ,481 ,471 ,281 ,055 ,171 ,149 
Health.Care.Prof

essionals 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,122 1 ,267 ,406* ,309 ,402* ,086 ,146 ,176 ,394* ,156 ,004 -,036 -,050 -,046 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,309  ,135 ,042 ,099 ,044 ,362 ,276 ,236 ,048 ,262 ,493 ,442 ,420 ,426 Nr.1.Patient.Safet

y 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,058 ,267 1 ,559** ,009 ,165 ,520* ,624** ,310 -,163 ,465* -,159 -,043 -,370 ,072 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,406 ,135  ,006 ,485 ,250 ,011 ,002 ,098 ,252 ,023 ,258 ,431 ,059 ,384 Nr.2.Employee.S

afety 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,169 ,406* ,559** 1 ,302 -,027 ,555** ,400* -,077 ,228 ,171 -,157 ,043 -,113 ,071 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,244 ,042 ,006  ,104 ,457 ,007 ,045 ,376 ,174 ,242 ,260 ,431 ,323 ,387 Nr.3.Handling.of.

Safety 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,055 ,309 ,009 ,302 1 -,015 ,102 -,006 ,310 ,675** -,197 ,105 ,451* ,400* -,487* 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,412 ,099 ,485 ,104  ,476 ,339 ,491 ,099 ,001 ,209 ,334 ,026 ,045 ,017 Nr.4.Restraint.an

d.Coercion 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,396* ,402* ,165 -,027 -,015 1 ,132 ,448* ,340 ,130 ,455* -,172 -,415* -,227 ,151 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,047 ,044 ,250 ,457 ,476  ,295 ,027 ,077 ,298 ,025 ,241 ,039 ,176 ,269 Nr.5.Cleaning.an

d.Hygiene 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,004 ,086 ,520* ,555** ,102 ,132 1 ,648** -,001 -,008 ,315 -,092 ,058 ,017 ,053 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,493 ,362 ,011 ,007 ,339 ,295  ,001 ,499 ,486 ,094 ,354 ,407 ,472 ,414 Nr.6.Staff.Workflo

w 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Nr.7.Reduce.Mai Pearson Correlation -,036 ,146 ,624** ,400* -,006 ,448* ,648** 1 ,358 ,002 ,438* -,296 -,128 -,338 ,255 
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Sig. (1-tailed) ,441 ,276 ,002 ,045 ,491 ,027 ,001  ,066 ,496 ,030 ,109 ,301 ,078 ,146 ntenance 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,033 ,176 ,310 -,077 ,310 ,340 -,001 ,358 1 ,495* ,340 -,280 ,192 -,124 -,003 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,446 ,236 ,098 ,376 ,099 ,077 ,499 ,066  ,016 ,077 ,123 ,216 ,306 ,495 Nr.8.Sense.of.No

rmality 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,012 ,394* -,163 ,228 ,675** ,130 -,008 ,002 ,495* 1 ,059 -,185 ,197 ,164 -,050 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,481 ,048 ,252 ,174 ,001 ,298 ,486 ,496 ,016  ,406 ,224 ,209 ,251 ,419 Nr.9.Comfort.and

.Security 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,018 ,156 ,465* ,171 -,197 ,455* ,315 ,438* ,340 ,059 1 -,515* -,379 -,628** ,540** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,471 ,262 ,023 ,242 ,209 ,025 ,094 ,030 ,077 ,406  ,012 ,055 ,002 ,008 Nr.10.Level.of.Co

mpletion 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,142 ,004 -,159 -,157 ,105 -,172 -,092 -,296 -,280 -,185 -,515* 1 ,587** ,799** -,812** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,281 ,493 ,258 ,260 ,334 ,241 ,354 ,109 ,123 ,224 ,012  ,004 ,000 ,000 Nr.11.Complexity 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,378 -,036 -,043 ,043 ,451* -,415* ,058 -,128 ,192 ,197 -,379 ,587** 1 ,715** -,738** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,055 ,442 ,431 ,431 ,026 ,039 ,407 ,301 ,216 ,209 ,055 ,004  ,000 ,000 Nr.12.Novelty 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,230 -,050 -,370 -,113 ,400* -,227 ,017 -,338 -,124 ,164 -,628** ,799** ,715** 1 -,884** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,171 ,420 ,059 ,323 ,045 ,176 ,472 ,078 ,306 ,251 ,002 ,000 ,000  ,000 Nr.13.Technology 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,252 -,046 ,072 ,071 -,487* ,151 ,053 ,255 -,003 -,050 ,540** -,812** -,738** -,884** 1 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,149 ,426 ,384 ,387 ,017 ,269 ,414 ,146 ,495 ,419 ,008 ,000 ,000 ,000  Nr.14.Producibilit

y 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
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Healthcare Profesionals 
Regression 
 
Model 1: 

Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables 

Entered 

Variables 

Removed 

Method 

1 

Nr.5.Cleaning.a

nd.Hygiene, 

Nr.3.Handling.of

.Safetyb 

. Enter 

a. Dependent Variable: Health.Care.Professionals 

b. All requested variables entered. 
 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,427a ,182 ,080 1,1341 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.5.Cleaning.and.Hygiene, 

Nr.3.Handling.of.Safety 
 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 4,579 2 2,289 1,780 ,200b 

Residual 20,579 16 1,286   1 

Total 25,158 18    

a. Dependent Variable: Health.Care.Professionals 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.5.Cleaning.and.Hygiene, Nr.3.Handling.of.Safety 
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Coefficientsa 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

Model 

B Std. Error Beta 

t Sig. 

(Constant) 3,366 1,045  3,219 ,005 

Nr.3.Handling.of.Safety -,193 ,275 -,159 -,702 ,493 1 

Nr.5.Cleaning.and.Hygiene ,440 ,254 ,392 1,732 ,103 

a. Dependent Variable: Health.Care.Professionals 

 
Model 2: 

Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables 

Entered 

Variables 

Removed 

Method 

1 

Nr.14.Producibil

ity, 

Nr.10.Level.of.C

ompletion, 

Nr.12.Novelty, 

Nr.11.Complexit

y, 

Nr.13.Technolo

gyb 

. Enter 

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 

b. All requested variables entered. 
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Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,537a ,289 ,015 1,5645 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.14.Producibility, 

Nr.10.Level.of.Completion, Nr.12.Novelty, Nr.11.Complexity, 

Nr.13.Technology 
 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 12,916 5 2,583 1,055 ,428b 

Residual 31,821 13 2,448   1 

Total 44,737 18    

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.14.Producibility, Nr.10.Level.of.Completion, Nr.12.Novelty, 

Nr.11.Complexity, Nr.13.Technology 

 
Coefficientsa 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

Model 

B Std. Error Beta 

t Sig. 

(Constant) 6,704 6,023  1,113 ,286 

Nr.10.Level.of.Completion -,499 ,619 -,244 -,805 ,435 

Nr.11.Complexity -,325 ,641 -,214 -,507 ,621 

Nr.12.Novelty -1,072 ,617 -,622 -1,738 ,106 

Nr.13.Technology ,617 ,989 ,360 ,623 ,544 

1 

Nr.14.Producibility ,051 ,933 ,031 ,055 ,957 

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 
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Hygiene and service staff 
Correlations 
 
 

Correlations 

 

H
ygiene.and

.S
ervicestaff 

N
r.1.P

atient.

S
afety 

N
r.2.E

m
ploy

ee.S
afety 

N
r.3.H

andlin

g.of.S
afety 

N
r.4.R

estrai

nt.and.C
oer

cion 

N
r.5.C

leanin

g.and.H
ygie

ne 

N
r.6.S

taff.W

orkflow
 

N
r.7.R

educe

.M
aintenanc

e 

N
r.8.S

ense.

of.N
orm

ality 

N
r.9.C

om
for

t.and.S
ecurit

y 

N
r.10.Level.

of.C
om

pletio

n 

N
r.11.C

om
pl

exity 

N
r.12.N

ovelt

y 

N
r.13.Techn

ology 

N
r.14.P

rodu

cibility 

Pearson Correlation 1 -,056 -,084 -,070 ,031 ,302 -,022 -,027 -,005 ,150 -,108 -,191 -,420* -,129 ,213 

Sig. (1-tailed)  ,410 ,366 ,388 ,450 ,105 ,464 ,456 ,491 ,271 ,330 ,217 ,037 ,299 ,190 
Hygiene.and.Ser

vicestaff 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,056 1 ,267 ,406* ,309 ,402* ,086 ,146 ,176 ,394* ,156 ,004 -,036 -,050 -,046 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,410  ,135 ,042 ,099 ,044 ,362 ,276 ,236 ,048 ,262 ,493 ,442 ,420 ,426 
Nr.1.Patient.Safet

y 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,084 ,267 1 ,559** ,009 ,165 ,520* ,624** ,310 -,163 ,465* -,159 -,043 -,370 ,072 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,366 ,135  ,006 ,485 ,250 ,011 ,002 ,098 ,252 ,023 ,258 ,431 ,059 ,384 
Nr.2.Employee.S

afety 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,070 ,406* ,559** 1 ,302 -,027 ,555** ,400* -,077 ,228 ,171 -,157 ,043 -,113 ,071 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,388 ,042 ,006  ,104 ,457 ,007 ,045 ,376 ,174 ,242 ,260 ,431 ,323 ,387 
Nr.3.Handling.of.

Safety 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,031 ,309 ,009 ,302 1 -,015 ,102 -,006 ,310 ,675** -,197 ,105 ,451* ,400* -,487* 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,450 ,099 ,485 ,104  ,476 ,339 ,491 ,099 ,001 ,209 ,334 ,026 ,045 ,017 
Nr.4.Restraint.an

d.Coercion 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,302 ,402* ,165 -,027 -,015 1 ,132 ,448* ,340 ,130 ,455* -,172 -,415* -,227 ,151 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,105 ,044 ,250 ,457 ,476  ,295 ,027 ,077 ,298 ,025 ,241 ,039 ,176 ,269 
Nr.5.Cleaning.an

d.Hygiene 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,022 ,086 ,520* ,555** ,102 ,132 1 ,648** -,001 -,008 ,315 -,092 ,058 ,017 ,053 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,464 ,362 ,011 ,007 ,339 ,295  ,001 ,499 ,486 ,094 ,354 ,407 ,472 ,414 
Nr.6.Staff.Workflo

w 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
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Pearson Correlation -,027 ,146 ,624** ,400* -,006 ,448* ,648** 1 ,358 ,002 ,438* -,296 -,128 -,338 ,255 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,456 ,276 ,002 ,045 ,491 ,027 ,001  ,066 ,496 ,030 ,109 ,301 ,078 ,146 
Nr.7.Reduce.Mai

ntenance 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,005 ,176 ,310 -,077 ,310 ,340 -,001 ,358 1 ,495* ,340 -,280 ,192 -,124 -,003 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,491 ,236 ,098 ,376 ,099 ,077 ,499 ,066  ,016 ,077 ,123 ,216 ,306 ,495 
Nr.8.Sense.of.No

rmality 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,150 ,394* -,163 ,228 ,675** ,130 -,008 ,002 ,495* 1 ,059 -,185 ,197 ,164 -,050 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,271 ,048 ,252 ,174 ,001 ,298 ,486 ,496 ,016  ,406 ,224 ,209 ,251 ,419 
Nr.9.Comfort.and

.Security 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,108 ,156 ,465* ,171 -,197 ,455* ,315 ,438* ,340 ,059 1 -,515* -,379 -,628** ,540** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,330 ,262 ,023 ,242 ,209 ,025 ,094 ,030 ,077 ,406  ,012 ,055 ,002 ,008 
Nr.10.Level.of.Co

mpletion 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,191 ,004 -,159 -,157 ,105 -,172 -,092 -,296 -,280 -,185 -,515* 1 ,587** ,799** -,812** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,217 ,493 ,258 ,260 ,334 ,241 ,354 ,109 ,123 ,224 ,012  ,004 ,000 ,000 Nr.11.Complexity 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,420* -,036 -,043 ,043 ,451* -,415* ,058 -,128 ,192 ,197 -,379 ,587** 1 ,715** -,738** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,037 ,442 ,431 ,431 ,026 ,039 ,407 ,301 ,216 ,209 ,055 ,004  ,000 ,000 Nr.12.Novelty 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation -,129 -,050 -,370 -,113 ,400* -,227 ,017 -,338 -,124 ,164 -,628** ,799** ,715** 1 -,884** 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,299 ,420 ,059 ,323 ,045 ,176 ,472 ,078 ,306 ,251 ,002 ,000 ,000  ,000 Nr.13.Technology 

N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

Pearson Correlation ,213 -,046 ,072 ,071 -,487* ,151 ,053 ,255 -,003 -,050 ,540** -,812** -,738** -,884** 1 

Sig. (1-tailed) ,190 ,426 ,384 ,387 ,017 ,269 ,414 ,146 ,495 ,419 ,008 ,000 ,000 ,000  
Nr.14.Producibilit

y 
N 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
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Hygiene and Service staff 

Regression 
 
Model 1: 

 

 
Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,537a ,289 ,015 1,5645 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.14.Producibility, 

Nr.10.Level.of.Completion, Nr.12.Novelty, Nr.11.Complexity, 

Nr.13.Technology 

 

Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables 

Entered 

Variables 

Removed 

Method 

1 

Nr.14.Producibil

ity, 

Nr.10.Level.of.C

ompletion, 

Nr.12.Novelty, 

Nr.11.Complexit

y, 

Nr.13.Technolo

gyb 

. Enter 

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 

b. All requested variables entered. 
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ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 12,916 5 2,583 1,055 ,428b 

Residual 31,821 13 2,448   1 

Total 44,737 18    

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.14.Producibility, Nr.10.Level.of.Completion, Nr.12.Novelty, 

Nr.11.Complexity, Nr.13.Technology 

 
Coefficientsa 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

Model 

B Std. Error Beta 

t Sig. 

(Constant) 6,704 6,023  1,113 ,286 

Nr.10.Level.of.Completion -,499 ,619 -,244 -,805 ,435 

Nr.11.Complexity -,325 ,641 -,214 -,507 ,621 

Nr.12.Novelty -1,072 ,617 -,622 -1,738 ,106 

Nr.13.Technology ,617 ,989 ,360 ,623 ,544 

1 

Nr.14.Producibility ,051 ,933 ,031 ,055 ,957 

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 
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Model 2: 
Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables 

Entered 

Variables 

Removed 

Method 

1 

Nr.9.Comfort.an

d.Security, 

Nr.5.Cleaning.a

nd.Hygieneb 

. Enter 

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 

b. All requested variables entered. 

 
 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,322a ,103 -,009 1,5833 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.9.Comfort.and.Security, 

Nr.5.Cleaning.and.Hygiene 
 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 4,626 2 2,313 ,923 ,418b 

Residual 40,111 16 2,507   1 

Total 44,737 18    

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Nr.9.Comfort.and.Security, Nr.5.Cleaning.and.Hygiene 
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Coefficientsa 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

Model 

B Std. Error Beta 

t Sig. 

(Constant) 2,147 1,161  1,849 ,083 

Nr.5.Cleaning.and.Hygiene ,430 ,357 ,287 1,203 ,247 1 

Nr.9.Comfort.and.Security ,151 ,322 ,112 ,470 ,645 

a. Dependent Variable: Hygiene.and.Servicestaff 
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APPENDIX 8
TRANSSCRIBED USER 

PRESENTATIONS



 1 

Brugergruppefremlæggelser  
 
23. januar 2013, ved kvalificerings og markedsdag for Psykiatrisengen. 
 
Patient og pårørende gruppe 
kvalificeringsgennemgang: 
  
(Repræsentant for patienter og pårørende/RPP og Anden repræsentant for patienter og 
pårørende/ARPP) 
 
(Blå ark – Positive funktioner) 
1 RPP: Vi har skrevet en del ned på + siden. 
 
2 RPP: Det første der blev nævnt var, at det var vigtigt med lys. Vi syntes det var 
rigtig dejligt at der var lys. Både med sådan noget med wayfinding og forebyggelse af 
faldskader (gamle mennesker), men også for folk der blev lidt skræmte af mørket. At 
der var en eller anden form for lys noget lys der brød mørket og kunne dæmpes. 
 
3 RPP: Så skulle den kunne omstilles. Altså sengen skulle kunne laves om til en sofa, 
som også er vist på illustrationerne. Og den skulle ligne en sofa, så man ikke føler sig 
som en patient og sengeliggende, mere syg, i dagtimerne når men opholder sig på sin 
stue. 
 
4 RPP: Så har vi skrevet noget om ændring af noget… Er det det samme. Nu er det 
ikke mig selv der har skrevet det.  
 
5 ARPP: Det er det samme. 
 
6 RPP: Så har vi skrevet indkapsling …indkapsling af hvad? (Kigger rådvildt efter hjælp fra de 
andre brugere) 
 
 
7 ARPP: Af hjulene… 
 
8 RPP: Nå ja, indkapsling af hjulene, ja. Det var et af de positive træk. At når sengen 
stod nede. At hjulene var skjulte og det lignede almindelige sengestolper. Og at højden 
på sengen kunne sænkes ned til 40 cm, som svarer til en normal seng. Og det dermed 
også er med til at gøre, at ligne en normal seng. Det var de ting der blev 
understregede. 
 
(Rødt ark – negative/ikke løste funktioner) 
9 RPP: Så var der nogen ting, de negative. 
 
10 RPP: Ja, det er jo lidt at vende det hele om… 
Den må ikke kun ligne en seng!  
 
11 RPP: Og betjeningen må ikke være avanceret. Rigtig mange patienter der kommer 
ind er ikke i stand til at tage stilling til alt for mange ting. Det kan godt være at det er 
smart for nogen, men det skal også være simpelt for andre. At det ikke er sådan at 
enten skal man kunne det helt avanceret eller også kan man ingenting. Det skal også 
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være sådan at der er en nem løsning, så man stadig selv kan være den der bestemmer 
om sengen skal helt op eller ned, eller være varm eller kolde eller… 
12 RPP: Og så er en mobiltelefon slet ikke tilladt på den lukkede afdeling. Så det der 
med en app, det kan være smart nok nogle steder, men ikke særlig hensigtsmæssigt 
andre steder. 
 
13 RPP: Og så talte vi om bælter. Det har der jo været talt rigtig meget om at det 
skulle være indbygget i sengene fordi det vil være praktisk for dem der skal bruge 
bælterne, men for patienterne vil det virke skræmmende og truende, hvis der altid er 
et bælte lige i nærheden. Altså hvis man ligger… Se nu tager vi lige denne her. (Viser 
med hånden, hvordan man tager bæltet og spænder fast) Det er ikke noget man har lyst til. Så hellere 
en løsning hvor man ligger nogle bælter på i situationen. Så kan alle sengene evt. 
være lavet sådan, at man kan klikke dem på alle sengene.  
 
14 RPP: En sidste ting var omkring batteriet. De batterier der er i dag kunne jeg forstå 
(input fra producent), de kan løbe tør selvfølgelig og de kan skabe nogle problemer der 
ude, fordi der går noget tid inden de bliver skiftet ovs. Så det er også et issue, at man 
har et batteri der ikke løber tør… Det eksisterer sikkert ikke, men så i hvert fald at der 
er en rutine der gør at det bliver skiftet før end det løber tør. Så man ikke får den der 
uhensigtsmæssige med at sengen måske ikke virker. 
 
(Grønt ark – nye løsninger/forslag) 
 
15 RPP: Og så har vi en masse forslag 
Mulighed… Okay, jeg tager lige… (Tager det andet grønne ark og starter med) 
 
 
16 RPP: Forslag omkring lyset er, at det kan dæmpes, ændres, aktiveres, justeres… 
altså at det ikke er enten tændt eller slukket, men at der er justeringsmuligheder. 
 
17 RPP: Så var der tale om en sengetøjskasse, altså til sengelinned så det kan fjernes i 
dagtimerne. Så det ikke hele tiden ligner en seng men at man har et eller andet sted 
at putte det (sengetøjet) hen. 
 
18 RPP: Øh, fleksibilitet… Understøtte forskellig brug… Det kan jeg ikke lige huske... 
(Vender arket så de andre brugere kan læse med på noterne på arket) 
 
19 ARPP: Jeg tror det var noget, noget med at vi snakkede som senge… sengegærdet. 
 
20 RPP: Var det det? 
 
21 ARPP: Det var det med op og ned og frem og tilbage.  
 
22 RPP: Ja, og så betjeningen igen. At den skulle være simpel at betjene. evt. med 
nogle piktogrammer eller noget der virkelig er enkelt at betjene. 
 
23 RPP: Og madrasserne. Det er et problem i dag at madrasser bliver lavet i noget 
plast og er varme og ikke særlig behagelige at ligge på. Så det måtte gerne være en 
madras, hvor man kunne justere varmen. Evt. med det her vi talte om sidst. Sådan 
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nogle ”vandåre-madrasser”  (Viser højden på de små åre i madrassen med fingrene) man har, så man 
kan justere både varme og køligere og få noget bevægelse i også. 
 
24 RPP: Øhm, mulighed for at komme længere ned… Hvad står der? (Viser de andre brugere 
noten på arket for hjælp til at fortælle. Laver en grimasse der udtrykker, Hjælp mig!) 
 
25 ARPP: Jo, jo det var fordi vi snakkede om at var en mulighed at komme endnu 
længere ned for at understøtte tryghed og ”grounding”? 
 
26 RPP: Nå ja, at være tættere på gulvet. At det kunne være en mulighed, ja. 
 
27 RPP: Og så overvejede vi en alkove som tilbehør til sengen. Altså det her med, sidst 
der talte vi om en sengehimmel og om forskellige ting, men det kunne også være en 
alkove man kunne køre sengen ind i så man ligesom fik et rum og et privatrum… 
 
28 RPP: Vi talte også om at det kunne være ligesom et myggenet, man kender. Noget 
man fik ned fra loftet. Som var lidt transparent også. Man fik noget privatliv og 
samtidigt kunne man også se ud. Der er folk med forskellige behov og nogle vil helst 
kunne se det hele og andre vil gerne have lidt mere privatliv. 
 
29 RPP: Så talte vi om stemmestyret betjening i stedet for alt det her med knapper 
ovs. At det kunne være en mulighed at man kunne gøre det… Og selvfølgelig skal alle 
muligheder også kunne slås fra. 
 
30 RPP: Så var der også at forslag til en fast sengegavl. Det kender de fleste af os 
hjemmefra og det er dejligt at ligge og man føler det trygt når man har den der. Så 
det var også noget af det vi talte om, det her med at man bare var sådan helt plan 
(Bruger fakter til at forklare at man ligger helt uden rammer). Det var ikke særlig rart. En fast 
sengegavl ville være at foretrække. 
 
31 RPP: Så talte vi lidt om de her høje mennesker der er rundt omkring os. De bliver 
højere og højere. Og som også er et ”issue” ude på hospitalerne. Det er ikke alle der 
kan være der og strække helt ud. Så man på en eller anden måde kunne justere 
længden og bredden? 
 
32 RPP: Overvej… process omkring udskiftning af batteri.. Ja, det er lidt det samme 
igen… 
 
33 RPP: Og så snakkede vi om det her med elevation. Man kunne komme op. At det 
evt, kunne være i form af noget luft. Jeg ved ikke lige hvordan det kan lade sig gøre. 
Men det kunne være en ide at det var noget luft der kunne bruges som ryglæn.  
 
34 RPP: Og det sidste her, det er justering af liggefladen… Nå, var det lænden? Nåh… 
 
35 ARPP: Jeg tror det var det her med justering af liggefladen… Justere ben og ryglæn 
med luft 
 
36 RPP: Ja, så det var så det vi var inde over i patientgruppen… 
 
37 ARPP2: Jeg har lige en enkelt tilføjelse. 
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38 ARPP2: Den her seng som nogen snakker om, som en uno seng. Den kan godt 
have et lidt barnligt udtryk. Det skal man overveje når man designer sengen. 
 
 
Personalets (Klinisk fagpersonale) kvalificeringsgennemgang: 
 
(Repræsentant for klinisk personalet/RHP) 
1 RHP: Personalet, der kan man godt fornemme der er lidt en anden synsvinkel her. 
 
2 RHP: En overordnet ting der kom mange steder fra det er det her med det store 
dilemma der er at man skal have alting ned i en seng. Der er rigtig mange ting man 
skal tilgodese og så bliver alle ting måske ikke løst 100 % men kun 90 %. Det er det 
her med at få alle enderne til at nå sammen. Det er i hvert fald noget helt overordnet, 
måske på den dårlige side. Man kan sige at én seng kan ikke alt. Den bliver ikke 
perfekt. 
 
(Blå ark – Positive features) 
3 RHP: Af de gode ting der blev nævnt, så blev det positivt fremhævet at der var det 
her lukkede… altså princippet om den her kasse… at det var lukket og med rundede 
hjørner. Det var godt. 
 
4 RHP: Øhhh, at der var tale om en lidt intelligent madras. Det kunne i hvert fald 
være godt… men der var også nogle, der havde input omkring at omkostningerne, 
hvis den blev ødelagt… hvis der var noget der kunne fornemme temperatur, så ville 
der være store omkostninger forbundet med noget der måske i dag forholdsvist nemt 
kan skiftes ud. 
 
5 RHP: Unoseng princippet som vi så, med den grønne seng derude også, der var det 
godt der var noget man måske kunne indstille til forskellige formål. 
 
6 RHP: Elevation, at man kan indstille sengen og hvad hedder det.. ja, hovedgærde 
(bruger fagter til at forklare positioner). Det er vigtigt. Det er et brugerværktøj. 
 
7 RHP: Og at i de løsninger vi har set ikke er løse ledninger… Det er noget af det 
vigtigste. 
 
8 RHP: Også telekopløsningerne (for afdækning af konstruktion) var positive. 
 
(Rødt ark – negative/ikke løste funktioner) 
9 RHP: De dårlige ting, det var at der blev såret tvivl om transport, tvivl om de her 
forholdsvis integrerede håndtag (skruer med hænderne for at illustrere greb), om 
brugen af de integrerede håndtag ville være… og også måske den tunge kasse ville 
være… hvor let det ville være at transportere, også over længere afstand. Og så kom 
det som sagt op det her med én seng der kan alt. 
 
10 RHP: Der var også input omkring at på den ene side er det meget godt med den 
her rundede kasse, men der var også input omkring at den måske ville invitere mere 
til spark og slag eller hvad ved jeg… at den havde ligesom den udformning der lagde 
op til det. (bruger fagter igen til at illustrere udtrykket) 
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11 RHP: Der var rigtig mange input om at rigtig mange steder bruges sengegavle slet 
ikke, så hvorfor skulle de være der? 
 
12 RHP: At bruge smartphones eller en fjernbetjening. Det bliver altså væk, så det 
skulle være nogen løsninger, hvor det på en eller anden måde var integrerede i 
sengen. 
 
13 RHP: Og så også overordnet at man ikke mente at fikseringsproblematikken var 
løst 100%, men nogle af de forslag som man har set her i dag. Der er ikke nogen af 
dem man finder helt lige i øjet. Der er både noget med de ting man skal holde fast, de 
ting man skal holde fast i og også selernes beskaffenhed. Hvordan kan man. Eller 
bælternes beskaffenhed. Hvad for nogle materialer kan man bruge og hvordan vil man 
rengøre ovs. 
 
(Grønt ark – nye løsninger/forslag) 
14 RHP: Nye ideer. Man kan sige, jeg ved ikke om det er nye ideer. Der er nogle af de 
ting der ikke kunne komme på godt eller dårligt der er kommet her over på om man 
så at sige.. 
 
15 RHP: Et af de første input var det her med at alt i processen hidtil har været 
vægtet lige (fagter med hænderne som en vægt). I er begyndt at arbejde med at der 
er noget ”need to have og noget nice to have”, men at der måske endnu mere skule 
prioriteres. Hvad er det for nogle funktioner, der skal helt op og stå øverst for at man 
kan opfylde dem. Og med den her gruppe der handler det om sikkerhed og at kunne 
skabe sikkerhed omkring patienten såvel som omkring personalet via den her seng, 
der her arbejdsfunktionen omkring sengen. 
 
16 RHP: Inputtet er også at det er rigtig svært at forholde sig til hvordan nogle af de 
her ting også fungerer i hverdagen. Det er det her med at afprøve det.  
 
17 Facilitator/F: Det er det vi skal til i næste fase. At teste funktionaliteterne i 
prototyper. 
 
18 RHP: Ja, det er godt. Det er næste fase. Okay. 
 
19 RHP: Der var også lidt diskussion om, hvad er det fremtidens målgruppe har brug 
for. Den målgruppe der er der i dag og den måde man arbejder på i dag. Er det også 
det der er fremtidens målgruppe. Er det sådan inddelt i åbent eller lukkede afsnit, 
eller skal man kunne bruge det til alt. Eller er der mulighed for at man kan arbejde 
med 2 løsninger? Det var også noget af det der blev snakket om. Men overordnet er 
tilbagemeldingerne fra personalet her i dag fra den her gruppe. Det er det skal være 
så enkel som mulig en løsning. Det er simpelt det der er inputtet  
 
20 RHP: Og endelig er det de her om hvordan man skulle betjene sengen. Det skulle 
være noget med nogle ”brikker” man skal kunne låse op med, så man ikke skal bruge 
nøgler og sådan. Men en eller anden type ”låsebrik” (chips) som man kunne benytte 
som perosnale og så have noget integreret på sengen. 
 
21 RHP: Er der nogen fra gruppen der har noget at supplere med?  
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(de andre ryster på hovedet) 
 
…………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
Hygiejne-, drift- og servicegruppens gennemgang 
 
(Repræsentant for hygiejne og service personalet/RHS) 
 
1 RHS: Personalet, der kan man godt fornemme der er lidt en anden synsvinkel her. 
 
2 RHS: Vi har jo så det her perspektiv der hedder drift, service, hygiejne og rengøring 
på det her. 
 
(Blå ark – Positive features) 
3 RHS: Og vi har sagt af positive ting.  
At der er en god ide at patienten har mulighed for at indstille sengen i selve rammen, 
sådan at man ikke har en trådløs betjening på det. 
 
4 RHS: Vi har sagt at lyset i gulvet var en god ide, evt. LED lys og at det var smart at 
den ledning man skal bruge til at sætte tingene i stikkontakten med at det var smart 
det kunne skjules i rammen, hvis der er behov for det. Så har vi også skrevet at det 
er en god ide at have en eller anden form for alarm på batteriniveauet, sådan at når 
den komplet fra (strøm) at man så pludselig ikke har en seng der ikke virker. 
 
5 RHS: Og det er godt at alle de her ting ligesom er skjult i den her lukkede kasse, 
fordi det forbedre rengøringen, det forbedre hygiejnen og det mindsker muligheden 
for at man bruger sengen til f.eks at skjule ting i (stoffer og våben) eller bruger 
sengen til at skade sig selv på. 
 
6 RHS: Og så har vi sagt at selve udformningen af sengen her. Den kunne vi egentlig 
godt lide. Det var mere et møbel end de traditionelle hospitalssengen. Og det blev lidt 
mere hyggeligt.  
 
7 RHS: Så vil vi gerne have at sengen har en lys farve så at man kan se når den er 
beskidt, så de er nemmere at gøre den rent. 
 
(Rødt ark – negative/ikke løste funktioner) 
8 RHS: Vi har så sagt… af de dårlige ting 
 
9 RHS: Det kan være svært at vaske under sengen, hvis den bliver for lav. 
 
10 RHS: Og hvis du har bæltet til at sidde fast på sengen permanent… eller har en del 
af bæltet til at sidde fast på sengen permanent, så kan det være svært at vaske dem 
eller skifte dem. 
 
11 RHS: Det kan også være svært at servicere teknikken i den lukkede kassse. 
Specielt hvis der sker et eller andet nedbrud, imens der måske ligger en patient i 
sengen. Så det skal i hvert fald tænkes ind. 
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12 RHS: Derudover har vi sagt at man skal være opmærksom på tyngdepunktet på 
sengen… Sådan at hvis man har hævet den op og der ligger nogen i sengen, at den så 
ikke kan vælte fordi personen får den tippet. 
 
13 RHS: Og så har vi skrevet at løse puder til ryglæn. Der skal man opmærksom på 
hygiejnen. Det var det, du mente, ikke også? (Kigger hen på anden bruger. Anden 
bruger bekræfter nikkende) 
 
(Grønt ark – nye løsninger/forslag) 
  
14 RHS: Og forslag…Vi har flere forslag (rækker ud efter grønt ark nummer to) 
 
15 RHS: Vi har sagt at sengen skal være så langt hævet fra gulvet. Altså så langt over 
gulvet at man kan vaske nemt under gulvet, nemt for rengøring, sådan at I ikke skal 
hæve sengen hver gang de skal vaske under senge. 
 
16 RHS: Derudover så er der i øjeblikket nogle krav om at hvis der er en nedbrud og 
man bliver nødt til at løfte den med en lift, så skal der minimum være 15 cm frirum 
under. Altså ind under (fagter med armen en angivelse af noget der går under noget 
andet). 
 
17 RHS: Så har vi sagt at det skal være muligt at udskifte bælterne under en 
fiksering. Altså på en eller anden måde skifte dem ud, hvis de bliver forurenet 
undervejs. 
 
18 RHS: Så har vi sagt at den skinne, som der var i Maja Grøns forslag, den man 
kunne trække op umiddelbart ville være bedre end sikkerhedsseleløsningen. Fordi på 
den her sikkerhedssele der har du en del der sidder fast i den her spole, som du så 
ikke kan tage af og skifte nemt. Og det kunne jeg så høre at de bagefter har snakket 
en del om efter.. 
 
19 RHS: Så har vi sagt at den der sengehest evt. kunne laves som en tilføjelse. Altså 
den der ramme der var tegnet på plancerne der ude. Det kunne evt. være en tilføjelse 
man kunne udlevere.. og igen vær opmærksom på hygiejnen! 
 
20 RHS: Så har vi foreslået at den ledning man kan bruge til at tilslutte sengen til 
stikkontakten. Den skal være.. Hvad hedder det. Den må ikke blive så lang at man 
kan bruge den til selvskade. Så det vi egentlig har foreslået det var at det man har på 
en støvsuger, et ”ledningsoprul” som man kunne låse i en position hvor ledningen var 
kort og hvis man så havde flyttet sengen og blev nødt til at have en længere ledning 
kunne man få det ved at aktivere den. 
 
21 RHS: Og så siger vi at hvis det nu er en eller anden akut forflytning af en seng. 
Eller hvis du har en patient der er sengeliggende. Altså som ikke reelt kan komme ud 
af sengen. Ikke fikseret, men f.eks på gerontoafdelingen. Så skal du have en 
mulighed for at udløse hjulene i en nødsituation. Hvis det f.eks brænder og du hurtigt 
skal kunne rykke sengen Så skal du hurtigt skulle kunne få aktiveret de her hjul, også 
uden strøm 
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22 RHS: De materialer, som man bruger skal være brandhæmmende. Og madrassen, 
skal være brandhæmmende, vandafvisende,  åndbar  og vaskbar. 
  
23 RHS: Og så ville det være fint hvis man kunne tilkøbe integrationer, altså sensor i 
madrasser og sådan noget. De steder man nu ved… 
 
24 RHS: Har jeg glemt noget? 
 
25 (Næ, siger en anden bruger) 
 



APPENDIX 9
USER GROUPS’ NOTES































Patient  
Gode  

- lys  
- omstilling til sofa  
- ændring fra seng til noget ”ordentligt” – et møbel  
- indkapsling af hjul, - mindre institutions agtig  
- højde som normal seng  
- god ide at indbygge patientens muligheder for at indstille sengens ramme i stedet for trådløs 

fjernbetjening  
- lys på gulv  
- smart at ledning til stikkontakt kan skjules (Husk alarm for lavt batteri-niveau) 
- godt at ting er skjult i lukket kasse (rengøring, hygiejne, mulighed for at skjule stoffer, 

våben)  
- mere et møbel/ hyggelig stemning  
- godt med lys farve så skidt kan ses  

Dårligt  
- Må ikke kun ligne en seng  
- Betjening må ikke være avanceret  
- Mobil tlf. er ikke tilladt på lukket, en App er derfor ikke en løsning.  
- Der må ikke være bælter  

1. kan virke truende  
2. Evt. til at klikke på 

- batteri kan løbe tør  
Forslag  

- lys kan dæmpes/ændres, kan aktiveres ved sensor  
- Swaetøjskasse, fx skuffer  
- Fleksibilitet, understøtte forskellige bug  
- Betjening, fx billeder/piktogrammer  
- Madrasser kan være varme, juster varme  
- Mulighed for at komme længere ned  
- Overveje alkove som tilbehør  

1. hule/ privatrum  
2. klaustrofobisk  
3. semitransparent – holde øje med personer samtidig privat  
4. fleksibelt 

- stemmerstyret betjening  
1. selvstændighed  
2. kunne slås fra  

- faste sevaegavle  
- mulighed for at ændre længde  

1. til høje mennesker  
- overvej proces omkring udskiftning af batteri/ opladning af batteri  
- luft til ryglæn  

1. dermed ingen mekanik til fare  
- justering liggeflade  
 

 
 



Plejepersonale  
Gode  

- Kasse (lukket, rund)  
- Intelligent madras – men omk. hvis ødelægges  
- Junoseng…princip  
- Elevation er vigtig (need to have)  
- Ingen ledninger  
- Teleskopløsninger 

Dårlige  
- transport og længere afstand  
- én seng, der kan alt (ikke perfekt)  
- for bastant – inviterer til spark  
- sengegane bruges ikke? 
- Smartphone/ fjernbetjening bliver væk  
- Fikseringsproblematik ikke løst… ingen forslag lige i øjet.  

Nye ideer  
- Skarpere prioritering, Sikkerhed  
- ”kasse” model kraver afprøvning  
- Patients behov bestemmer tilbehør  
- Fremtidens målgruppe? 
- Så enkelt som muligt  
- Låsebrikker til integreret betjening – APP  

Rengøring og service  
Dårligt  

- v. løse puck til ryglæn - obs. hygiejne? 
- Svært at vaske under sengen  
- Såfremt bæltet sidder fast på sengen kan det ikke vaskes/skiftes v. behov  
- Svært at servicere hvis lukket kasse (skal være nem adgang ved nedbrud mens patient er i 

sengen)  
- OBS tyngdepunkt for sengen, når pt er fikseret. Sengen må ikke kunne væltes/flyttes af pt  

Nye forslag  
- sengen skal enten stå på gulvet (rammen) eller være så høj at der kan vaskes under. ( For 

brug af lift ved nedbrud er der krav på min 15 cm)  
- muligt at udskifte bælter under en fiksering  
- skinne ( Maja gøn?) bedre end ”sikkerhedssele- løsning” pga. rengøring/hygiejne  
- evt. lav sengehest som add-on (OBS hygiejne)  
- ledning til tilslutning til stikkontakt må ikke blive så lang at den kan bruges til selvskade – 

låsbart ledningsoprul  
- skal være muligt at nødudløse hjul i tilfælde af akutflytning af sengeliggende/ immobil 

patient (f.eks. ved brand)  
- materiale skal være brandhæmmende  
- madras skal være brandhæmmende, åndbar og vandafvisende, samt vaskbar 
- tilkøb af integrationer (sensorer til vægt mv.)  



APPENDIX 10
EXPERTS’ EVALUATION



1. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 2 2 3 3 2,5 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 2 2 2 2 2,0 3

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 2 2 2 1 1,8 2

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 2 2 2 1 1,8 2

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 2 1 2 3 2,0 2

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 3 2 2 2 2,3 3

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 1 1 1 1,0 1

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 4 3 2 3 3,0 3

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 3 2 2 2 2,3 2

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 3 3 2 2,5 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 2 2 2 2,0 2

12.Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 1 2 2 1,8 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 1 2 2 1,8 2

14. Let at producere? 4 4 4 3 3,8 3



2. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 3 3 3 4 3,3 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 3 3 2 2,8 4

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 2 2 2 1 1,8 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 2 2 2 1 1,8 1

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 2 1 2 3 2,0 2

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 4 4 4 4 4,0 5

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 2 2 2 2 2,0 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 3 2 3 2,8 2

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 2 1 1 1 1,3 1

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 3 3 2 2,5 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 3 3 3 2 2,8 3

12.Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 3 2 3 3 2,8 3

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 1 2 3 2,0 2

14. Let at producere? 3 4 3 3 3,3 3



3. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 2 4 4 3 3,3 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 5 4 4 4,0 5

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 2 1 2 1 1,5 1

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 1 2 1 1 1,3 0

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 2 2 1 1,5 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 0 1 1 1 0,8 0

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 0 1 1 0 0,5 0

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 3 4 2 2,8 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 3 5 4 3 3,8 4

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 3 3 4 3 3,3 4

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 3 2 3 3 2,8 2

14. Let at producere? 2 3 3 2 2,5 1



4. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 3 4 3 3 3,3 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 4 3 2 3,0 3

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 4 4 3 3 3,5 3

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 3 1 1 1 1,5 1

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 4 4 3 3 3,5 3

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 4 4 2 2 3,0 3

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 3 3 3 2,5 2

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 4 3 3 3,3 5

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 2 4 4 3 3,3 4

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 3 4 4 4 3,8 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 1 2 1 1,5 1

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 1 1 1 1,3 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 1 1 1 1,3 1

14. Let at producere? 4 5 5 4 4,5 3



5. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 3 4 4 3 3,5 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 4 4 2 3,3 3

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 4 5 4 3 4,0 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 1 2 2 1 1,5 1

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 4 3 4 3 3,5 2

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 4 4 4 3 3,8 3

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 2 3 3 1 2,3 2

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 4 4 2 3 3,3 3

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 3 4 3 3 3,3 3

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 3 4 5 4 4,0 3

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 3 2 2 2 2,3 2

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 3 3 2 2,5 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 1 1 2 2 1,5 2

14. Let at producere? 5 5 5 3 4,5 3



6. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 4 4 3 3,8 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 5 5 3 4,0 4

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 4 5 5 3 4,3 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 2 4 2 2 2,5 2

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 0 2 1 0 0,8 1

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 3 5 3 3 3,5 3

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 2 2 3 2 2,3 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 4 3 3 3,3 2

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 3 4 3 3 3,3 2

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 3 2 3 2 2,5 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 2 3 3 2,5 3

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 3 4 3 3,0 3

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 2 3 2 2,3 1

14. Let at producere? 3 4 3 3 3,3 3



7. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 3 3 3 2 2,8 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 4 4 4 3,8 4

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 2 2 2 1 1,8 2

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 1 2 1 2 1,5 2

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 3 4 3 3 3,3 3

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 3 3 3 2 2,8 3

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 2 2 1 1,5 1

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 4 5 4 4 4,3 4

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 2 3 2 3 2,5 2

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 3 2 3 2,5 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 2 2 3 2,3 3

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 1 2 2 1,8 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 1 2 3 2,0 3

14. Let at producere? 4 4 3 2 3,3 3



8. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 3 4 3 2 3,0 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 4 3 3 3,3 3

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 5 4 3 3,8 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 1 2 1 1 1,3 1

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 1 1 1 1 1,0 1

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 2 2 2 2 2,0 3

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 1 1 1 1,0 1

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 1 1 1 1 1,0 1

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 1 2 1 1 1,3 2

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 1 3 1 2 1,8 3

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 2 3 3 2,5 2

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 1 1 1 1 1,0 1

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 1 1 1 1 1,0 2

14. Let at producere? 4 5 4 4 4,3 5



9. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed - 4 2 - 3,0 2

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? - 3 2 - 2,5 2

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? - 4 2 - 3,0 2

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? - 1 1 - 1,0 1

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? - 3 2 - 2,5 2

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? - 4 2 - 3,0 2

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse?- 1 3 - 2,0 3

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? - 1 1 - 1,0 1

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af- 1 1 - 1,0 1

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? - 3 2 - 2,5 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? - 1 1 - 1,0 1

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ?- 1 1 - 1,0 1

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning - 1 1 - 1,0 1

14. Let at producere? - 5 5 - 5,0 1



10. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 2 2 1 1 1,5 2

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 4 4 3 3,5 3

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 3 4 3 3 3,3 3

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 2 3 3 3 2,8 3

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 3 2 3 2 2,5 3

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 0 1 1 0 0,5 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 3 3 1 2,5 2

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 2 3 2 2,3 4

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 1 2 2 1,8 2

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 1 2 2 1,8 1

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 3 3 2 2,5 2

14. Let at producere? 4 4 4 3 3,8 4



11. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 3 4 4 3 3,5 5

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 1 2 1 1 1,3 2

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 2 2 2 2,3 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 1 1 2 1 1,3 1

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 1 1 1 1 1,0 1

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 2 2 2 2 2,0 2

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 0 1 1 0 0,5 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 1 1 2 1 1,3 3

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 4 4 4 3 3,8 5

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 2 3 2 2,3 4

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 3 2 2 2,3 3

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 2 3 2 2,3 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 2 2 3 2,3 2

14. Let at producere? 5 4 4 3 4,0 4



12. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 4 5 4 4,3 5

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 4 3 5 3 3,8 4

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 3 4 3 3,3 3

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 3 4 3 2 3,0 2

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 4 3 3 2 3,0 2

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 3 5 4 3 3,8 4

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 2 2 2 1 1,8 1

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 3 2 2 2,5 3

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 3 3 4 3 3,3 2

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 4 4 4 4 4,0 3

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 2 3 3 2 2,5 2

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 1 1 2 1 1,3 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 1 2 1 1,5 2

14. Let at producere? 4 4 4 4 4,0 5



13. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 3 3 5 3,8 4

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 1 1 2 1,8 2

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 1 2 1 2 1,5 2

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 1 1 1 1 1,0 3

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 2 2 2 3 2,3 2

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 0 1 0 0 0,3 0

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 0 1 0 0 0,3 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 3 1 1 2,0 3

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 2 2 1 1 1,5 2

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 2 3 2 2,3 1

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 2 4 2 2,5 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 3 2 3 3 2,8 3

14. Let at producere? 2 3 3 2 2,5 3



14. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 3 3 3 3,3 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 4 2 2 2 2,5 2

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 1 2 1 2 1,5 2

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 1 1 1 1 1,0 2

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 2 3 3 2 2,5 3

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 1 3 2 1 1,8 2

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 2 1 1 1,3 1

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 3 2 2 2,5 3

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 2 2 1 1 1,5 1

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 2 3 2 2,3 1

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 4 5 4 3 4,0 5

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 2 3 4 2 2,8 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 2 3 2 2,3 4

14. Let at producere? 4 3 3 3 3,3 1



15. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 5 4 3 4,0 4

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 3 4 3 3 3,3 4

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 5 3 3 3,5 3

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 3 5 4 3 3,8 5

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 1 1 2 1 1,3 1

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 2 2 3 1 2,0 2

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 2 2 1 1,5 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 4 5 5 4 4,5 5

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 2 3 2 2,3 3

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 3 1 2 2 2,0 2

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 4 4 4 3 3,8 4

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 2 1 2 2 1,8 1

14. Let at producere? 3 4 4 3 3,5 4



16. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 5 5 4 4,5 5

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 5 4 3 3,8 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 4 5 4 3 4,0 5

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 4 4 4 4 4,0 4

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 2 2 3 2 2,3 2

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 2 1 3 2 2,0 1

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 4 3 3 3 3,3 5

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 3 4 3 3 3,3 3

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 2 3 3 3 2,8 2

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 3 3 3 3 3,0 4

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 3 2 3 2 2,5 3

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 3 1 2 2 2,0 2

14. Let at producere? 2 3 3 1 2,3 1



17. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 2 2 3 2 2,3 3

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 1 1 1 2 1,3 3

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 2 3 3 2 2,5 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 4 5 5 4 4,5 5

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 1 1 1 1 1,0 1

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 2 3 3 2 2,5 2

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 1 1 0 0,8 0

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 2 2 1 2 1,8 1

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 3 4 4 4 3,8 5

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 1 1 2 2 1,5 1

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 3 5 4 4 4,0 4

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 4 5 4 4 4,3 5

14. Let at producere? 1 1 2 2 1,5 1



18. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 4 4 4 5 4,3 5

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 2 4 2 2 2,5 3

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 4 3 3 3,3 4

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 2 3 3 2 2,5 3

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 4 4 4 3 3,8 4

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 3 4 4 3 3,5 4

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 2 2 3 2 2,3 3

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 2 2 3 1 2,0 0

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 3 4 4 2 3,3 1

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 1 1 2 1 1,3 1

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 5 4 4 4 4,3 5

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 3 2 2 2 2,3 2

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 4 4 3 3 3,5 5

14. Let at producere? 2 3 3 2 2,5 1



19. Subcomponent

A B C D Gennemsni Mine data

1. Forbedring af patientsikkerhed 3 4 3 3 3,3 4

2. Forbedring af medarbejdersikkerhed? 2 3 3 3 2,8 3

3. Forbedrer håndtering af nødsituationer? 3 4 3 3 3,3 5

4. Mindsker/forebygger tvang? 2 3 3 2 2,5 3

5. Forbedring af rengøring og hygiejne? 1 1 2 2 1,5 1

6. Forbedring af personales arbejdsgang/flow? 3 4 3 3 3,3 4

7.  Forbedrer service/mindsker vedligeholdelse? 1 1 2 1 1,3 1

8. Højner patienters følelse af normalitet? 3 3 3 2 2,8 4

9. Forbedring af patienters komfort og følelse af 2 3 3 2 2,5 3

10. Hvor færdig virker løsningen? 1 1 2 2 1,5 1

11. Hvor høj er kompleksiteten på løsningen? 4 4 4 4 4,0 5

12. Nivaeu af originalitet - Hvor ny og innovativ? 4 4 4 3 3,8 4

13. Niveau af Teknologi på løsning 4 4 4 4 4,0 5

14. Let at producere? 2 1 2 2 1,8 1
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